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Christmas "Savior Day" 2008 - Celebrating the Arrival-Birth of Jesus Christ the Savior of Mankind Giving 'Glory to God in the Highest' this is the very basis of our human relationship to the Holy,
loving, kind, compassionate and tender God!
Christmas Day - "Savior Day" The Day Jesus Christ the Savior of the world entered into the world!
Celebrating the Arrival (Birth) of Jesus Christ the Savior of MankindChristmas time is a wonderful time it is a
time of reassurance of God's love and of God's commitment for all mankind throughout all time. Enjoy the
Christmas holiday season knowing that there is indeed a Savior-Redeemer for mankind and that Jesus Christ
is the Savior-Redeemer. ... Luke 2:8-12 And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field,
keeping watch over their flock by night. And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the
Lord shone round about them: and they were sore afraid. And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold,
I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is born this day in the city of
David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord. And this shall be a sign unto you; Ye shall find the Babe wrapped in
swaddling clothes, lying in a manger.
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http://www.basicchristian.org/christmastraditions.html

*** The Amber May Show - The True Meaning of Christmas (Mp3's)
This show looks at the real meaning of christmas. Why do we celebrate it? Where does it come from?
http://theambermayshow.podbean.com/2008/12/14/the-amber-may-show-the-true-meaning-of-christmas/

The Christmas Story (Mp3) or Download the radio station .wav version here
"I bring you good news of great joy that will be for all the people. Today, in the town of David, a Savior is
born." As our gift to you this holiday season, Faith Comes By Hearing presents this dramatized version of The
Christmas Story as a reminder of God's gift to us.
http://www.faithcomesbyhearing.com/podcast/christmas-story/2007/12/christmas-story

**Updated: The Christmas 2008 Download and Share Mp3 Project at ChristianFaithDownloads.com This 2008 Christmas Holiday Season share the Love of Jesus Christ by downloading and passing
along life changing Christian Mp3 files - The first Mp3 Sermon files that should be accessed and
shared are the ones from your own home Church and fellowship - Please pass along the 2008
Christmas Mp3 share project to your Church, family and friends (PDF)
Some of the purposes and objectives of the 2008 Christmas Mp3 share project are 1. To Bless ourselves and
other people with the many Blessed Mp3 sermon messages, praise music, Bible studies and teachings
available on the internet. 2. Usually the Mp3 Bible and a large quantity of Mp3 Sermon messages and music
need to be downloaded and kept on hand in order to find a particularly good personal application sermon
message for personal use at any given time so having only a few Mp3's is not really an option and having
more Mp3's means having more reasons to share with others. 3. Not everyone has an internet connection
and especially a high-speed connection so downloading and sharing Mp3's is going to be the only way many
people will ever be able to receive Christian Mp3's to listen to. 4. Sharing a large quantity of Mp3's is easy to
do and it is a tremendously time saving project especially saving others the time and hassle of locating and
downloading quality Christian Mp3's. 5. Once the Mp3 sermons, praise music, Bible studies or teachings
have been downloaded they can easily be shared. It is easier to share an Mp3 then it is to locate and
download an Mp3. A full eight hours of high-speed internet downloads can be shared in less than 5 minutes
from person to person. A person that has received shared Mp3's has freed up the internet (for others) from
hours and possibly even days of redundant download time. 6. The Ministry trend is to place more Audio
(Mp3) files on the internet and also now to place the even larger Video (Mp4) files on the internet for people
to download. The larger Mp4 files require longer download times and even larger storage capacity meaning
that as important as it is to download and share the Mp3 files it is even more important and beneficial to
download and share the larger Mp4 Sermon video files.
http://www.christianfaithdownloads.com/ChristianFaithDownloads.pdf

Bible Study Podcasts - BibleStudyPodcasts.org is about creating a means by which people can grow
deeper in their understanding of God's Word (Mp3's)
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BibleStudyPodcasts.org is about creating a means by which people can grow deeper in their understanding
of God's Word. Our desire is that by deepening your understanding of the Bible, you will grow in your walk as
a Christian as well. While the main focus is Bible study, we will also have podcasts addressing contemporary,
relevant issues, objections, etc. as part of our focus is on apologetics as well.
http://biblestudypodcasts.org/#archives

Bible Stories My Kids Love - Here Comes the Son! (Mp3's)
Here Comes the Son! In today's Bible Stories My Kids Love hear about the prophecies that lead up to the
Birth of Jesus and how the fulfilling of these promises gave us the Greatest Gift of all.
http://biblestoriesmykidslove.blogspot.com/

History: The Lost American Colony (1587): A Group of 117 Early American Settlers Disappears
Without a Trace - By 1587, England and its European rivals had been crossing the Atlantic Ocean to
explore the New World for over 50 years
Imagine returning to the location of what had previously been a burgeoning colony of over 100 settlers only to
find the village abandoned with no trace of the occupants. This is what happened to John White at Roanoke
Island. The circumstances surrounding the disappearance of the Roanoke Colony is one of the biggest
mysteries in American history. By 1587, England and its European rivals had been crossing the Atlantic
Ocean to explore the New World for over 50 years. Queen Elizabeth I realized that whichever nation was
able to gain a permanent foothold in those lands would have a substantial advantage over its rivals. As a
result, she commissioned Sir Walter Raleigh to put together a group of settlers to stake out a claim to land in
North America. Raleigh first sent out a group in July of 1585 to accomplish the Queen's wish. This expedition
was almost entirely composed of soldiers, with a few specialists. Upon reaching the New World, the group
decided that Roanoke Island looked like a hospitable place to live. Unfortunately, these men, although brave,
were ill equipped to handle the task of surviving in a new land. ... On August 27, 1587, White set sail. He left
behind [2nd group] not just a group of colonists he had organized, but also his daughter and newly born
grandchild. He expected to return the following spring. That would prove impossible. ... When White finally
landed on Roanoke Island, there was nobody there. The only evidence as to where the group might have
gone were the letters "C-R-O" carved into one tree and "Croatoan" inscribed on another tree. Before he left
for England, White and the settlers had discussed the possibility that circumstances might force relocation
north toward the Chesapeake Bay area they had originally intended to colonize. If they were going to do this,
the plan was to carve their destination into a tree. If they were forced to move because they were in some
kind of danger, a cross was to be carved into the same tree. Since there was no cross to be found on either
of the trees with writing on it, White was left to assume that the move was voluntary. ... John White was never
able to return to the New World again to search for his family and the other settlers. Future expeditions were
also unsuccessful in finding the "Lost Colony."
http://www.associatedcontent.com/article/212863/the_lost_colony_a_group_of_117_early.html?cat=37

Fire at Palin's Church Has Lifted Spirits, Churchgoer Says - A member of Sarah Palin's church says a
fire at the house of worship has lifted spirits of congregants - an accelerant was poured around the
exterior of the 2 1/2-year-old building - A small group (five women and two children) was inside the
church, but no one was injured - "We're all kind of wondering what the investigators will learn" he
told FOXNews.com - "We have nothing to go on, but the feeling is that perhaps it has to do with the
Christian message itself, that perhaps someone has animosity to the basic Christian message" "But
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it's serving to be more unifying for each of us" - A message on the church's Web site read: "Praise
God that no one in the building was injured, and pray for us as we rebuild" {Disasters and tragedies
that happen in America especially to Christians and Churches seem to be of no concern to Bush.
President Bush is a Satanist (Anarchist) and in Satanism "chaos" is a code word for burning or
attacking a church (bringing chaos to the Christian church) and truthfully Bush and his
administration seem to be doing more to enable and cover up crimes then they are doing to solve
crimes and protect innocent lives.}
Federal officials joined an arson investigation at Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin's church on Monday, days after an
accelerant was poured around the exterior of the 2 1/2-year-old building, causing $1 million in damages. A
small group was inside the church, but no one was injured. ... But one churchgoer told FOXNews.com that
the fire has lifted the spirits of church members. "It was very upbeat, people were in good spirits," Rob Tracy
said after Sunday services, which were held at Wasilla Middle School. "In one respect, people were reeling
from the shock of the news, but in another respect, they were very positive. It felt like we had the whole family
together yesterday. It's not often we have the full congregation together, but it felt like every single person
was there. "It was a feeling of unity, solidarity," Tracy said. ... "We're all kind of wondering what the
investigators will learn," he told FOXNews.com. "We have nothing to go on, but the feeling is that perhaps it
has to do with the Christian message itself, that perhaps someone has animosity to the basic Christian
message." During his sermon yesterday, Pastor Larry Kroon focused on messages of "faith, hope and love,"
Tracy said. "And that really resonated," he said. "We will continue to be a church that lives the message of
hope and expresses Christ's love." But the timing of the fire, which occurred less than two weeks before
Christmas, shocked and angered some worshippers, he continued. "The fact that it's close to Christmas says
more about the person who set this fire and their motivations," he said. "But it's serving to be more unifying
for each of us." A message on the church's Web site read: "Praise God that no one in the building was
injured, and pray for us as we rebuild."
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/elections/2008/12/15/churchgoer-says-palins-church-lifted-spirits/

Shoe-thrower's brother: He wanted to humiliate 'tyrant' - The brother of the journalist now famous for
hurling his shoes at President Bush said his sibling's actions were "spontaneous" and represented
millions of Iraqis who want to "humiliate the tyrant" - described the reporter's hatred for the "material
[Bush-Satanic] American occupation" and the "moral Iranian [Shiite-Shariah law] occupation"
BAGHDAD, Iraq (CNN) -- The brother of the journalist now famous for hurling his shoes at President Bush
said his sibling's actions were "spontaneous" and represented millions of Iraqis who want to "humiliate the
tyrant." Dhirgham al-Zaidi, who sometimes worked as his brother's cameraman, described the reporter's
hatred for the "material American occupation" and the "moral Iranian occupation." Muntadhar al-Zaidi's
feelings were influenced by watching the agony suffered by everyday Iraqis. Most of the reporter's stories
focused on Iraqi widows, orphans, and children, said the brother. Sometimes the 29-year-old journalist would
cry. Moved by the tales he reported of poor families, he sometimes asked his colleagues to give money to
them. On most nights, he returned to his home in central Baghdad -- one of the country's most violent slums
and the epicenter of several of the war's pitched battles. Muntadhar al-Zaidi's reporting for Egypt-based
independent television Al-Baghdadia was "against the occupation," his brother said. The journalist would
occasionally sign off his stories "from occupied Baghdad." ... Yet Dhirgham al-Zaidi said he was "shocked"
when he saw his brother hurling his shoes at President Bush at a Sunday news conference after a surprise
visit by Bush to Baghdad.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/meast/12/15/shoe.reporter.profile/index.html

December 15, 2008: Terrorists declare 2008 'The year of the shoe' - An Iraqi journalist's act of hurling
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of shoes at President Bush yesterday has prompted excited reaction here from across the Palestinian
arena, with one senior terrorist declaring 2008 the "year of the shoe" - Iraqi journalist who shot to
pan-Arab stardom for his (shoe) attack on Bush and his cry: "This is a goodbye kiss from the Iraqi
people, dog" - "One Arab among 250 million Arabs and among billions of Muslims had the courage to
do what every one of us wanted to do"
RAMALLAH, West Bank – An Iraqi journalist's act of hurling of shoes at President Bush yesterday has
prompted excited reaction here from across the Palestinian arena, with one senior terrorist declaring 2008 the
"year of the shoe." "This is the main historic event of the year of 2008, the year of the shoe," Muhammad
Abdel-Al, spokesman and a top leader of the Popular Resistance Committees terrorist group, told WND. He
was speaking by cell phone from the Gaza Strip. "There are people that go into history by their inventions, by
their martyrdom, by their sacrifices, but this guy went into history by his shoes," said Abdel-Al, praising
Muntazer al-Zaidi, an Iraqi journalist who shot to pan-Arab stardom for his attack on Bush and his cry: "This is
a goodbye kiss from the Iraqi people, dog." ... Abu Abdullah, a Gaza-based a senior leader of Hamas'
so-called military wing, told WND by cell phone, "It's important that this was from a journalist and not a
motivated resistance group. It's from the average Arab person." The Committees' Abdel-Al explained that in
Islam hitting someone with the sole of a shoe is the most humiliating act. "Bush deserves no more than to be
hit by a shoe," he said. "When you hit with your hand, you respect him, and he's a rival for you. When hit with
a shoe, it means you have no respect for him and see him as dirt. In the West, protesters can throw ice
cream and tomatoes, but this doesn't reflect the humiliation of a shoe. This is the most original way to close
Bush's period in power with the shoe." The terrorist warned, "If the successor of Bush will continue with
America's policy of occupation and massacres of Muslims, then America and the West will finish under the
shoes of all the Arabs and Muslims." Abel-Al said his group, together with Hamas, will be holding a rally later
calling for the Iraqi government to release Zaidi, who reportedly is being held pending an interrogation to
determine whether anyone paid him to throw his shoes at Bush. He also was being tested for alcohol and
drugs, and his shoes were being held as evidence, said an Iraqi official speaking to the Associated Press.
The Cairo-based al-Baghdadiya TV channel said Zaidi should be freed because he had been exercising
freedom of expression. Slow motion clips of Zaidi throwing his shoes at Bush were broadcast continuously
today on Al Jazeera and other Arab networks. Arabic commentators said the act was a reversal of a more
glorious moment for Bush when Iraqis were filmed using their shoes to beat a statue of Saddam Hussein
toppled by U.S. invading troops in 2003.
http://worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=83694

December 14, 2008: Iraqi journalist throws shoes at Bush in Baghdad - Bush said the work "hasn't
been easy, but it has been necessary for American security, Iraqi hope and world peace" {Poor idiot
George, he spent his entire time in the White House laboring as an agent of Islam (Iranian-Shiite) in
betraying America on behalf of his sick Satanic family and how do the Muslims repay him, by
publically calling him a "dog" and throwing shoes at him.}
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BAGHDAD, Iraq (CNN) -- A man identified as an Iraqi journalist threw shoes at -- but missed -- President
Bush during a news conference Sunday evening in Baghdad, where Bush was making a farewell visit. ...
Hurling shoes at someone, or sitting so that the bottom of a shoe faces another person, is considered an
insult among Muslims. Al-Baghdadia issued a statement Sunday demanding al-Zaidi's release. Al-Zaidi
remained in custody Monday while the Iraqi judiciary decides whether he will face charges of assaulting
al-Maliki, a government official said. The official said al-Zaidi is being tested for alcohol and drugs to
determine if he was fully conscious during the incident. Al-Zaidi drew international attention in November
2007 when he was kidnapped while on his way to work in central Baghdad. He was released three days later.
Bush had been lauding the conclusion of a security pact with Iraq as journalists looked on. ... Bush said the
work "hasn't been easy, but it has been necessary for American security, Iraqi hope and world peace." Bush
landed at Baghdad International Airport on Sunday and traveled by helicopter to meet with President Jalal
Talabani and his two vice presidents at Talabani's palace outside the Green Zone. It marked the first time he
has been outside the heavily fortified Green Zone in Baghdad without being on a military base. The visit was
Bush's fourth since the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in March 2003.
http://edition.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/meast/12/14/bush.iraq/index.html

December 15, 2008: Lawsuit Filed Against US Treasury Dept: Stop AIG Bailout Financing Terrorism A federal lawsuit was filed this morning against U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry M. Paulson, Jr. and the
Federal Reserve Board to stop all bailout funds from going to American International Group, Inc.
("AIG") - According to the lawsuit, the U.S. government, through its ownership of AIG, is not only
violating the Constitution, but also promoting and financing the destruction of America using
American tax dollars - The basis of the lawsuit is that AIG intentionally promotes Shariah-compliant
businesses and insurance products, which by necessity must comply with the 1200 year old body of
Islamic cannon law based on the Quran
ANN ARBOR, MI – A federal lawsuit was filed this morning against U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry M.
Paulson, Jr. and the Federal Reserve Board to stop all bailout funds from going to American International
Group, Inc. ("AIG"). According to the lawsuit, the U.S. government, through its ownership of AIG, is not only
violating the Constitution, but also promoting and financing the destruction of America using American tax
dollars. The basis of the lawsuit is that AIG intentionally promotes Shariah-compliant businesses and
insurance products, which by necessity must comply with the 1200 year old body of Islamic cannon law
based on the Quran, which demands the conversion, subjugation, or destruction of the infidel West, including
the United States. To help achieve these objectives and with the aid of federal tax dollars, AIG employs a
three-person Shariah Advisory Board, with members from Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, and Pakistan. According to
AIG, the role of its Shariah authority "is to review operations, supervise its development of Islamic products,
and determine Shariah compliance of these products and investments." Of particular significance is the
Pakistani Board member, Dr. Muhammed Imran Ashraf Usmani. Dr. Usmani is the son and devoted disciple
of Sheik Mufti Taqi Usmani, the leading authority on Shariah financing who, in 1999, authored a book
dedicating an entire chapter on why a Western Muslim must engage in violent jihad against his own country –
even if Muslims are given equality and freedom to practice their religion and to proselytize.
http://www.thomasmore.org/qry/page.taf?id=19

Christmas Traditions Around the World
The information placed on this site may not be the way all people celebrate traditions today many are over
100 years old. Many people change to suit their families.
http://www.santas.net/aroundtheworld.htm
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*** Watershed of the Evangelical World by Francis Schaefer (Mp3)
Francis Schaefer shares how the society of North America has succumbed to the humanistic values and
ideals. Christian values and standards according to Scripture has all become irrelevant in this type of society.
There is a need more then ever to believe and live the standards of the Scriptures.
http://www.sermonindex.net/modules/mydownloads/viewcat.php?cid=328

The Christmas 2008 Download and Share Mp3 Project at ChristianFaithDownloads.com - This 2008
Christmas Holiday Season share the Love of Jesus Christ by downloading and passing along life
changing Christian Mp3 files - The first Mp3 Sermon files that should be accessed and shared are the
ones from your own home Church and fellowship - Please pass along the 2008 Christmas Mp3 share
project to your Church, family and friends (PDF)
Some of the purposes and objectives of the 2008 Christmas Mp3 share project are 1. To Bless ourselves and
other people with the many Blessed Mp3 sermon messages, praise music, Bible studies and teachings
available on the internet. 2. Usually the Mp3 Bible and a large quantity of Mp3 Sermon messages and music
need to be downloaded and kept on hand in order to find a particularly good personal application sermon
message for personal use at any given time so having only a few Mp3's is not really an option and having
more Mp3's means having more reasons to share with others. 3. Not everyone has an internet connection
and especially a high-speed connection so downloading and sharing Mp3's is going to be the only way many
people will ever be able to receive Christian Mp3's to listen to. 4. Sharing a large quantity of Mp3's is easy to
do and it is a tremendously time saving project especially saving others the time and hassle of locating and
downloading quality Christian Mp3's. 5. Once the Mp3 sermons, praise music, Bible studies or teachings
have been downloaded they can easily be shared. It is easier to share an Mp3 then it is to locate and
download an Mp3. A full eight hours of high-speed internet downloads can be shared in less than 5 minutes
from person to person. A person that has received shared Mp3's has freed up the internet (for others) from
hours and possibly even days of redundant download time. 6. The Ministry trend is to place more Audio
(Mp3) files on the internet and also now to place the even larger Video (Mp4) files on the internet for people
to download. The larger Mp4 files require longer download times and even larger storage capacity meaning
that as important as it is to download and share the Mp3 files it is even more important and beneficial to
download and share the larger Mp4 Sermon video files.
http://www.christianfaithdownloads.com/ChristianFaithDownloads.pdf

Free Christmas Wallpaper & Backgrounds (1. click on the small picture 2. when the medium sized
picture comes up 3. Click the "Enlarge Wallpaper" Tab or look for the "Download Now!" Link on the
right 4. then when the Large Picture comes up "Right Click" on it and "Save Picture As...")
DesktopNexus -- Browsing wallpapers tagged: Christmas
http://www.desktopnexus.com/tag/christmas/

theRawStory Comments: About the article CNN guest (David Brody): Bush Bible comment shocked
evangelicals - Comments are moderated; there will be a delay before seeing your comment - He
(Bush) is evil - "Evangelical Christians were conned into thinking that Bush was 'one of them'" the
Moral Collapse blogger concluded - "the reality is that he isn't one of them and he never was" And
you're just figuring that out NOW???!!! {The RawStory Comments are being posted to show what
many Americans have been thinking all along as Bush has been so obviously duping his Evangelical
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base. Bush is responsible for his own actions and comments and it's time the Evangelical base
moved on from Bush and the Republican Party and re-focused on Jesus. And yes, we Christians did
give Bush and the Republican Party too much benefit of the doubt without enough honest
examination of the true Bush doctrines and agendas.}
theRawStory Comments are moderated; there will bea delay before seeing your comment. ... He (Bush) is
evil. ... They (Christians) voted the bastard in, so it's they who are the truest birdbrains. To vote for someone
because they share religious views from before Christ, if you believe in that fable, is tantamount to playing
Pin The Tail On The Donkey. ... The evangelicals are cuckoo birds all of em.Fuck em all. ... ha! ha! ha!
evangelical suckers!!! the rest of us knew, but your god makes you blind, you are so easily led by someone
who can talk your talk! be very careful, VERY careful! the devil can walk the walk and talk the talk and you
will not know until it is too late. ha! ha! ha! ... "Evangelical Christians were conned into thinking that Bush was
'one of them,'" the Moral Collapse blogger concluded. "the reality is that he isn't one of them and he never
was." And you're just figuring that out NOW???!!! ... These morons have been used by the GOP for years
and are clueless about it. Couldn't happen to a nicer group of bigots. ... Ha! Take that you fucking retards!
Bush played you fools for the idiots we all know you are and because of your ignorance and support he was
practically able to destroy the entire country. Nice work, bible thumpers. ... 'Brody suggested that Bush may
have merely been referring to what creationists call "microevolution"' - No, he wasn't refering to
microevolution, Bush clearly knows that the our current theories on evolution are rock solid. ... Now they are
(((((shocked)))))? ... These people are mental midgets! ... Oh well. Don't need to pander to the Religious
Right anymore, I guess. ... LOL...what a bunch of fucking retards we have in this country. ... Dear Raw Story
reader: We are aware of your concerns about comments on Raw Story. Our team is working to develop a
new, registration required, comment system. WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATIENCE.
http://www.haloscan.com/comments/rawstory/13327/

CNN guest (David Brody): Bush Bible comment shocked evangelicals - George W. Bush's recent
statement that he believes the Bible is "probably not" literally true has apparently left many Christian
conservatives reeling in shock - One blogger at the conservative Washington Times, commented the
next morning, "I already have an e-mail from a former Bush administration official who writes 'This
just completely alienated his evangelical supporters'" - Download video via RawReplay.com (Article,
Video Download)
David Brody of the Christian Broadcasting Network told CNN"s John Roberts on Thursday, "I think a lot of
social conservative evangelicals were surprised -- probably grabbing the smelling salts as we speak." Bush
made the controversial statement during a Monday interview on ABC's Nightline. When asked whether he
thinks the Bible is literally true, he replied, "Probably not. No, I'm not a literalist, but I think you can learn a lot
from it." One blogger at the conservative Washington Times, commented the next morning, "I already have
an e-mail from a former Bush administration official who writes, 'This just completely alienated his evangelical
supporters.'" ... Brody, who has written that Bush would "have had to go into damage control mode" after
these comments if he were still running for office, said that the remarks definitely "would have been an issue"
in 1999, when Bush was actively seeking the support of the religious right in his bid for the presidency. ...
Some evangelicals, however, claim they were not surprised by Bush's remarks. A blog titled "The Moral
Collapse Of America" pointed out after the interview that "George W. Bush's religious beliefs are not
compatible with evangelical Christianity," because "Bush has openly said many times that Christians,
Muslims and all other religions pray to the same God." "Evangelical Christians were conned into thinking that
Bush was 'one of them,'" the Moral Collapse blogger concluded. "the reality is that he isn't one of them and
he never was."
http://rawstory.com/news/2008/Brody_Evangelicals_surprised_by_Bushs_Bible_1211.html
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SermonAudio.com: - Bible probably not true, says George Bush - Comments: George Bush is a
Luciferian (Devil worshiper) - We always knew he was Skull and Bones - The only flag he was ever
interested in defending was the Jolly Roger (Skull & Bones), and the American flag was what he used
to wave in front of the faces of the American people like a bullfighter would a bull - And we've been
stuck and crippled the same way also
Comments: We always knew he (Bush) was Skull and Bones. The only flag he was ever interested in
defending was the Jolly Roger, and the American flag was what he used to wave in front of the faces of the
American people like a bullfighter would a bull. And we've been stuck and crippled the same way also, to take
the analogy a bit further.People (George Bush) who snort coke and have gay porn stars (Jeff Gannon)
visiting the White House late at night on a regular basis and who visit places like Bohemian Grove, who flash
the el diablo at the inauguration, as well as some other more commonly known crude (middle finger) hand
signals are not typically considered Christian. And Christians don't preside over mass murder conspiracies
(9/11) or lie nations into horrible wars so Israel can have an oil pipeline[?] [in truth Bush has done almost
nothing for the benefit of America and both Bush Sr. and Jr. have done even less for the benefit of Israel] and
Afghanistan will be forced to start up [quadruple] its opium trade again. ... George Bush is a Luciferian, and
Luciferians know what the Bible says in some ways better than the Christians. For example, it's amazing how
many Christians don't even know that Satan's name is Lucifer [Lucifer is Not a name it is a Title "lightbearer"
Devil is not a name it means "accuser" and Satan is not a name it means "slanderer" the actual name of the
evil demon Lucifer is not in the Bible]. ... The funniest part of the interview if you folks did not catch it was that
he believes God sent [a] his son. To believe in the incarnation takes more literalism and faith than saying you
believe or don't believe the book of Jonah. George Bush is a Christian who has never had Biblical teaching
[wrong, Bush said [a] son, Bush knows full well the deception he is implementing].
http://www.sermonaudio.com/new_details.asp?ID=26641

The Moral Collapse Of America: Documenting The Increasing Wickedness That Threatens To Destroy
America - George W. Bush: The Bible Is "Probably Not" Literally True - During one trip to Iraq, Bush
reportedly made this statement: "I want you to convey this message to Mr. Sistani ("the spiritual
custodian of Shiite political dominance in Iraq" NY Times) - Tell him that I pray to the same god he
prays to... Tell Sistani I have nothing but praise for your (Islam) religion" - The truth is that George W.
Bush has always rejected even the most basic Christian beliefs - Evangelical Christians were conned
into thinking that Bush was "one of them" - the reality is that he isn't one of them and he never was
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In an absolutely stunning new interview, President George W. Bush publicly said that the Bible is "probably
not" literally true, that he prays to the same God that other major religions do and that he believes the
scientific proof for evolution. When asked if he believed that the Bible was literally true, President Bush
responded this way: "Probably not. No, I'm not a literalist, but I think you can learn a lot from it." This interview
will come as a disappointment to many evangelical Christians who rabidly supported Bush through two rocky
terms as president. The reality is that George W. Bush's religious beliefs are not compatible with evangelical
Christianity. For example, President George W. Bush has openly said many times that Christians, Muslims
and all other religions pray to the same God. In stunning public statements, Bush has admitted that he prays
to the God of Islam, that non-Christians and Muslims will go to heaven and that he has "nothing but praise"
for Islam. ... But it wasn't just during the Charles Gibson interview that Bush declared himself to be a
universalist..... In a stunning interview with Al Arabiya television, Bush said, "I believe in an almighty God, and
I believe that all the world, whether they be Muslim, Christian, or any other religion, prays to the same God."
During that same interview Bush also said, "I believe there is a universal God. I believe the God that the
Muslim prays to is the same God that I pray to. After all, we all came from Abraham [not true!]. I believe in
that universality." During one trip to Iraq, Bush reportedly made this statement: "I want you to convey this
message to Mr. Sistani. Tell him that I pray to the same god he prays to... Tell Sistani I have nothing but
praise for your religion." Now does any of that sound "Christian" to you? According to George W. Bush, Jesus
must have been mistaken in John 14:6..... Jesus answered, "I am the way and the truth and the life. No one
comes to the Father except through me."
http://themoralcollapseofamerica.blogspot.com/2008/12/george-w-bush-bible-is-probably-not.html

Why did Christ (Messiah) have to be God? Isaiah 9:6 and His name shall be called Wonderful,
Counsellor, "The mighty God", The everlasting Father... [Genesis 22:8 And Abraham said, my son
(Isaac), God will provide *Himself (Jesus Christ) a lamb for a burnt offering: so they went both of
them together.] (Video-Audio-Download)
Dr. Alan Cairns served for 25 years as pastor of Faith Free Presbyterian Church, Greenville, SC, before
retiring and being named Pastor Emeritus in 2007. Prior to coming to the United States, he pastored Free
Presbyterian churches in Dunmurry and Ballymoney, in Co. Antrim, Northern Ireland. Dr. Cairns also held the
position Professor of Theology in the Whitefield College of the Bible in Northern Ireland and lectured in what
is now Geneva Reformed Seminary in Greenville. As both an author and expositor, Dr. Cairns is revered for
his Christ-centered focus and gifts of scriptural insight.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?SID=128081142583

Oprah Denies Christ (says the exact same thing Bush Jr. says) - {Oprah and Bush Jr. are practicing
the same NWO religion because of course they attend the same NWO seminars, belong to the same
NWO groups and promote the same NWO agendas. Note: It is the Holy Spirit (John 12:32, Hebrews
3:7, Hebrews 10:15) that seeks to bring people to God (Jesus). The Holy Spirit covers the entire world
and also all creation testifies to all mankind of the glory, goodness and abilities of God. Because the
Holy Spirit is everywhere pleading with all mankind, all mankind is without an excuse as to why they
do not accept the love and relationship of the one True God revealed to mankind in Jesus Christ.}
(YouTube)
Comments: thats why i say oprah should let the person say what they need to say. she dosn't listen like a real
host to be a talk show host. watch her other interviews she over talks and when the guests talks she starts
talking like she already let the guest say what they needed to say then she cuts them off again.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pwGLNbiw1gk
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George Bush Jr.'s Univeralism (apparently everyone, except Jews and probably fundamentalist
Christians, will go to heaven in Bush's NWO religion) - George Bush claiming that all religions follow
the same god {The Bushwhacker is a confused bundle of contradictions and the more he reveals of
himself and of his personal beliefs, actions and habits the more disappointing he becomes. It's
interesting that ABC news commentator Charlie Gibson didn't ask Bush Jr. if Jews go to heaven.
Gibson only asked if Bush thought Christians, non-Christians, and Muslims go to heaven with Bush
answering, yes. Note: The Bush family, Bush Sr. and Bush Jr. are Satan (Skull & Bones) Devil
worshipers going back at least to Bush's great grandfather Samuel Prescott Bush - father of Prescott
Bush. The Satan worshipers call Satan Lord and consider Satan to be the true God so when Bush
uses the words, God, Almighty God, Lord and other 'Divine' words it in no way means that Bush is a
Christian or that he is even referencing Jesus Christ a name by the way Bush never uses.} (YouTube)
George Bush claiming that all religions follow the same god. (YouTube)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Dp4t-UMbnc

December 09, 2008 : Bush Says Creation 'Not Incompatible' With Evolution - President says in
televised interview the Bible is "probably not" literally true and that a belief God created the world is
compatible with the theory of evolution - Interviewer Cynthia McFadden asked Bush if the Bible was
literally true - "You know. Probably not. ... No, I'm not a literalist, but I think you can learn a lot from it,
but I do think that the New Testament for example is ... has got ... You know, the important lesson is
'God sent [a] son,"' Bush said - The president also said that he prays to the same God as those with
different religious beliefs {Bush is nothing but a phony opportunist he will say anything and do
anything only to put money in his pocket. If so many Arabs and Muslims weren't oil rich the Bush
family wouldn't cater to them for one second. The Bush family decisions are concerned only with
money and power while Christian principles like righteousness, truth, mercy, justice and honesty
never even enter into the corrupt Bush mind.}
WASHINGTON -- President George W. Bush said his belief that God created the world is not incompatible
with the scientific theory of evolution. In an interview with ABC's "Nightline" on Monday, the president also
said he probably is not a literalist when reading the Bible although an individual can learn a great deal from it,
including the New Testament teaching that God sent his only son. Asked about creation and evolution, Bush
said: "I think you can have both. I think evolution can -- you're getting me way out of my lane here. I'm just a
simple president. But it's, I think that God created the earth, created the world; I think the creation of the world
is so mysterious it requires something as large as an almighty and I don't think it's incompatible with the
scientific proof that there is evolution." He added, "I happen to believe that evolution doesn't fully explain the
mystery of life." Interviewer Cynthia McFadden asked Bush if the Bible was literally true. "You know. Probably
not. ... No, I'm not a literalist, but I think you can learn a lot from it, but I do think that the New Testament for
example is ... has got ... You know, the important lesson is 'God sent a son,"' Bush said. "It is hard for me to
justify or prove the mystery of the Almighty in my life," he said. "All I can just tell you is that I got back into
religion and I quit drinking shortly thereafter and I asked for help. ... I was a one-step program guy." The
president also said that he prays to the same God as those with different religious beliefs. "I do believe there
is an almighty that is broad and big enough and loving enough that can encompass a lot of people," Bush
said.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2008/12/09/bush-says-creation-incompatible-evolution/

{Flashback} March 17, 2006: No bones about it: President Bush favours a very secret (non-Christian)
society of Skull and Bones {Actually they believe the bones are the bones of an un-resurrected Jesus
Christ and that the bones came to them from the "Knights Templars" of Da Vinci code fame and
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celebrate what they believe to be Satan's triumph over God in the death of Jesus on the cross and of
course deny and neglect the true resurrection of Jesus. That's the secret in secret society.}
President George Bush is alleged to have used its (Skull and Bones) connections to get his first job. Mr Bush
and Mr McCallum (Bush's Nominee as Ambassador to Australia) are members of Skull and Bones, the Yale
society said to have the skull of the Indian chief Geronimo, dug up by Mr Bush's grandfather, in a glass case.
In 2004 both presidential candidates, Mr Bush and John Kerry, were members. Mr Bush, in his
autobiography, A Charge to Keep, wrote: "My senior year I joined Skull and Bones, a secret society. So
secret, I can't say anything." The Skull and Bones headquarters is in a windowless stone building on the Yale
campus known as the tomb. ... Alexandra Robbins, author of Secrets of the Tomb, says it includes a devil, a
Don Quixote figure and a pope with one foot in a white monogrammed slipper, resting on a stone skull.
..."What I find disturbing about Skull and Bones is that it's basically the most powerful elite alumni network in
the US," says Robbins. "It's essentially a form of nepotism that keeps the same people in power, over and
over and over again." ... Robbins said that before she stopped counting she knew of at least 11 Bonesmen
whom Mr Bush had appointed to government posts.
http://smh.com.au/news/world/no-bones-about-it-bush-favours-a-very-secret-society/2006/03/17/1142582522
189.html

{Flashback} Secret Societies, Satanic Sects, The Prieure du Sion, The Knights Templars and
Freemasons - What's Their Purpose and Are They At Core of New World Order? {Again from the
beginning the skull and "crossbones" have been used and continue wrongly as a faked Satanic
victory of the devil over God at the "cross" of Jesus and as always this is the supposed secret in
secret societies that Jesus did not resurrect. They pretend they have the bones (the "crossbones" the
bones from the cross of Jesus) to prove it and to discredit Christianity although they forget the true
witness of God, the Holy Spirit, the Church, all nature and the prophecies of scripture in the Holy
Bible all confirm the resurrection of Jesus to life and therefore their act mostly goes unnoticed
although the day of their deception is likely about to be unconcealed and their secret version of
events presented to the world as fact.}
However, throughout my research which continues as time permits even today, one mysterious piece of
symbolism that has somehow survived for centuries is the notorious skull and crossbones. Mizrack also
concurs about the mysterious survival of the skull and crossbones symbolism, saying this about its origins
and usage today: "The skull and crossbones seems to have been used as an emblem first and foremost by
esoteric and heretical groups as a symbol of rebirth. It later became the battle flag of the Knights Templar
(and a nasty rumor about the Templars claimed they chose it because of a horrific necromantic ritual) and, in
the 17th century, the "Jolly Roger" flag of British and French pirates.
http://www.red-ice.net/specialreports/2005/12dec/knightstemplars.html

{Flashback} Reasons Why it is Very Doubtful that President Bush is a Christian (CuttingEdge.org)
In this hot debate amongst Christian brethren over whether the fruits (actions) of President Bush were of such
Biblically "good fruit" nature to allow Fundamental, Bible-believing Christians to consider him "Born Again", I
have created a list showing the fruits I have seen since he became a candidate for President in 2000. On the
left, I have listed the "bad fruits" I have seen, and on the right, I have listed the "good fruits" he has produced.
"Ye shall know them by their fruits" (Matt 7:16 ).
http://www.cuttingedge.org/news_updates/nz1086.htm
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{Flashback} March 21, 2006: President Bush talks 'kerfuffle' - but has no idea what Bible - Revelation
prophecy is
The apocalypse is another word that doesn't come up often in presidential discussions - at least not in front of
the cameras. But it was at the heart of the first question posed to Bush during his Cleveland appearance. A
woman said some Christians see the war in Iraq and the rise of terrorism as signs of the apocalypse - the
destruction of the world as described in the biblical book of Revelation. "Do you believe this, that the war in
Iraq and the rise of terrorism are signs of the apocalypse? And if not, why not?" Bush was taken aback.
"Hmm," he started. "The answer is - I haven't really thought of it that way," he continued, to laughter from the
audience. "Here's how I think of it. The first I've heard of that, by the way. I guess I'm more of a practical
fellow."
http://newsgroups.derkeiler.com/pdf/Archive/Alt/alt.politics/2006-03/msg01795.pdf

{flashback} Harriet Miers Objected to an Initial Draft of President Bush's 2001 Christmas Message as
Being "too Christian"
Objected to an initial draft of President Bush's 2001 Christmas message as being "too Christian" and one that
"might offend people of other faiths." The author, aide Ned Ryun, refused to change the message; and the
assignment of writing the Christmas message was transferred to another staffer.
http://www.eagleforum.org/court_watch/alerts/2005/oct05/10-14-05.html

{flashback} December 10, 2002 - President Bush: Koran is God's word - Welcome to (Islam)
Submission - President George W. Bush's Statements about Submission (Islam in Arabic)
December 10, 2002 - President Bush: Koran is God's word.
http://www.submission.org/George_W_Bush/islam.html

{flashback} Does President Bush Secretly Believe He is a (Shiite) Descendant of Mohammed?
President George Bush might actually believe he is a descendant of Mohamed. It would explain allot of his
comments and his actions. Comments like he believes the Quran (Koran) "to be the word of God" and actions
like his complete and total worldwide proxy war on behalf of the Muslim Shiite sect. President Bush has
removed all the Iraq oil revenues from the Sunni people of Iraq and has given it to the Shiite sect. Bush has
also helped place three radical Iranian-Shiite Politicians in charge over Iraq meanwhile he privately finances
and supports the radical Shiite groups of Hamas and Hizb'allah. England's Tony Blair and Prince Charles are
also strong Shiite supporters with Prince Charles all but openly admitting that he is a convert to Islam. No
wonder we live in days with so many strange events occurring because our world leaders have such strange
beliefs.
http://www.basicchristian.org/jesusnowife.html

{flashback} Bush's indispensable toy: First iPod President's player features eclectic list of
downloaded tunes {No Christian Selections Though}
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With him, as usual, was his indispensable exercise toy: an iPod music player loaded with country and popular
rock tunes aimed at getting the presidential heart rate up to a chest-pounding 170 beats per minute. He has
selections by Van Morrison, whose "Brown Eyed Girl" is a Bush favorite. ... "My Sharona," the 1979 song by
the Knack that Joe Levy, a deputy managing editor at Rolling Stone in charge of music coverage, cheerfully
branded "suggestive if not outright filthy" in an interview last week.
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/c/a/2005/04/11/MNGQTC699Q1.DTL

{flashback} Dick Cheney's iPod Irks Reporters (no Christian tunes for this VP)
And what's on the Veep's iPod? music on it "ranges from country to classical, according to an administration
official," reports ABC news, and "he has a good amount of music from the 1940s and 1950s and apparently is
fond of Johnny Cash."
http://www.newsmax.com/archives/ic/2005/12/23/100048.shtml

{flashback} iPod Fovorites - The Ten Best Musical works - chosen by Condoleezza Rice, US Secretary
of State - everything [except for Christian music]
A little bit of everything [except for Christian music]. "Believe it or not, I loved acid rock in college - and I still
do." ... Condoleezza Rice.
http://enjoyment.independent.co.uk/music/features/article484642.ece

{flashback} Karl Rove, Atheist? - Karl Rove is not a believer - he doesn't shout it from the rooftops For Karl Rove, power is the ultimate religion
Karl Rove is not a believer, and he doesn't shout it from the rooftops, but when asked, he answers quite
honestly. I think the way he puts it is, "I'm not fortunate enough to be a person of faith." ... What must Bush
make of that? I think it's false to say that the president acts as if he believes he has God's instructions.
Compared to Jimmy Carter, he's nowhere. He's a Methodist, having joined his wife's church in the end. He
also claims that Jesus got him off the demon drink. He doesn't believe it. His wife (Laura Bush) said, "If you
don't stop, I'm leaving and I'm taking the kids." You can say that you got help from Jesus if you want, but
that's just a polite way of putting it in Texas.
http://liberalvaluesblog.com/?p=1460

{flashback} Judge's Unintelligent Rant Against Design {Judge is a Bush appointee - a thanks again
W! way to come through for your voters}
Judge John E. Jones III could still be Chairman of the Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board if millions of
evangelical Christians had not pulled the lever for George W. Bush in 2000. Yet this federal judge, who owes
his position entirely to those voters and the Bush who appointed him, stuck the knife in the backs of those
who brought him to the dance in Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District. Judge Jones issued a 139-page rant
against anyone who objects to force-feeding public schoolchildren with the theory of evolution. He accused
parents and school board members of "breathtaking inanity" for wanting their children to learn that "intelligent
design is an explanation of the origin of life that differs from Darwin's view."
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http://www.eagleforum.org/column/2006/jan06/06-01-04.html

{flashback} CWA's Crouse Calls Over-the-Counter Plan B Beyond-the-Pale - in response to President
Bush's endorsement of Plan B 'morning after pill'
Washington, D.C. - Concerned Women for America's (CWA's) Dr. Janice Crouse, Senior Fellow of the
Beverly LaHaye Institute, responded to President Bush's endorsement of Plan B, the morning after pill, by
calling it "beyond the pale." In a press conference on Monday, the President announced his support of the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Commissioner Andrew von Eschenbach's attempt to make this high
dose of birth control available over-the-counter (OTC) for girls over 18. CWA strongly opposes making this
drug available without a prescription because of its medical risks and the inability of the FDA to enforce an
age restriction. ... "Of equal concern is the fact that any 18-year-old could buy Plan B OTC and give it to
anyone else –– even underage girls –– without parental consent or knowledge. The ramifications of such
distribution include sexual abuse and sexual exploitation. The amount of misinformation about Plan B is
astounding. Those advocating OTC availability are touting the drug as a "silver bullet" for birth control. Yet,
the easy availability that would come with OTC sales extends to those who are incapable of understanding
the risks involved in any high-potency drug.
http://www.cwfa.org/articles/11372/MEDIA/life/index.htm

{flashback} A Defector From the Bush Inner Circle - Does Matthew Dowd's startling public criticism of
the President signal that a broader rebellion is stirring among former supporters? - "People are
desperate to connect with one another and be a part of a cause greater than themselves - They're
tired of spin and sloganeering from political, business, and religious institutions that constantly fail
them" {Bush is a failed Liberal not a Conservative. Bush is as Liberal as they get.}
The buzz is strong because Dowd is the first defector from Bush's political inner circle, which has always
been known for its loyalty. He was Bush's chief strategist in the 2004 re-election campaign and a Bush
adviser dating back to the president's years as governor of Texas. Dowd seemed to embody a central part of
Bush's appeal in 2000-his track record of reaching out to the other side. Dowd said he was moved to change
his party affiliation from Democrat to Republican specifically because he was so impressed with Governor
Bush and his promise to be a "uniter not a divider" as president. "I really like him, which is probably why I'm
so disappointed in things," Dowd told the Times. He added: "I think he's become more, in my view, secluded
and bubbled in." Dowd now calls for a withdrawal of U.S. troops from Iraq-the position that Democratic
nominee John Kerry took in 2004-and wants Bush to reach out to his critics rather than take a "my way or the
highway" approach. ... Another formative event, not analyzed by the Times, was Dowd's co-authorship of a
book, Applebee's America, which was published last year by Simon & Schuster. In describing the book, the
publisher said, "People are desperate to connect with one another and be a part of a cause greater than
themselves. They're tired of spin and sloganeering from political, business, and religious institutions that
constantly fail them." Anyone who read this book would have realized that Dowd had made a fundamental
change in direction from the divide-and-conquer, govern-from-the-right strategy of Bush and Karl Rove. In the
process of thinking about what's wrong with the country and writing that book, Dowd's distance from his
former mentors grew wider and deeper.
http://www.usnews.com/usnews/news/articles/070402/2dowd.htm

{flashback} Tempting Faith: Christian Conservatives Duped by BushCo. Part II - Olbermann: Among
them, that–behind their backs–the nation's top evangelical Christians were regarded with routine
mockery and contempt by White House staffers — called 'nuts' and 'ridiculous' {Absolute must
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see-Download Video 7 Min.}
In Kuo's eyes, today's national Christian leaders were being used. They didn't have the same shrewdness
Billy Graham had in the '70s, to question whether Nixon was using him for his appeal to religious voters. In
fact, Christians who voted for Mr. Bush based on his religion, may have ended up hurting the very people
Jesus sought to help: the poor. [video] Bush — "I urge the Senate to pass the faith-based initiative for the
good of America. But when Senator Chuck Grassley tried to rewrite Mr. Bush's 1.7 trillion dollar tax cut to
include six billion in tax credits for groups helping the poor — tax credits that Mr. Bush himself had publicly
proposed — Kuo says Bush's assistant told Grassley to drop the charity tax credits. The White House had no
interest. **The cuts Mr. Bush did want made things worse for charities. Kuo claims that the estate tax cuts
discouraged charitable giving, costing charities an estimated 5 billion dollars. The ultimate impact of Mr.
Bush's tax cuts, he says, was to brutalize the very charities Mr. Bush once identified as his top priorities. After
only a year, charitable donations were down dramatically, and some charities had shut down. Kuo says the
White House was more concerned with the appearance of doing something.
http://www.crooksandliars.com/2006/10/12/tempting-faith-christian-conservatives-duped-by-bushco-part-ii/

Bible verse: Psalms 19:1-14 ... The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament (earth)
sheweth His handywork. ... There is no speech nor language, where their voice is not heard - Their
line is gone out through all the earth, and their words to the end of the world. {The complete Bible is
available at ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth His handywork. Day unto day uttereth
speech, and night unto night sheweth knowledge. There is no speech nor language, where their voice is not
heard. Their line is gone out through all the earth, and their words to the end of the world. In them hath He set
a tabernacle for the sun, Which is as a bridegroom coming out of his chamber, and rejoiceth as a strong man
to run a race. His going forth is from the end of the heaven, and his circuit unto the ends of it: and there is
nothing hid from the heat thereof. The law of the LORD is perfect, converting the soul: the testimony of the
LORD is sure, making wise the simple. The statutes of the LORD are right, rejoicing the heart: the
commandment of the LORD is pure, enlightening the eyes. The fear of the LORD is clean, enduring forever:
the judgments of the LORD are true and righteous altogether. More to be desired are they than gold, yea,
than much fine gold: sweeter also than honey and the honeycomb. Moreover by them is thy servant warned:
and in keeping of them there is great reward. Who can understand his errors? cleanse thou me from secret
faults. Keep back thy servant also from presumptuous sins; let them not have dominion over me: then shall I
be upright, and I shall be innocent from the great transgression. Let the words of my mouth, and the
meditation of my heart, be acceptable in thy sight, O LORD, my strength, and my redeemer. -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

Program to Chaos - in Hebrew V=6, therefore (vv) or W=66 in kabbalism (Jewish occultism) is the
number of the fallen angels or qlippoth - making a third v therefore equaling 666 the number of the
beast {In the Bible 6 = incomplete and 6 equals man as man without God is incomplete. In short 6 =
fallen man without God, 66 = fallen angels and 666 = the most incomplete Antichrist. Occultist like Sir
Francis Bacon (William Shakespeare) - William Shakespeare is the pen name of Sir Francis Bacon he
is the actual Shakespeare. Bacon used the W composed of two v's (VV) equating himself as a fallen
Angel (Nephilim) [William = conquer and Shakespeare = "Spear Shaker" one angry and at war with
God (Nimrod Genesis 10:9 – mighty spear shaker "hunter" against God). George W. Bush uses his W
in the same way to equate himself as a fallen evil Nephilim.}
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I had recognized that, in Hebrew, V=6, therefore, W=66. 66 in kabbalism is the number of the fallen angels or
qlippoth. Hitler was a kabbalist, as well, and incorporated the VV(66) of the fallen angels into the
Volks-Wagon symbol; two V's interlaced, making a third, therefore equaling 666, the number of the beast.
Can you spot the number of the beast in this photo? The beast, "W", had arrived, and I knew they would wait
no longer. I felt they needed 2 weeks for public reaction, therefore something would need to happen in
mid-September. I picked the date 9/11 because it was the date that HW(H stands for the Emperor) stated,
"there will be a New World Order." Had I known that both the Pentagon, and the "Twin Towers" had begun
construction on 9/11, I would have predicted the targets, as well. I did not feel prophetic, I felt that everything
was going according to plan. But, who's plan?
http://thefreemanperspective.blogspot.com/2006/04/path-of-destruction.html

l the known autographs of the Stratford actor read William Shakspere not William Shakespeare - His
parents were illiterate - Shaksperes daughter Judith was an illiterate - No record exists of William
Shakspere as having ever played a leading role in the famous dramas he is supposed to have written
- None of his heirs were involved in the printing of the First Folio after his death, nor did they benefit
financially from it - his will mentions no literary productions whatsoever It does however mention his
second-best bed and his broad silver gilt bowl">Sir Francis Bacon AKA William Shakespeare - More
than twenty thousand books and articles have been written about the "identity problem" regarding
William Shakespeare - So lets start by looking at the actor from Stratford: All the known autographs
of the Stratford actor read "William Shakspere" not "William Shakespeare" - His parents were illiterate
- Shakspere's daughter Judith was an illiterate - No record exists of William Shakspere as having ever
played a leading role in the famous dramas he is supposed to have written - None of his heirs were
involved in the printing of the First Folio after his death, nor did they benefit financially from it - his
will mentions no literary productions whatsoever It does however mention his second-best bed and
his "broad silver gilt bowl"
Let's look at Sir Francis Bacon: The content in the Shakespearian dramas are politically recognized
viewpoints of Sir Francis Bacon (His "enemies" are frequently caricatured in the plays.) The religious,
philosophic, and educational messages all reflect his personal opinions. Similarities in style and terminology
exist in Bacon's writings and the Shakespearian plays. Certain historical and philosophical inaccuracies are
common to both (such as identical misquotations from Aristotle.) Sir Francis Bacon possessed the range of
general and philosophical knowledge necessary to write the Shakespearian plays. Sir Francis Bacon was a
linguist and a composer. (Necessary to write the sonnets.) He was a lawyer, an able barrister and a polished
courtier and possessed the intimate knowledge of parliamentary law and the etiquette of the royal court
revealed in the Shakespearian plays. Bacon furthermore visited many of the foreign countries forming the
background for the plays (Necessary to create the authentic local atmosphere. There is no record of William
Shakspere's ever having travelled outside of England). ... Why the secrecy? Manly Palmer Hall writes: "Sir
Francis Bacon knew the true secret of Masonic origin and there is reason to suspect that he concealed this
knowledge in cipher and cryptogram. Bacon is not to be regarded solely as a man but rather as the focal
point between an invisible institution and a world which was never able to distinguish between the messenger
and the message which he promulgated. This secret society, having rediscovered the lost wisdom of the
ages and fearing that the knowledge might be lost again, perpetuated it in two ways: (1) by an organization
(Freemasonry) to the initiates of which it revealed its wisdom in the form of symbols; (2) by embodying its
arcana in the literature of the day by means of cunningly contrived ciphers and enigmas."
http://www.redicecreations.com/specialreports/2005/04apr/baconshakespeare.html

Movie: Ron Howard Prepares to Unleash Angels & Demons (2009) - the follow-up to The Da Vinci
Code [Angels & Demons is part 1 - The Da Vinci Code was actually part 2] - Tom Hanks reprising his
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role as Robert Langdon from The Da Vinci Code - Variety's report goes on to note that, although the
Angels & Demons novel was written before and takes place before The Da Vinci Code, the film will be
a sequel {The next Ron Howard movie "Angels & Demons" is a continuing part of the agenda to rise
the evil fallen Nephilim [the occult considers Nephilim to be powerful, wise, illuminated (enlightened)
and call themselves the followers "Illuminati"] and submit mankind to these fallen evil spirits. Note:
Biblically fallen Angels and Demons are probably not the same thing though people often refer to
them as being the same thing. Fallen Angels are Angels [that generally do not attempt to possess
(indwell) people] while Demons [desire to possess and indwell people] may be offspring of the
Nephilim (fallen Angels) & human intermixing that occurred in Geneses chapter 6 and that were all
killed in the flood [the reason for the flood] of Noah's time. So saying Angels and Demons does not
make one group good and the other bad both groups (angels and demons) would be bad if the
Angels are fallen and in rebellion against God.}
One of the many high-profile productions being affected by the looming writers' strike is Angels & Demons,
the follow-up to The Da Vinci Code -- but if director Ron Howard and his fellow filmmakers have anything to
say about it, their sequel's progress will be unimpeded. Variety reports on the last-minute preparations behind
the scenes of Angels & Demons, which will find Tom Hanks reprising his role as Robert Langdon from The
Da Vinci Code, the $758 million-grossing adaptation of Dan Brown's bestselling book. Angels is scheduled to
start filming in Europe next February, but with the writers' strike coming as early as November 1, Howard's
team has to move quickly. ... Meanwhile, the "Angels" team have begun casting around Tom Hanks, who will
reprise his role as Robert Langdon. Hanks' character, a Harvard-based expert on religious symbols, this time
sleuths a mystery that involves a secret society and a conspiracy that leads to Vatican City and threatens the
future of the Catholic Church. Variety's report goes on to note that, although the Angels & Demons novel was
written before -- and takes place before -- The Da Vinci Code, the film will be a sequel.
http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/10008791-angels_and_demons/news/1683372/ron_howard_prepares_to_
unleash_angels_and_demons

Memoirs of an Emergent Church Victim - Within weeks of his start date, sweeping changes took place
in our church. I liken it to a bull in a china shop. The music -- the one thing that is most readily
noticed and a sensitive subject for any church began to change, Two on the pastoral staff left fairly
suddenly, The organist resigned - The church services began to look different - Social programs
absent a clear plan for presenting the gospel began to emerge - many of the elders strongly urged the
church to get on board with all that was happening - the contemplative prayer movement - My trust
level was tanking - I got the word that a friend of our new pastor, Terry Esau, would be speaking in
my Sunday school class - His subject? "Breathing Lessons [contemplative prayer] for Your Church"
My heart sank {Real prayer is communion [fellowship] with God (not Angels, spirits or aliens) in order
for us to get to know God and to interact with God on a personal level. For us to get to know what
plans and designs God has for each of our lives so we can submit to God while He brings us into His
plan for eternity. The fake new contemplative prayer removes God the Bible and God's desires from
us in order to open people up more to the entire spirit realm particularly the demonic area of the spirit
realm. Is Contemplative prayer a step in receiving and being deceived by the coming Nephilim spirits
that re-emerge in the End Times?}
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Nonetheless, in due course, the congregation voted and the vote was just short of unanimous. We officially
"called" our new senior pastor. Within weeks of his start date, sweeping changes took place in our church. I
liken it to a bull in a china shop. The music -- the one thing that is most readily noticed and a sensitive subject
for any church -- began to change. Two on the pastoral staff left fairly suddenly. The organist resigned. The
church services began to look different. Social programs absent a clear plan for presenting the gospel began
to emerge. I tried to set these peripheral things aside and concentrate on his sermons. This was often difficult
because the substance seemed elusive. I found myself second-guessing everything he said. Sometimes
what he said and the way he said it sounded disrespectful of the Word of God. He spoke positively about
New Age advocate Oprah Winfrey. He began to weave quotes and video clips from Emergent leaders into his
messages. He -- and many of the elders -- strongly urged the church to get on board with all that was
happening, and eagerly promoted a questionable book we should read to help us in the transition. And one
elder blatantly recommended a book -- two weeks in a row -- by prominent Catholic mystic Henry Nouwen
who is a father to the contemplative prayer movement. My trust level was tanking. ... Others in the church
were aware of the pro-Emergent direction in which the church was headed and tried to address it. Many of
the older members -- who were systematically being ousted by the change in service music and venue -- tried
to talk to the new pastor or an elder to no avail. Finally four of us had the opportunity to meet with the pastor
and a couple of the elders. At that meeting I heard firsthand what so many had reportedly been told: "If there
are those who are uncomfortable with the direction the church is headed, it may be wise for them to find
another place to worship." It wasn't directed at me, but I got the message. They wouldn't consider any pleas
for caution, no matter how scripturally-based. By the time that meeting was over, I'd had enough. It was time
to move on.
http://archive.constantcontact.com/fs019/1101818841456/archive/1102354700732.html

December 6, 2008: "George W. Bush attends his own hanging" - Remarks of President George W.
Bush at the unveiling of his portrait, Lincoln Hall, Union League of Philadelphia, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania - THE PRESIDENT (Bush Jr.): "Good morning Welcome to my hanging (Laughter and
applause) Thank you for coming and thank you for your warm welcome" {Bush with his gallows
humor after ruining everything he touched and most of it on purpose. It seems Bush Jr. is just like
Hitler and wants to pull the plug after things went so wrong that he could no longer deceive most of
the people during his widespread global attempts and plans of forwarding and enticing his
Satanic-Antichrist [Skull & Bones] chaos (terrorism), destruction, death and despair.}
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Remarks of President George W. Bush at the unveiling of his portrait, Lincoln Hall, Union League of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Dec. 6, 2008. THE PRESIDENT: Good morning. Welcome to my
hanging. (Laughter and applause.) Thank you for coming and thank you for your warm welcome. First, I'd like
to compliment Mark Carder. He did a really fine job with a challenging subject. (Laughter.) I was taken aback
by how much gray paint you had to use. (Laughter.) It speaks more about my job than yours. (Laughter.) But
thanks a lot, it's been a joy to work with you and I'm confident this portrait will stand the test of time. I want to
thank Fred and Frank for welcoming me here. I thank you for the medal. I'm keeping pretty good company,
which I will speak about in a minute. First of all I do want to thank the board of directors of The Union League
for taking time out of your Saturday to be here. And I appreciate all the guests who have come, as well. I
particularly want to say thanks to my friend, Arlen Specter, for joining us. (Applause.) It's been a joy working
with you -- most of the time. (Laughter.) He's a pretty independent-minded fellow -- (laughter) -- who is honest
and decent. (Applause.) And like me, he married very well. (Laughter.) So Joan, thanks for being here, and I
appreciate -- I appreciate you supporting this good man during some very difficult times. (Applause.) I thank
the Hoopers, for paying for this work. (Applause.) I thank Jim Straw and the Abraham Lincoln Foundation and
the Foundation members who are here today. I appreciate you preserving the legacy of a -- of a good man. I
am -- it turns out this award had been given to folks I have had the honor of serving with: Vice President Dick
Cheney, Secretary of Defense Don Rumsfeld, Secretary Tom Ridge -- three good men who are dedicated
and patriot public servants. I'm especially proud to be a co-recipient with a guy I call "41." (Applause.) The
1987 Gold Medal Award Winner -- a guy I call "dad," you call him "President Bush." We owe our
achievements to the same savvy political counselor and firm disciplinarian: Barbara. (Laughter and
applause.) And they're both doing well, by the way. (Applause.) Mother is coming out of the hospital. I hope
they don't put this on TV, but she's a tough old bird -- (laughter) -- whose spirits are soaring high.
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2008/12/george-bush-1.html

November 15, 2008: George W. Bush Shamed At G20 Summit - World leaders avoid George Bush Jr.
like the plague (YouTube)
Comments ... did you notice how he (Bush) hung his head in shame looks like someone got a telling off from
the school bully back stage.... must have told him dont even make eye contact. ... "and so shall ye reap..."
Bush gets the respect and deference he so rightly deserves! ... Thank goodness he is leaving!!!!!! Bush IS a
bully, and he and and Cheney are thugs. Not new news.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bekEngveLY

November 07, 2008: Goodbye @sshole (Bush Jr), We'll See You In Court [International UN court
charged with War Crimes and Crimes against humanity (9/11)] - Bush Jr. "The idea is to change the
Middle-East" - "The best way to give hope [to the elite] is through a form of (global NWO)
government" {Eternal life in the eternal resurrection life of Jesus Christ is actually the one and only
True and achievable hope for all mankind. There is no hope in Bush and his fellow NWO flunkies that
has been proven over and over again.} (YouTube)
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Comments: You have crippled the USA, our USA. ... put those (Bush) criminals in prison. These are criminals
who because of their elite status can get away with FULL MURDER!!! In the U.S.A courts, you never
prosecute bastards who commit the worst mafia crimes, instead they prey on the little guys who are barely
making it in the wicked system and the big government mafia KKK get away scott free, above and beyond the
law. Not only dick and gonzales, but bush needs to be brought in for crimes against humanity!!! Bring the
Nazi bastards IN to TRIAL! ... What a scum bag. He has brought America to it's knee's. I hope they jail the
bastard for what he has done. ... Don't expect prosecution. There will be much bigger fish to fry. Yes the Bush
administration was complicit in 9/11, yes the war in Iraq is about stealing Middle East oil, yes billions were
stolen by Bush cronies from the US, yes Bush united it's enemies against the US, yes Bush bankrupted the
country, yes the constitution was subverted and yes they fully intended to declare martial law and make Bush
president for life. Even this is not worth pursuing compared to what challenges lie ahead.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35jbHZLoIaY

{Flashback} Walter Cronkite, NWO, WTF - Ocotober 19, 1999: Video clip where Walter Cronkite calls
for world government, ending sovereignty, and "joining him to sit at the right hand of Satan" as he
says himself - Walter Cronkite speaks his mind and "by God he does!" {Cronkite calls every Christian
a criminal "that needs to be brought to justice" for desiring the Kingdom of Jesus Christ and not
embracing his global government concept.} (YouTube)
Comments: It absolutely amazes me that these seemingly educated people are so ignorant. Downright
stupid. They talk about ending all wars, when it's the globalists that cause the wars. They talk about saving
the planet when it's these same people that are the biggest polluters and rapists of natural resources. The
same people that hinder technology that would benefit mankind. I suppose that if you don't get involved in
politics you are doomed to be ruled by your inferiors. ... If you believe Hermit, giving the power to run the
world to a small group of people is a good thing Given the track record of globalists, military industrial
complex of starting wars, fixing prices, monopolies, reducing choice it makes no sense to give them ANY
power. How do we vote them out, if we disagree. YOU CANT How do you change the leaders YOU DON'T
Consolidation of Power to the cabal that financed Hitler, the Communists, C.American dictators ie
Rockefeller, P Bush is INSANE.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inu9vKXsrFA

November 26, 2008: Never seen before!: Fox news 5 reports WTC 7 collapse before it happens {NY
WTC 9/11 was a Bush, NWO planned and scripted event. Fox News was one of the main groups
following and presenting the script to the public that day.} (YouTube)
Comments: Coincidence that BBC reported it early, even though it was standing behind that ladies head?
Coincidence that CNN reported it early? Coincidence that Fox News 5 reported it early? Coincidence that a
47 story building fell perfectly, no resistance? Coincidence Larry S. said "pull it", then the building fell?
Coincidence it was left out of the 911 commission report? It gets to the point where theres so many
coincidences that you can't really assume they are coincidence anymore. ... At this point the reality that 9/11
was an inside job is overwhelmingly clear. Given the preponderance of hard, objective evidence, it seems
those who are determined to believe the Bush Administration's account of 9/11 are engaging in "reaction
formation." Rather than facing an unpleasant reality, they go to lengths to assert the very opposite, often with
lots of invective and derision. Simply questioning the government's Official Conspiracy Theory makes them
apoplectic!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cueNiZSfftI
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April 03, 2007: 9/11: Total Proof That (Bush) Bombs Were Planted In The Buildings! (YouTube)
Bombs, explosions, secondary explosions, explosive devices....how many more times do we need to hear
these words being said by 9/11 witnesses before we start asking questions about what really happened on
that awful day? This video shows that many actual 9/11 witnesses heard and saw explosions going off inside
the towers, long before they actually fell. These witnesses include police, firemen and mainstream media
reporters. And what is even more shocking is the fact that all of this has been ignored by the mainstream
media. We really need to wake up to the facts and ask questions. If we don't, what does that say about us?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8n-nT-luFIw

Technical Documentation: PDF links don't resolve (work) in Adobe Reader 9 - In Adobe Reader 9, go
to the Edit menu and click Preferences. In the Categories list, click Documents. Under PDF/A View
Mode, change the selection from Only for PDF/A documents to Never, and click OK
This is a change introduced by Adobe, which has altered the default setting for view mode in Adobe Reader
9. In order to access links, users need to change their settings so that the document is not in view mode. In
Adobe Reader 9, go to the Edit menu and click Preferences. In the Categories list, click Documents. Under
PDF/A View Mode, change the selection from Only for PDF/A documents to Never, and click OK.
http://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/os_sqlserver/thread/913804f1-4288-4b57-b239-09e054a61d
b2/

Adobe (PDF) Reader 9 software FREE Download - Adobe Reader software is the global standard for
electronic document sharing
Adobe Reader software is the global standard for electronic document sharing. It is the only PDF file viewer
that can open and interact with all PDF documents. Use Adobe Reader to view, search, digitally sign, verify,
print, and collaborate on Adobe PDF files.
http://www.adobe.com/products/reader/

The God Journey - 11/02/07 The Willow Creek Implosion (Mp3's)
Explaining how the Willow Creek keep busy "system" of groups, clubs and activities has actually been
vaccinating people and keeping them from a place of receiving the fullness of true Christianity.
http://www.thegodjourney.com/archive/index.html

LostSeed - Vaccination - Speaker: Damon Thompson Size: 10.48 MB (Mp3)
Vaccination - Speaker: Damon Thompson {How people are getting just enough Church activities to keep from
getting the real thing a life transforming relationship with God in Jesus Christ.}
http://www.lostseed.com/audio.php

The God Journey (Blog-Podcast) "The Journey Begins" - facilitates a growing conversation among
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those who are thinking outside the box [Sunday Church Fellowship] of organized religion - The
fastest growing segment of Christianity is those who do not attend a Church denomination group on
Sunday but are independent stay at home Christians – "Christians are leaving the institutional
Sunday fellowships not to abandon their Christian faith but to preserve it" {Note: Christians are called
to assemble and to fellowship because we each have so much to both receive from others and to give
to others especially in encouragement, wisdom and life knowledge. If you are not at home in a
Church Fellowship, as too many modern Churches are changing into the ways of the world, consider
starting your own Fellowship of believers. Always keep focused on the building up and the
establishing of the Christian Church that we are all a part of. The Basic Christian ministry strongly
encourages both individual Christian growth and Christian group Fellowship with all focus and
purpose being in the name, presence and Holiness of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.} (Mp3's)
Co-hosted by Wayne Jacobsen and Brad Cummings, The God Journey facilitates a growing conversation
among those who are thinking outside the box of organized religion. One listener tagged it as "two real
brothers talking about life," and you can also view an introductory video that captures what The God journey
is all about. By sharing their own journeys, searching the Scriptures, interacting with their listeners, and
examining current events and cultural trends, they hope to encourage others on their own spiritual journey.
Their purpose is not to attack people who see it differently, but to inspire those whose spiritual hungers
cannot be met in the conventional expressions of Christianity and yet want to live more deeply in Jesus and
be part of the church he is building. New podcasts are posted on Fridays. You can join the conversation on
the forum or by contacting Brad and Wayne directly. (For those who want to try this themselves, here are the
technical details of how we produce our podcast.)
http://www.thegodjourney.com/archive/topics.html

Bible verse: Romans 3:22-31 Even the righteousness of God which is by faith of Jesus Christ unto
[given to] all (Jews and Gentiles) and upon [received by] all themthat believe ... {The complete Bible is
available at ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
Romans 3:22-31 Even the righteousness of God which is by faith of Jesus Christ unto all and upon all them
that believe: for there is no difference: For all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God; Being justified
freely by His grace through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus: Whom God hath set forth to be a
propitiation (full payment) through faith in His blood, to declare His righteousness for the remission of sins
that are past, through the forbearance of God; To declare, I say, at this time His righteousness: that He might
be just, and the justifier of him which believeth in Jesus. Where is boasting then? It is excluded. By what law?
of works? Nay: but by the *law of faith. Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by faith without the
deeds of the law. Is He the God of the Jews only? is He not also of the Gentiles? Yes, of the Gentiles also:
Seeing it is one God, which shall justify thecircumcision (Jews) by faith, and uncircumcision (Gentiles)
through faith. Do we then make void the law through faith? God forbid: yea, we establish the law. -- Holy
Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

That's my King! - Pastor S. M. Lockridge - free video - If you're not already familiar with S M
Lockridge's My King - then you should be! He simply speaks for seven minutes about Jesus Christ,
but it's impossible not to listen without responding in heartfelt praise (Videos - Mp3)
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Last summer I put together a video: a combination of Lockeridge's words, with some images that I hope will
add to the power of his message. I've been encouraged to share the video - so have uploaded it here. If
you're looking for a video to inspire you in your Christian faith, or a video to show before the sermon in a
Sunday service in church, or just something to remind you how God is worthy of our praise, then this might
be just the thing. Just click the play button if you can see it below (there are higher quality versions further
down the page). It might take up to 20 seconds to buffer before anything actually starts to play.
http://www.4-14.org.uk/thats-my-king-s-m-lockridge

LostSeed - Amazing Compilations - Reverend Roberts - Fourthman.mp3 {Similar to "That's my King!"}
(Mp3)
Speaker: Reverend Roberts. Older man speaking with techno music.
http://www.lostseed.com/audio/amazing.php

Mission Valley Christian Fellowship with Pastor Leo Giovinetti - Sermon Archive (Mp3's)
Pastor Leo Giovinetti may have had more than his share of Flying Pepperonis - those
"you'd-never-believe-me-if-I-told-you" circumstances which get in the way of serving Jesus - but he's never let
that stop him. A former Las Vegas, Reno, and Tahoe entertainer, Pastor Leo is bigger than life. Yet, at the
same time, his favorite thing to do is sit down, one on one, and tell someone about Jesus. He's totally
committed to reaching the world for Jesus. He's a down-to-earth teacher whose animated style brings the
gospel to life in a vibrant and exciting way. ... Maybe the only difference is that he really does read his Bible
for at least an hour every day. This isn't time spent preparing for Sunday sermons, or researching a scriptural
topic. It's quite-time spent with The Lord. You see, Pastor Leo's in love with Jesus and he's truly passionate
about the Bible. And if you get nothing else from his messages, but you start reading your Bible every day,
he'll rejoice because you'll be spending time with Jesus - and you'll draw closer to God.
http://www.mvcf.com/resources/media/SunAM.php

Prayer Starters: Pray without ceasing - Find Help and Encouragement to Pray - Lord Jesus, teach us
to pray - May we abide in your presence today and all the days of our life!
What is Prayer? - Prayer is God's idea, part of God's plan for His people. God is calling His people unto
Himself. God is calling His people everywhere to pray and seek His face, to come to know Him, to walk with
Him each day, to abide in Him, so that He can abide with us and in us. God wants a personal relationship
with His people. God wants us to know Him intimately. We see God at work in the world, calling us to prayer,
calling us to know Him. God has promised that He will be found by us, when we seek Him with all our heart.
God is everywhere and continually reveals Himself to us in every circumstance of life. God has done and
continues to do everything necessary for us to know Him, but until we seek Him with all our heart, He will not
be found by us. We will find satisfaction in Him, if we hunger and thirst for Him. We must desire a closer
relationship with Him; we must spend time with Him, if our relationship is to grow. God wants us to grow to
the point that we are one with Him--no longer two, but one. He wants us to know Him as He is. He wants us
to be transformed into His likeness. He wants us to be made complete in Christ. He wants us to be of one
mind with Him. He wants us to make His ways our ways, His thoughts our thoughts. Through persistent
prayer, we come to know the Father, His will and His ways. Through our time with Him, we come to know the
Father intimately. We experience Gods presence and power in our lives as we develop a life of prayer. Lord,
teach us to pray. May we abide in your presence today and all the days of our life!
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http://www.pray-today.com/Encouragement.html

Prayer Starters: Praise You (Jesus) In This Storm (YouTube)
[It] reminds us all that even through all the storms, we will continue to praise him (Jesus)!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ji2rLXr3cEU

Prayer Starters: When Heaven Scrapes The Pavement (Video)
VideoPile - (4:40 min).
http://www.videopile.com/video/hyT5olrSaWW2

Prayer Starters Misc: Dancing Matt 2008 - Where in the World is Matt [Select - Watch in high quality]
(YouTube)
Dancing Matt 2008 -- Category: Travel & Events.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWUrj22pRD0

Prayer Starters Misc: Harmonica + Beatbox: Final Cut (YouTube)
Yuri Lane performs beatbox harmonica in this short video directed by Marty Nowak.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHUuqsSCn5g

Prayer Starters Misc: A Wonderful World-Hand Puppet Show (YouTube)
This is a really cute video from the 7th Annual Helpmann Awards. The song is A Wonderful World by Louis
Armstrong.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxmjjQKHu0g

T.R.U.T.H. Sleuth: Part 1 & 2 - the Case of Heaven's Key (Video-YouTube)
One day, amid the wreckage of what he so blindly clings to as a career, Joe Nuior receives a visit. Just what
perils have befallen this angel-faced dame? Could this down in the dumps private eye be the one to 'shed
some light' on her case? Can he, indeed, get a clue? Or, does she possess an ulterior motive beyond that of
which he is able to comprehend? Tag along and find out where this trail of intrigue leads in "The Case of
Heaven's Key".
http://www.thetruthgroup.com/videos3.html
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Real Life Radio with Pastor Leo Giovinetti - A former Las Vegas, Reno, and Tahoe entertainer, Pastor
Leo is bigger than life - Yet, at the same time, his favorite thing to do is sit down, one on one, and tell
someone about Jesus - He's totally committed to reaching the world for Jesus (Mp3's)
Pastor Leo Giovinetti may have had more than his share of Flying Pepperonis - those
"you'd-never-believe-me-if-I-told-you" circumstances which get in the way of serving Jesus - but he's never let
that stop him. A former Las Vegas, Reno, and Tahoe entertainer, Pastor Leo is bigger than life. Yet, at the
same time, his favorite thing to do is sit down, one on one, and tell someone about Jesus. He's totally
committed to reaching the world for Jesus. He's a down-to-earth teacher whose animated style brings the
gospel to life in a vibrant and exciting way. ... Maybe the only difference is that he really does read his Bible
for at least an hour every day. This isn't time spent preparing for Sunday sermons, or researching a scriptural
topic. It's quite-time spent with The Lord. You see, Pastor Leo's in love with Jesus and he's truly passionate
about the Bible. And if you get nothing else from his messages, but you start reading your Bible every day,
he'll rejoice because you'll be spending time with Jesus - and you'll draw closer to God.
http://www.realliferadio.org/todaysmsg.php

KCIS Christian Radio - LIVING CHRISTIAN WITH MICHELLE MENDOZA - The last broadcast of "Living
Christian" on KCIS was Thursday, September 27th, 2007 You can access previous broadcast
information and podcasts from the links below (Mp3 Archive)
The last broadcast of "Living Christian" on KCIS was Thursday, September 27th. You can access previous
broadcast information and podcasts from the links below.
http://www.kcisradio.com/programs-livingchristian-podcast.php?today=Archive

*** CrossTalkAmerica.com: November 28, 2008 (Radio Show Archive) - [28] Kitty Foth-Regner: Heaven
Without Her - Kitty Foth-Regner joined Ingrid Schlueter to discuss her testimony which is
documented in the book entitled, Heaven Without Her: A Desperate Daughter's Search for the Heart of
Her Mother's Faith {Scroll down to locate the Mp3 archive calendar.} (Mp3's)
Kitty Foth-Regner joined Ingrid Schlueter to discuss her testimony which is documented in the book entitled,
Heaven Without Her: A Desperate Daughter's Search for the Heart of Her Mother's Faith. Kitty was a
feminist, high-tech copywriter in full and happy control of a God-free life. Then the Lord began to work in her
life when her beloved mother developed inoperable colorectal cancer. The despair that followed led Kitty
down a path that eventually ended at the foot of the cross. Although Kitty grew up in a Christian home,
feminism took root. In spite of her Christian home, questions still existed, questions such as: - Is there a God?
- If there is one, which one is the correct one? And what does this God require of me in order to obtain a
place in heaven? Little did Kitty realize, God in His grace and mercy would answer her questions in a most
interesting way. As a science copywriter, Kitty's interest in science landed her in the middle of the origins
debate. This led her to the amazing scientific facts within the Bible, the hundreds of prophecies concerning
Christ, as well as the prophecies concerning the nation of Israel. NOTE: This program was originally
broadcast on May 20, 2008.
http://www.crosstalkamerica.com/shows/2008/11/

Calvary Chapel Bible Fellowship - Women's Ministry (Mp3's)
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Calvary Chapel Bible Fellowship has been formed as a fellowship of believers in the lordship of Jesus Christ.
Our supreme desire is to know Jesus and be conformed into His image by the power of the Holy Spirit. We
are a non-denominational Church, but we are not opposed to denominations, only their tendency to over
emphasis the doctrinal differences that have led to the division of the body of Christ. We believe that the only
true basis of Christian Fellowship is His Agape Love, which is greater than any differences we may have. And
without His love we have no right to claim ourselves as Christians. We Believe: Worship of God should be
spiritual, therefore we remain flexible and yielded to the leading of the Holy Spirit to direct our worship.
Worship of God should be inspirational, therefore we give great place to music in our worship. Worship of
God should be intelligent, therefore our services are designed with great emphasis upon teaching the Word
of God that He might instruct us how He would be worshipped. Worship of God is fruitful, therefore we look
for His love in our lives as the supreme manifestation that we have truly been worshipping Him.
http://www.ccbf.net/teaching/index.htm

The Way of Agape (Love) and Be Ye Transformed [life change] by Nancy Missler (Mp3's)
Here are the messages from our 1998 catalog, available exclusively for download.
http://server.firefighters.org/1998catalog.asp

Bible verse: Matthew 3:8-12 Bring forth therefore fruits meet for repentance [life change] ... {The
complete Bible is available at ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
Matthew 3:8-12 Bring forth therefore fruits (Galatians 5:22) meet for repentance: And think not to say within
yourselves, We have Abraham [physical birthright] to our father: for I (John the Baptist) say unto you, that
God is able of these stones to raise up children unto Abraham. And now also the axe [separation - judgment]
is laid unto the root of the trees [mankind]: therefore every tree which bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn
down, and cast into the fire. I indeed baptize you with water unto repentance: but He (Jesus) that cometh
after me is mightier than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to bear: He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost
(John 20:22), and with fire (Acts 2:3): Whose fan [tool] is in His hand, and He will thoroughly purge [empty]
His [threshing - separation] floor, and gather His wheat [Saved] into the garner [heaven]; but He will burn up
[cast-out] the chaff with unquenchable fire. -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

Bible verse: Matthew 7:15-21 Beware of false prophets ... Ye shall know them by their fruits ... {The
complete Bible is available at ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
Matthew 7:15-21 Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are
ravening wolves. Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? Even
so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. A good tree cannot
bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Every tree that bringeth not forth good
fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire. Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them. Not every onethat saith
unto Me (Jesus), Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of My Father
which is in heaven. -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/
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Bible verse: John 15:1-12 He that abideth in Me (Jesus), and I in Him, the same bringeth forth much
fruit: for without Me ye can do nothing ... {The complete Bible is available at
ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
John 15:1-12 I (Jesus) Am the true vine, and My Father is the Husbandman (Artist-Sculpturer). Every branch
in Me that beareth not fruit He taketh away: and every branch that beareth fruit, He purgeth (removes the dirt
from) it, that it may bring forth more fruit [love-life]. Now ye are clean through the word [Bible] which I have
spoken unto you. Abide in Me, and I in you (John 20:22). As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, except it
abide in the vine; no more can ye, except ye abide in Me. I Am the vine, ye are the branches: He that abideth
in Me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit: for without Me ye can do nothing. If a man abide not in
Me, he is cast forth as a branch, and is withered; and men gather them, and cast them into the fire, and they
are burned [eternal judgment]. If ye abide in Me, and My words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it
shall be done unto you. Herein is My Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit [love-life]; so shall ye be My
disciples. As the Father hath loved Me, so have I loved you: continue ye in My love. If ye keep My
commandments, ye shall abide in My love; even as I have kept my Father's commandments, and abide in His
love. These things have I spoken unto you, that My joy might remain in you, and that your joy might be full. -Holy Bible {Note: Love means a commitment to the highest good for yourself and for other people, love is
committing to God-Jesus, the ways of Jesus.}
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

Bible verse: Galatians 5:22-26 But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith, meekness, temperance: against such there is no law. ... {The complete Bible is
available at ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness,
temperance: against such there is no law. And they that are Christ's have crucified the flesh with the
affections and lusts. If we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit. Let us not be desirous of vain glory,
provoking one another, envying one another. -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

Bible verse: Philippians 1:9-11 ... Being filled with the fruits of righteousness, which are [only] by
Jesus Christ, unto the glory and praise of God {The complete Bible is available at
ChristianFaithDownloads.com} -- {Note: After the Tribulation Period during the coming 1,000 year
Kingdom reign of Jesus here on earth we will not be primarily calling God "Jesus" (Jehovah God is
Salvation) we will be calling God "Jehovah Tsidkenu" (THE LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS) [Jeremiah
23:6 ... and this is His name whereby He shall be called, THE LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS.]}
Philippians 1:9-11 And this I (Apostle Paul) pray, that your love may abound yet more and more in knowledge
and in all judgment; That ye may approve things that are excellent; that ye may be sincere and without
offence till the day (return-revealing) of Christ; Being filled with the fruits of righteousness, which are by Jesus
Christ, unto the glory and praise of God. -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

Bible verse: Jude 1:10-13 But these speak evil of those things which they know not (spirit realm): ...
trees (people) whose fruit withereth, without fruit, twice dead (born Spiritually dead and now
Spiritually dead again no longer Born Again), plucked up by the roots; ... {The complete Bible is
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available at ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
Jude 1:10-13 But these speak evil of those things which they know not (spirit realm): but what they know
naturally (physically), as brute beasts, in those things they corrupt themselves. Woe unto them! for they have
gone in the way of Cain (Genesis 4:5), and ran greedily after the error of Balaam (Numbers 22:5, 31:8) for
reward, and perished in the gainsaying of Core [Korah] (Numbers 16:32). These are spots in your feasts of
charity, when they feast with you, feeding themselves without fear: clouds they are without water, carried
about of winds; trees whose fruit withereth, without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots; Raging waves
of the sea, foaming out their own shame; wandering stars [not in alignment], to whom is reserved the
blackness of darkness forever [eternal judgment]. -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

Deception in Society (Mp3)
Deception1_Part2.mp3 - note: Deception1_Part1.mp3 is missing and is unavailable at this time when and if it
is located it will be added to the download list. This teaching is Excellent and getting just the 2nd half is well
worth the effort.
http://www.basicchristian.us/mp3/Deception1_Part2.mp3

Steeling the Mind Conferences with Chuck Missler - 1998-2005 - MP3'S (Torrent Download)
Details of Steeling the Mind - 1998-2005 - MP3. 1.05 gigabyte in 90 files.
http://www.mininova.org/det/541377

Living Torrents - Latest Torrents Mp3's - Children's Bible Stories (Torrent Downloads)
Tracking: 627 Torrents
http://www.livingtorrents.com/

The Thanksgiving Holiday - Thanksgiving Day 2008 'A Blessed Time to Worship & Give Thanks to
God' - Thanksgiving Info and Resources
2nd Corinthians 4:13-18 We having the same Spirit of faith, according as it is written, I believed, and
therefore have I spoken; we also believe, and therefore speak; Knowing that He which raised up the Lord
Jesus shall raise up us also by Jesus, and shall present (in heaven) us with you. For all things are for your
sakes, that the abundant grace might through the *Thanksgiving* of many redound to the glory of God. For
which cause we faint not; but though our outward man perish, yet the inward man (soul) is renewed day by
day. For our light affliction, which is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight
of glory; While we look not at the things which are seen (physical realm), but at the things which are not seen
(spiritual realm): for the things which are seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal.
http://www.basicchristian.org/thanksgiving.html
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g to Lawrence, but one teaching sets the (LDS) church apart, one teaching focuses on the difference
between the LDS Church and other churches - That teaching is that the gospel has been restored But nobody knows what Mormons mean when they say restored gospel {This is the true message of
the LDS Mormons because they have no clue of what the true Christian Gospel is let alone any
restored Gospel so they are just making things up as they go along. The only thing LDS Salt Lake
knows for certain is that every LDS Mormon is to hand over at least 10% of their income to them in
order to be LDS Temple pure, and that people are to be obedient to the LDS leadership whims all the
while believing the LDS fairytales told to them.}">Pollster to Mormons: Inform [Deceive] with simple
[vague] facts - There are many teachings of the (LDS) church that are vital, according to Lawrence,
but one teaching sets the (LDS) church apart, one teaching focuses on the difference between the
LDS Church and other churches - That teaching is that the gospel has been restored - But nobody
knows what Mormons mean when they say "restored gospel" {This is the true message of the LDS
Mormons because they have no clue of what the true Christian Gospel is let alone any "restored
Gospel" so they are just making things up as they go along. The only thing LDS "Salt Lake" knows
for certain is that every LDS Mormon is to hand over at least 10% of their income to them in order to
be LDS Temple pure, and that people are to be obedient to the LDS leadership whims all the while
believing the LDS fairytales told to them.}
Tired of feeling guilty about not doing enough missionary work? Worn down by negative press about
Mormons? Gary C. Lawrence, author of the new book, "How Americans View Mormonism," tells ordinary
members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints to end the guilt, relax and just be who they are.
"We have been motivating too much by guilt," Lawrence said. And guilt doesn't work. ... Lawrence writes in
his book about how it might be difficult for somebody to come right out and say he or she is Mormon. He
recommends including a "parenthetical mention" of the church in conversations. For example, a person might
say, "I had to go to Salt Lake last week on business, so I scheduled an extra day and took my daughter, who
goes to BYU, skiing at Sundance. Great powder." A comment like this will allow the other person to choose
what direction to take the conversation -- the business trip, the skiing or maybe: "Your daughter goes to
BYU? Are you Mormon?" From there it is just ordinary conversation. The greatest danger is that an
enthusiastic member might try to tell everything about the church instead of simple, easy-to-remember points.
... There are many teachings of the church that are vital, according to Lawrence, but one teaching sets the
church apart, one teaching focuses on the difference between the LDS Church and other churches. That
teaching is that the gospel has been restored. But nobody knows what Mormons mean when they say
"restored gospel." "The focus groups, when I've asked them about the word 'restored,' they say it's what you
do to grandpa's '66 Mustang that's been in the shed for 20 years. It's what you do to grandma's dining-room
table. In other words, you sand it down, you re-stain it, you re-varnish it. Those objects never went away. And
most people think of restoring something that the object never went away, it just got some rust on it -- you just
have to polish it up," Lawrence said. The word "gospel" is also thought by most people to just mean Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John. "So we say, 'the gospel has been restored,' and people think, 'Matthew (has) a new
coat of paint?'" Lawrence said. To get the distinctive message of the (LDS-Mormon) church across, Lawrence
recommends three simple phrases: Christ [apparently the LDS wants Jesus omitted] organized a [the]
church. Men changed it. It has been brought back [supposedly by the LDS Joseph Smith, Brigham Young,
Gordon B. Hinckley and many other frauds, liars and deceivers]."There is not a religious word in there except
the word 'church,'" Lawrence said. "...anybody with any kind of upbringing can understand those twelve
words."
http://mormontimes.com/mormon_voices/mormon_experience/?id=5153

Mormons' Uneasy (Proposition 8) Victory - in the face of post-election protests outside its temples,
the (LDS) church doesn't seem to want to take much credit - This is new and awkward territory for
many Mormons
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The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints is becoming a potent political force. Last year's story was
that Mormons had risen to some of the highest offices in America -- Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid
belongs to the (LDS) church, as does former Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney. This year's headline is
that, with the encouragement of their religious leaders, Mormons gave loads of money and man-hours to
pass Proposition 8 in California, which banned same-sex marriage in the state. Indeed, they were probably
the most organized and consequential force behind the measure's passage. But in the face of post-election
protests outside its temples, the church doesn't seem to want to take much credit. ... There are Mormons who
fought hard against the measure, drawing attention to the extent of Mormon involvement by outing fellow
members on donor lists. There are Mormons so upset they're thinking of renouncing their church membership
as well as Mormons who wholeheartedly supported the initiative. And then there are those who gave money
out of obedience to their leaders, without much thought to the policy it was being used to support. Regardless
of where they fall on this spectrum, many probably feel a bit like Otterson: uneasy with all the attention. It's
unusual for an institution to shrink from responsibility for a victory at the ballot box. But being Mormon isn't
quite like being, say, Southern Baptist. The highly centralized LDS church makes a lot of Americans nervous,
and it has done so since Joseph Smith founded the movement, which was driven out of state after state
before settling in the Salt Lake Valley. Where some see an efficient religious organization that requires
unusual devotion from its members, others see conspiracy, even cult.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/11/23/AR2008112302042.html

Can nobody make a sandwich like McDonald's? - the fast-food giant McDonald's has set its sights on
his invention - The company has filed patents in Europe and the US that claim the "method and
apparatus for making a sandwich" as its intellectual property - Lawrence Smith-Higgins of the UK
Patent Office said: "McDonald's or anyone else can't get retrospective exclusive rights to making a
sandwich
It has been the food of monarchs and commoners ever since John Montagu, the fourth Earl of Sandwich, first
pressed some meat between two slices of bread and took a bite. Billions of butties later, the fast-food giant
McDonald's has set its sights on his invention. The company has filed patents in Europe and the US that
claim the "method and apparatus for making a sandwich" as its intellectual property. Patent application
WO2006068865 relates to the "pre-assembly of sandwich components and simultaneous preparation of
different parts of the same sandwich". It covers the "simultaneous toasting of a bread component" and
heating a "meat and/or cheese filling". And it says the company has invented a way to add garnishes and
condiments using a "sandwich assembly tool". The patent says McDonald's wants to cut down on the time
and labour required to put its sandwiches together. The company also wants them to look and taste the same
and has come up with what it describes as "novel methods" to put them together. ... Lawrence Smith-Higgins
of the UK Patent Office said: "McDonald's or anyone else can't get retrospective exclusive rights to making a
sandwich. They might have a novel device but it could be quite easy for someone to make a sandwich in a
similar way without infringing their claims." McDonald's would not comment.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/2006/nov/20/foodanddrink.uk

Inventor files patent suit over iPhone Web browsing - Apple has been hit with a patent-infringement
suit from an inventor who claims to have patented iPhone-like mobile Web surfing - "The '196 patent
claims cover the display of Internet content reformatted from HTML to XML on mobile devices--the
industry standard
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EMG Technology, which appears to be a holding company for the interests of inventor Elliot Gottfurcht, filed
suit against Apple on Monday in the 21st century rocket docket, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District
of Texas in the Tyler Division. EMG was awarded U.S. Patent number 7,441,196 in October after filing its
patent application in March 2006, and thinks Apple's iPhone has run afoul of the claims in the patent. In a
basic sense, the patent supposedly covers the ability of a Web site to reformat itself to the size of the screen
trying to access that site. "The '196 patent claims cover the display of Internet content reformatted from
HTML to XML on mobile devices--the industry standard currently displayed by the iPhone," EMG adviser
Stanley Gibson said in a press release announcing the lawsuit. It's not clear why EMG is going after Apple,
given that many companies have similar technology in the market, although EMG says the patent also covers
"the technology for manipulating a region of the screen for zooming and scrolling." An Apple representative
said the company does not comment on pending litigation.
http://news.cnet.com/8301-13579_3-10106805-37.html

November 24, 2008: Clintons' imprint seen on Obama appointees - It started with Obama's
appointment of John Podesta as head of his transition team - [later] Obama's reported choice for
chief counsel, Gregory B. Craig, a Yale Law School friend of both Clintons - Craig successfully
defended Clinton in his Senate impeachment trial
WASHINGTON - When I can't sleep, I slip downstairs and munch cereal and milk while I surf the news
channels. Suddenly the gray face of attorney Lanny Davis flashed by on the local Fox News. A nightmare, I
thought. A decade ago, Davis appeared around the clock explaining away President Bill Clinton's foibles with
Monica Lewinsky and Paula Corbin Jones during the impeachment crisis. No, I wasn't dead and in purgatory.
It was really Davis, and his steel rims and his steely smile. The Clintons' envoy to Fox News was defending
the choice Presidentelect Barack Obama has made for attorney general, Eric Holder. ... Holder's nomination
will fly through the Senate with scarcely a rumble. But his appointment was a reminder that nobody ever
really leaves Washington. Moreover, the Clintons' recruitment of Davis to justify Holder's abandonment of his
duty to block an improper pardon is clear evidence of the influence the Clintons' have in Obama's
administration. It started with Obama's appointment of John Podesta as head of his transition team. Podesta
joined the Clinton administration in 1993. Podesta was White House chief of staff when the pardons moved
through, when Clinton repealed the last restrictions on the investment banks, and when the last of the big oil
company mergers got administration support. Podesta was a top aide when Clinton created four regional
railroad monopolies across America. Podesta is being helped by law professor Dawn Johnson, who served in
Clinton's 1992 transition group. Then Rep. Rahm Emanuel, D-Ill., a Clinton political and press aide, was
tapped to become the next White House chief of staff. Emanuel has other big bullets on his resume, but it is
said he was a strong advocate of the North American Free Trade Agreement that Obama claimed during the
primary to have reservations about. On Thursday, it was reported that Peter Orszag, a senior economic
adviser to President Clinton, will be the next White House budget director. On Wednesday, it was announced
that Lisa Brown, who served in senior Justice Department and White House roles under Clinton, would serve
Obama as overseer to his entire White House staff. In between was Obama's reported choice for chief
counsel, Gregory B. Craig, a Yale Law School friend of both Clintons. Craig successfully defended Clinton in
his Senate impeachment trial.
http://www.buffalonews.com/149/story/503278.html

November 20, 2008: Eric Holder as the next (Obama) United States attorney general - Holder's past as
a member of the Clinton administration is already under scrutiny - but I'm just getting the sense from
one appointment after the other here, the Obama campaign doesn't care because they know they've
got the votes - This is now the Obama-Clinton administration in many ways - it appears as though
President Obama is looking very hard at some of the people that worked in the Clinton administration
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ALAN COLMES, CO-HOST: Welcome to "Hannity & Colmes". Getting right to our "Top Story" tonight. And it
is the growing saga surrounding the possible nomination of Eric Holder as the next United States attorney
general. Multiple reports yesterday indicated that Holder is the president- elect's top choice to fill the position,
but Holder's past as a member of the Clinton administration is already under scrutiny. As deputy attorney
general, Holder had oversight over the controversial last minute Clinton pardons including that of fugitive
financier Marc Rich. Earlier today Pennsylvania senator, Arlen Specter, who is the ranking Republican on the
Senate Judiciary Committee, said that Rich's pardon will be an issue during Holder's confirmation. In
February of 2001 the House Government Reform and Oversight Committee also held hearings into the
pardons. Holder himself testified along with former Clinton chief of staff and Obama's new transition chief
John Podesta. The ranking Democrat on the committee, California congressman, Henry Waxman, called the
Rich pardon an end run around the judicial process, and a committee report later concluded that Holder and
Rich's attorney, Jack Quinn, who also had worked in the Clinton White House, had, quote, "cut the Justice
Department out of the process." ... HANNITY: So he quarterbacked the Clinton [fake] impeachment case. He
also defended John Hinckley, the guy that shot Ronald Reagan and others in an attempted assassination
case. He, too, was the lawyer working on Castro's behalf in the Elian Gonzalez case, in as much as taking
that position there, and he also, you know, was very forceful in defending the Sandinistas, you know, the —
communists or rebels against the Contra Freedom fighters.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,455113,00.html

November 26, 2008: Citibank (Citigroup) tells cardholders to take a hike - Bailouts for Citibank, rate
hikes for their cardholders - My current APR on my Citibank credit card is 7.99% - Yesterday, the
same day I find out Citibank is receiving $25 billion in bailout cash from our tax dollars, I received a
notice with my billing statement stating my APR would nearly double to 14.99% - the rate increase
would affect about 20% of Citibank cardholders {The Bush Govt. now owns a large portion of Citibank
and the first thing they do is double the interest rate for 20% of the cardholders. Who will oversee the
unfair and very likely illegal lending practices of the new Citibank? Not the Bush Govt. they instituted
the unfair selective rate hike. Why is it that only 20% of the cardholders are getting a rate hike? Are
the 20% who are required to pay more America's middleclass while others like illegal-aliens,
foreigners and the rich escape the selective rate hikes?}
I have been a Citibank cardholder since 2002. I have a better than average credit score and a perfect
payment history with Citibank. My current APR on my Citibank credit card is 7.99%. Yesterday, the same day
I find out Citibank is receiving $25 billion in bailout cash from our tax dollars, I received a notice with my
billing statement stating my APR would nearly double to 14.99%. The notice also said I would be given the
chance to opt out of the rate increase and keep my current rate until my card expires, at which point my
account would be closed, and I could pay off the balance at my current rate. When I called to opt out, a
Citibank representative assured me that I did not have any problems with my account that would have
prompted a rate increase and read me a canned message about the "current economic crisis" and how
Citibank would otherwise be "unable to keep its doors open" if it doesn't increase its cost of extending credit.
It is my understanding that last week, Citibank told the Wall Street Journal it would be raising APR rates 3%
on average and the rate increase would affect about 20% of Citibank cardholders. Sure. My fiance also
received the same notice despite his high credit score. When he called Citibank, he was given the same
canned speech.
http://michellemalkin.com/2008/11/26/citibank-tells-cardholders-to-take-a-hike/

November 24, 2008: Citigroup saved - The (Bush) government has announced a massive rescue
package for Citigroup -- the latest move to help the banking giant, whose shares have plunged in the
past week - The Treasury Department and FDIC will guarantee more than $300 billion in Citigroup
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assets and inject $20 billion in capital into the troubled bank {Bush is directing the government and
the Federal Reserve (non-government) to finance and rescue the companies that are heavily invested
in by the Middle-East funds and other foreign entities.}
NEW YORK (CNNMoney.com) -- The U.S. government on *Sunday announced a massive rescue package
for Citigroup - the latest move to steady the banking giant, whose shares have plunged in the past week.
Citigroup shares rose 33% in premarket trading Monday. The plan has two key features: First, the U.S.
Treasury and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) will backstop some losses against more than
$300 billion in troubled assets. Second, the Treasury will make a fresh $20 billion investment in the bank. The
government has already injected $25 billion into Citigroup as part of the $700 billion bailout passed by
Congress in October. In return for the latest intervention, the government will receive an additional batch of
preferred shares - $20 billion for its direct investment and $7 billion as compensation for the loan guarantees.
Citigroup will pay an 8% dividend rate on those shares.
http://money.cnn.com/2008/11/23/news/companies/citigroup/index.htm?postversion=2008112400

Nov 16, 2008: Bush hosts Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi - at the president's wooded retreat at Camp
David, Md - The visit marked the second time in just five months that the crown prince received a
coveted invitation to the secluded compound - Bush's government is prodding leaders in the oil-rich
Gulf to invest in the staggering U.S. economy - The visit on *Sunday was decidedly low-key - There
was no press coverage permitted at Bush's retreat
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fresh off presiding over a global financial summit, President George W. Bush on
Sunday conferred privately about the world's economic downturn with the leader of a wealthy Persian Gulf
emirate. Bush was hosting Sheik Mohammed Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the crown prince of Abu Dhabi, at the
president's wooded retreat at Camp David, Md. The visit marked the second time in just five months that the
crown prince received a coveted invitation to the secluded compound. "They always have a good time
meeting with each other," White House national security spokesman Gordon Johndroe said Sunday. The two
leaders were scheduled to discuss the world's deteriorating financial stability, as well as Middle East security.
On Saturday in Washington, Bush presided over a gathering of leaders from the world's richest nations and
developing economies, who pledged steps to revamp the global financial markets. Bush's government is
prodding leaders in the oil-rich Gulf to invest in the staggering U.S. economy. Deputy Treasury Secretary
Robert Kimmitt offered that message in a visit to Dubai last month. Johndroe declined comment on whether
Bush would urge the crown prince to funnel more money into U.S. interests, but said, "Secretary Kimmitt's
comments made in the Gulf stand: We encourage investment in the United States." The visit on Sunday was
decidedly low-key. There was no press coverage permitted at Bush's retreat. In January, Bush visited Abu
Dhabi and traveled to the crown prince's remote desert encampment, where he raises horses and prize
falcons.
http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5jyBkmsDdh9LC-Kc4DlR6Cpx7l9jwD94G85L00

November 27, 2007: Abu Dhabi buys Citi stake - Citigroup-Abu Dhabi deal: A sign of the times - $7.5
billion cash infusion from Abu Dhabi's state investment fund - (Middle-East) Sovereign wealth funds
are looking to park more of their $2 trillion with U.S. companies
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NEW YORK (CNNMoney.com) -- Citigroup's newfound $7.5 billion cash infusion from Abu Dhabi's state
investment fund may not cure all that ails the embattled bank, but it heralds the growing influence of
sovereign wealth funds. With similar government-owned funds swimming in cash, more iconic U.S. firms like
Citigroup may find themselves owned, at least in part, by foreign governments. Sovereign wealth funds,
which act as a country's investment arm, have long been investing money gained through exports or from the
sale of commodities such as oil. But because of their rapidly expanding size, these funds have become
harder to ignore. Located both in the oil-rich Middle East, as well as other nations such as Russia and
Singapore, the funds' combined assets under management are expected in the next three years to quadruple
in size to $7.9 trillion from $1.9 trillion, according to Merrill Lynch. While government debt like U.S. Treasuries
have long been their investment vehicle of choice, the funds' appetites have grown more complex as they
have searched for greater returns, said Jay Bryson, global economist at Wachovia Corp.
http://money.cnn.com/2007/11/27/markets/sovereign_funds/

{Flashback} September 29, 2008: Dow down 300 points after European banks get bailed out and Citi
buys Wachovia's banking assets - The government brokered the deal, and the FDIC noted that
Wachovia did not fail as a bank - Wachovia's stock ($52.80 yr. -> $10 last trade Friday -> $.96 today)
plunged 90% in pre-market trading to penny stock status and has of yet not opened for regular-hours
trading {It couldn't be more obvious that the 'bailout' is not a bailout for American banks. Why is the
government via the FDIC confiscating every bank it can for two pennies on the dollar if there is a
bailout plan in the works to save the banks? The banks have been on the verge of failing for 2 1/2
years why is the FDIC so quick to act now right before the bailout goes through. The plan it seems
isn't to save the American banks but to confiscate the banks and to then bailout the overseas banks
(China - Middle-East) who are so heavily invested in the American commercial real estate market. The
foreign banks don't have to sell at all or at a loss the American property they invested in like the
Americans do. The foreign banks will now be able to keep ownership of any property they have and
safely buy more.}
The FDIC announced that Citigroup (C, Fortune 500) was taking over Wachovia's (WB, Fortune 500) deposit
network and debt, as well as more than $300 billion worth of the company's loan portfolio. The government
brokered the deal, and the FDIC noted that Wachovia did not fail as a bank. Wachovia's stock plunged 90%
in pre-market trading to penny stock status and has of yet not opened for regular-hours trading. Citigroup
gained 2% in the morning. The House of Representatives was meeting to vote on the bailout Monday
morning. The Senate is expected to vote on the plan on Wednesday. Congress unveiled its long-awaited
$700 billion bailout plan Sunday. The core of the bill is based on Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson's request
to purchase troubled, and mortgage-related, assets from banks so they can resume lending, in order to free
up the frozen credit market.
http://money.cnn.com/2008/09/29/markets/stockswatch/index.htm

January 25, 2008: Advance planning by Bush & Paulson…….Executive Order #13456 - In January 23,
2008 of this year, Bush signed Executive Order # 13456 allowing, permitting and encouraging the
so-called [investment] in America by foreign agents, individuals and corporations - Apparently trying
to make sure he finished his father's efforts to sell off the taxpayer funded and owned infrastructure
to private interests, including foreigners
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In January of this year, Bush signed Executive Order # 13456 allowing, permitting and encouraging the
so-called [investment] in America by foreign agents, individuals and corporations. Apparently trying to make
sure he finished his father's efforts to sell off the taxpayer funded and owned infrastructure to private
interests, including foreigners, this EO makes clear the intent to divest America of all assets previously
funded and paid for by US taxpayers, and the intention to offshore even more of our jobs and businesses to
foreign investors. ... I have no doubt this EO was written with full knowledge of the planned collapse of our
economy. When reading through it, note the extensive powers already delegated to the Treasury
Secretary…..many of which were promoted as new powers under the bailout package.
http://ppjg.wordpress.com/2008/10/30/advance-planning-by-bush-paulsonexecutive-order-13456/

{Flashback} Wanna Buy a Bridge?: Selling America's Infrastructure - Cities and states across the
country are selling off billions of dollars worth of strategic infrastructure and often they are peddling
these vital American assets to foreigners - The privatization wave goes back more than a decade
(Bush Sr. 1992 - Executive Order 12803) - The U.S. government first blessed this (previously illegal)
sale of American infrastructure on April 30, 1992, when the senior President Bush signed Executive
Order 12803, called "Infrastructure Privatization" {After 24 straight years of a Bush, Clinton or a
Carter in the White House (President/VP) nothing has been done to protect America and everything
has been done to dismantle America. Is it a coincidence? Is it a quarter of a century of neglect? Or is
it a systematic plan?}
Cities and states across the country are selling off billions of dollars worth of strategic infrastructure and often
they are peddling these vital American assets to foreigners. ... The privatization wave goes back more than a
decade. The U.S. government first blessed this fire sale of American infrastructure on April 30, 1992, when
the senior President Bush signed Executive Order 12803, called "Infrastructure Privatization." ... Many of the
critical infrastructure assets that Americans rely on daily - from airports, seaports and highways to water
systems - are managed by private foreign companies, according to a 2006 report by the Reason Foundation.
• Most of the U.S. domestic shipping industry, including vessels, containers, handling equipment, and port
facilities, and approximately 80 percent of U.S. port terminals, are leased and operated by foreign companies.
• Of the 517 domestic airports offering commercial passenger service in the U.S., 13 have management
contracts with private companies, and all of these companies have significant foreign ownership or
involvement.
http://archive.newsmax.com/archives/articles/2007/7/23/152653.shtml

e than Karl Marx and Stalin combined - {Working in tandem to dismantle America Bush Sr. signed
(1992) the initiating NAFTA paperwork while Bill Clinton then signed (1993) NAFTA into
law.}">{Flashback} Why do so many people say that Bill Clinton started NAFTA? It was Bush Sr. who
signed [initiated] it in - Go about a 1/4 of the way down the page (link-photos) and see the signing
ceremony, it was Bush Sr. - These Bush worshipers [Bushism is a religion an evil cult] will shift the
blame to anyone that is convenient - This country, by the hand of the (Bush) Republicans, supports
communism more than Karl Marx and Stalin combined - {Working in tandem to dismantle America
Bush Sr. signed (1992) the 'initiating' NAFTA paperwork while Bill Clinton then signed (1993) NAFTA
into law.}
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Not that I don't blame Clinton also, because Clinton could have stopped it and didn't, so I blame him just as
much. It is Bush Sr. who signed it into law. Go about a 1/4 of the way down the page and see the signing
ceremony, it was Bush Sr. ... These Bush worshipers will shift the blame to anyone that is convenient. The
elder Bush did sign in on NAFTA, and the younger bush signed in on CAFTA. Both of these have destroyed
the American economy, and sent our factories to China, and Mexico and Brazil and Viet Nam, etc. This
country, by the hand of the Republicans, supports communism more than Karl Marx and Stalin combined.
http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20070819095318AAeCl8u

Rare Audio Recordings - Billy Sunday (1862-1935) Preaches Against Booze {Billy Sunday is warning
America about the emerging crime culture (booze, drugs, sex, gambling, lottery) enabled and
sponsored by the US government as the government profits (taxes) from the illicit activities of others.
Billy also explains that money that goes into the booze economy is money taken out of the legitimate
economies of housing, clothing, food and technology.} (Mp3's)
Some popular speakers include - Duncan Campbell, Harry Ironside, Bob Jones Sr., D. L. Moody, W. P.
Nicholson, J. Edwin Orr, Ian Paisley, Leonard Ravenhill, Paris Reidhead, Ira Sankey, T. Austin-Sparks, Billy
Sunday, A. W. Tozer...
http://www.sermonaudio.com/search.asp?currSection=sermonstopic&keyworddesc=Rare+Audio+Recordings
&keyword=rare+recordings+from+the+past

TheBereanChronicles.com - 5/29/2008 NKJV Done [Published] By A Catholic [Thomas Nelson
Publishing] {This Excellent show details how the NKJV has made thousands and thousands of
changes from the original KJV [though they promised they wouldn't make any changes except for
modern word changes] and how the changes actually bring the NKJV into alignment with the NIV and
other New Age 'Gnostic' (denying the Deity of Jesus Christ) types of material.} (Mp3's)
NKJV Done By A Catholic | Weird News 5/29/2008 Kelly discusses who were behind the NKJV and Weird
News.
http://audio.thebereanchroniclesaudio.com/podcasts08.html

EPISODE 1 of "Living in The Way" our new teaching podcast! - the Emerging Church and why you
should steer clear of this disorganized system and their leaders/teachers, who will lead you away
from Jesus Christ (Mp3)
Living in The Way Pastor Jon Sharp and Pastor Ken Silva of Apprising Ministries discuss the Emerging
Church. Our goal in this show is to give some of the basics of what the "Emerging Church" is, who is
involved, and why you should steer clear of this disorganized system, their meeting groups, and their
leaders/teachers, who will lead you away from Jesus Christ and toward a religion that can't provide spiritual
freedom because they refuse to teach the Truth of God's Word.
http://blog.thewaycf.com/2008/09/audio-litw-podcast-emerging-church.html

Stephen Kaung - Spiritual Value #1 & #2 (Mp3's)
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Stephen Kaung is a Chinese Christian speaker and writer in Richmond, Virginia. At an early age, Kaung was
converted to Christianity and was active in the Methodist Church in China, with whom his father was a
minister. He first met Watchman Nee in the early 1930s and joined Nee's indigenous Christian work full-time,
working with him until 1949 when he left China and became involved with Christian work in other areas of the
Far East.
http://www.sermonindex.net/modules/mydownloads/viewcat.php?cid=37&min=280&orderby=titleA&show=20

The Life Verses of Paul Washer - An Unplanned Sermon on Guide Posts and Warning Signs (Mp3)
"Incisive, to the point, and biblical" Once again, Brother Washer has preached a fearless and loving message
to the sleepy and lukewarm church of America. I approached this with a raised eyebrow, because I generally
have something against rambling and topical sermons based on the preacher's experience, but our God does
not let His Word return to Him void. Each passage is dealt with carefully and Scripturally, and I am sure that
any Christian of any kind will be duly rebuked and encouraged by the whole sermon.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?SID=71060559

Bible verse: Isaiah 12:1-6 And in that day thou shalt say, O LORD, I will praise thee ... {The complete
Bible is available at ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
Isaiah 12:1-6 And in that day thou shalt say, O LORD, I will praise Thee: though Thou wast angry with me,
Thine anger is turned away, and Thou comfortedst me. Behold, God is my salvation; I will trust, and not be
afraid: for the LORD JEHOVAH is my strength and my song; He also is become my salvation. Therefore with
joy shall ye draw water out of the wells of salvation. And in that day shall ye say, Praise the LORD, call upon
His name, declare His doings among the people, make mention that His name is exalted. Sing unto the
LORD; for He hath done excellent things: this is known in all the earth. Cry out and shout, thou inhabitant of
Zion: for great is the Holy One of Israel in the midst of thee. -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

SermonIndex.net: Ten Indictments - A Historical 21st Century Message by Paul Washer (Mp3)
Description: Preached Wednesday, October 22nd at the Revival Conference in Atlanta, Georgia. Paul
Washer delivers a urgent appeal to the Christians and Churches in North America that many have been
believing a false gospel and have false assurance of their salvation. He lists 10 indictments against the
modern Church system in America. This is a historical urgent message, tell others and spread the message.
We need a reformation and revival of a biblical standard! Watch the video and download in other formats at:
www.tenindictments.com
http://www.sermonindex.net/modules/mydownloads/singlefile.php?lid=17378&commentView=itemComments

Bondage Breaker - Parts 1-4 - by Neil T. Anderson (Mp3's)
FREE Mp3's from SermonIndex.net.
http://www.sermonindex.net/modules/mydownloads/viewcat.php?cid=614
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**The Spirit Filled Life by Oswald J. Smith {At about 55 min in the message Oswald gives some of his
testimony of brokenness if you listen to nothing else forward to his amazing story including
evangelist Paul Rader.} (Mp3)
Oswald J Smith was born on November 8, 1889 in Odessa, Ontario, Canada. Smith wrote some 1,200
hymns, Gospel songs & poems. From 1915 to 1959, he served as a pastor in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?SID=780720237

Evangelist - Street Corner Preacher Paul Rader 1879-1938 - The Stone Age by evangelist Paul Rader
(Online Audio - 4 minutes, 9 seconds)
But, listen, there's a new thing in the earth, a new thing in the earth.. There he sits - Jesus Christ, the Son of
God. Those ten men lined up there represent Moses. The law came by Moses, but grace and truth came by
Jesus Christ. (John 1:17) And there he sits between the law and the guilty woman to give life instead of
death. They can only deal death. He deals life. The law? He's fulfilled it. They can't hit him with one of the
stones because he never sinned. All the law that they represent, "Thou shall love the lord thy God with all thy
heart, mind, soul, strength...," he's kept it all. Therefore he can come between the stones and the woman.
And if they hit him, casting a stone at her, he can take the stone. And there he sits, a new thing in the earth.
And now He can dismiss the law. And so he says to the law. "Those of you that are without sin, you men,
cast the first stone. Go ahead and hit her." And commencing at the oldest, they're going out, they're going
out, they're going out. They've all gone. The whole law has left the room. And now there she is. Alone with
life, alone with love, alone with light, alone with grace, the new thing that God has brought to the earth in the
person of his Son to stand between us who are sinners and breakers of the law and the execution that the
law calls for. He alone can give life. Here he is. He's fulfilled the law and now he's come as life. Like tearing
away all the old forms and now see the great new concrete structure that stands out. The law must be taken
away like the old forms and the real thing exposed. He's the real thing. He's life, He's purity, He fulfills all the
law. ... Grace there is my every debt to pay, blood to wash my every stain away.
http://www.wheaton.edu/bgc/archives/docs/rader1a.html

Discipleship Library - J. Oswald Sanders -- Improving Leadership Effectiveness -- (15 Free Mp3's)
Improving Leadership Effectiveness -- And the things that thou has heard of me among many witnesses, the
same commit thou to faithful men, who shall be able to teach others also. II Timothy 2:2
http://www.discipleshiplibrary.com/search.php?a=1&e=1&m=0&p=0&n=0&s=message_title&t=NAME&ss=Sa
nders&st=speaker_exact&ssf=J.%20Oswald

Worthy Devotions - Daily Christian Devotion (Thanksgiving) - Live like a king! - "I thank God" said the
homeless man, "I am never unhappy" - Yes, we can have nothing, yet have it all - So often, we focus
on what we have and forget who we are! The two are not related at all — what we have or don't have
has nothing to do with who we are! - The Word (Holy Bible) says that we are kings and priests and so
it is!
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Revelation 1:5-6 And from Jesus Christ, who is the faithful witness, and the first begotten of the dead, and the
prince of the kings of the earth. Unto him that loved us, and washed us from our sins in his own blood, And
hath made us kings and priests unto God and his Father; to him be glory and dominion for ever and ever.
Amen. -- One day a passerby saw a homeless man on the roadside. He stopped for a moment to hand him
some loose change and casually said "God bless you, my friend". "I thank God," said the homeless man, "I
am never unhappy." "What do you mean?" the passerby asked. "Well," he said, "when the sun is out, I thank
God — when it rains, I thank God. When I am full, I thank God and when I am hungry, I thank God. And,
since God's will is my will, and whatever pleases Him pleases me, why should I say I am unhappy when I am
not?" The man looked at him in astonishment and asked, "Who are you?""I am a King," said he. "Where,
then, is your Kingdom?" asked the man. "In my heart." The homeless man replied. -- Yes, we can have
nothing, yet have it all. So often, we focus on what we have and forget who we are! The two are not related at
all — what we have or don't have has nothing to do with who we are! The Word says that we are kings and
priests and so it is! Let's give all our concerns to the Lord and see ourselves as He does — Kings and
Priests! Thank God in every circumstance and there, we will find our victory.
http://www.worthydevotions.com/christian/thanksgiving

WW II vet held in Nazi (political prisoner) slave camp breaks silence: 'Let it be known' - He was one of
350 U.S. soldiers held at Berga an der Elster, a satellite camp of the Nazis' notorious Buchenwald
concentration camp - One day while in Stalag IX-B, he says, a German commander gathered
American soldiers and asked all Jews "to take one step forward" Few willingly did so - About 90
Jewish soldiers and another 260 U.S. soldiers deemed "undesirables" those who "looked like Jews"
were selected - Acevedo, who is not Jewish, was among them - Acevedo's story is one that was never
supposed to be told "We had to sign an (US) affidavit saying we never went through what we went
through - We weren't supposed to say a word" he says - The U.S. Army Center of Military History
provided CNN a copy of the document signed by soldiers at the camp before they were sent back
home - His message on this Veterans Day, he says, is never to hold animosity toward anybody -"You
only live once. Let's keep trucking. If we don't do that, who's going to do it for us? We have to be
happy. Why hate?" he says. "The world is full of hate, and yet they don't know what they want."
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LOMA LINDA, California (CNN) -- Anthony Acevedo thumbs through the worn, yellowed pages of his diary
emblazoned with the words "A Wartime Log" on its cover. It's a catalog of deaths and atrocities he says were
carried out on U.S. soldiers held by Nazis at a slave labor camp during World War II -- a largely forgotten
legacy of the war. ... He was one of 350 U.S. soldiers held at Berga an der Elster, a satellite camp of the
Nazis' notorious Buchenwald concentration camp. The soldiers, working 12-hour days, were used by the
German army to dig tunnels and hide equipment in the final weeks of the war. Less than half of the soldiers
survived their captivity and a subsequent death march, he says. Acevedo shows few emotions as he scans
the pages of his diary. But when he gets to one of his final entries, the decades of pent-up pain, the horror
witnessed by a 20-year-old medic, are too much. "We were liberated today, April the 23, 1945," he reads. ...
Acevedo's story is one that was never supposed to be told. "We had to sign an affidavit ... [saying] we never
went through what we went through. We weren't supposed to say a word," he says. The U.S. Army Center of
Military History provided CNN a copy of the document signed by soldiers at the camp before they were sent
back home. "You must be particularly on your guard with persons representing the press," it says. "You must
give no account of your experience in books, newspapers, periodicals, or in broadcasts or in lectures." The
document ends with: "I understand that disclosure to anyone else will make me liable to disciplinary action."
... For a soldier who survived one of the worst atrocities of mankind, the military's reaction is still painful to
accept. "My stomach turned to acid, and the government didn't care. They didn't give a hullabaloo." It took
more than 50 years, he says, before he received 100 percent disability benefits from the U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs. ... About 90 Jewish soldiers and another 260 U.S. soldiers deemed "undesirables" -- those
who "looked like Jews" -- were selected. Acevedo, who is not Jewish, was among them. They were told they
were being sent to "a beautiful camp" with a theater and live shows. "It turned out to be the opposite," he
says. "They put us on a train, and we traveled six days and six nights. It was a boxcar that would fit heads of
cattle. They had us 80 to a boxcar. You couldn't squat. And there was little tiny windows that you could barely
see through." It was February 8, 1945, when they arrived. The new camp was known as Berga an der Elster,
a subcamp of Buchenwald, the Nazi concentration camp where tens of thousands of Jews and other political
prisoners were killed under Adolf Hitler's regime.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/LIVING/11/11/acevedo.pow/index.html

ns - Ted Turner appeared Tuesday on CNN, the network he founded, to talk about last weeks election
results, his business ventures, and his relationship with ex-wife Jane Fonda - Turner has also made
news as a philanthropist and supporter of the United Nations - I gave the government $32 million
when they were a little short and couldnt pay the dues to the U.N. {Ted Turner is yet another talented
and gifted person who crushed his life under the wheel of the false, empty and unrelenting NWO god.
Turner is no longer chased by demons they caught him a longtime ago. Note: The U.N. came in at the
end of WWII as a replacement for the defunct WWI League of Nations. Turner (CNN) made the
donations to the U.N. because, drum roll … Turner wanted to be President of the U.N. its also the
same reason Bill Gates (Microsoft) and so many others have donated a fortune of their fortune to the
very unworthy and already financed U.N. scam.}">Ted Turner: 'I'm not chased by demons' - Ted
Turner appeared Tuesday on CNN, the network he founded, to talk about last week's election results,
his business ventures, and his relationship with ex-wife Jane Fonda - Turner has also made news as
a philanthropist and supporter of the United Nations - I gave the government $32 million when they
were a little short and couldn't pay the dues to the U.N. {Ted Turner is yet another talented and gifted
person who crushed his life under the wheel of the false, empty and unrelenting NWO god. Turner is
no longer chased by 'demons' they caught him a longtime ago. Note: The U.N. came in at the end of
WWII as a replacement for the defunct WWI 'League of Nations'. Turner (CNN) made the donations to
the U.N. because, drum roll … Turner wanted to be President of the U.N. it's also the same reason Bill
Gates (Microsoft) and so many others have donated a fortune of their fortune to the very unworthy
and already financed U.N. scam.}
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(CNN) -- Ted Turner appeared Tuesday on CNN, the network he founded, to talk about last week's election
results, his business ventures, and his relationship with ex-wife Jane Fonda. Turner is promoting a new
autobiography, "Call Me Ted" (Warner Books), which documents his life, loves, successes and failures.
Probably best known for his 1980 launch of CNN, the first 24-hour all-news cable network, Turner has also
made news as a philanthropist and supporter of the United Nations. He won the America's Cup of yachting in
1977, and owned the Atlanta Braves when they won the World Series in 1995. ... You lost $7 billion when the
dot-com bubble burst after the Time Warner-AOL merger. How did you not see the dot-com bubble bursting?
How did you not see that that was all built on air? Turner: Maybe I did, but I was on a board of directors and a
founder, and I was concerned about the AOL merger, but we didn't know that the books were cooked. We
didn't do enough due diligence. Was that the worst business decision of your life? Turner: Oh yeah.
Absolutely. ... CNN: I know you've got to move around a lot. But some people have observed that when you
are chased by demons, you have to move around a lot to stay out in front of them. Turner: Well, I'm not
chased by demons. I feel pretty good. CNN: Why would people say that? Turner: I don't know. That I'm
chased by demons? I don't know. They don't know. The only person who knows about demons is me.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/SHOWBIZ/books/11/11/turner.qanda/index.html

e Zionists are a created cover story and scapegoat for the actual Illuminati who desire to conduct
their business in secrecy and who desire to rid their world of Christians and Jews.}">World War One
(WWI) - In 1915, the British had signed with (Saudi Arabia) Ibn Saud a "treatise of friendship and
cooperation" to be supported with British financing - By 1917, the Saudi ruler was receiving five
thousand pounds per month - Faisal seized Damascus (Syria) in 1918 - Five days after the conquest
of Damascus by Faisal's forces, an armistice with the Ottoman Empire (Turkey) came into effect - The
Ottoman government effectively collapsed, and the empire was divided amongst the victorious
powers - France and Britain got control of most of the Middle East while Italy and Greece were given
much of Anatolia (Asia minor - Turkey) - Hussayn (Hussein) was betrayed, and granted rule only over
Iraq (The Husseins were again betrayed in 2001 when Bush Jr. blamed Iraq in part for 9/11 and then in
2003 Bush invaded Iraq and delivered Sunni Iraq to the now NWO favored Shiites of Iran.), which,
along with Trans-Jordan, and Kuwait, were effectively British entities, as was Palestine (After several
false promises to the Jews, England later after WWII in 1947 reluctantly allowed the Jews to return to
part of (Palestine) Israel) {In 1915 the British, Churchill, NWO was working with Saudi Arabia but has
since mostly turned against Saudi Arabia with the NWO now preferring the more radical Iranian
Shiites. Note: The Illuminati with their various shades of Satanism [and anti-Semitism] are the main
behind the scenes power. The "Zionists" are a created cover story and scapegoat for the actual
Illuminati who desire to conduct their business in secrecy and who desire to rid 'their' world of
Christians and Jews.}
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More important still was the role-played by the puppet-state of Saudi Arabia, which became the sponsor of
Salafi terrorism. The Saudis would become an important linchpin in the Illuminati strategy to make the world
dependent on Rockefeller-controlled oil, thus not only increasing demand and profits, but enhancing their
strangle-hold over the world's governments and economies. The primary agent in this agenda was Winston
Churchill. ... The victory of the Allied forces against the Ottoman Turks (Turkey) marked the beginning of the
end of WWI, and the central powers one by one surrendered, signing an armistice on November 11, 1918. At
the end of the war, Faisal continued his advanced, and eventually took what is today Jordan, large parts of
the Arabian peninsula and parts of southern Syria. However, unbeknownst to Hussayn, the British secretly
negotiated the Sykes-Picot agreement, to divide up the Middle East according to terms drawn up by
Rothschild parties. Arbitrary divisions were created, which largely exist to the present, including the creation
of Syria, and Lebanon as French "protectorates". Hussayn was betrayed, and granted rule only over Iraq,
which, along with Trans-Jordan, and Kuwait, were effectively British entities, as was Palestine, which was
accorded to the Zionists. The mandate for Palestine was drafted by Felix Frankfurter, the prominent American
Zionist, who afterwards became Chief Advisor in the White House to President Roosevelt, and also United
States Supreme Court Justice, and helped found the ACLU. Frankfurter is reported to have received a copy
of Eva Frank's portrait from his mother, a descendent of the Prague Frankist family. According to Frankfurter,
"The real rulers in Washington are invisible and exercise their power from behind the scenes."
http://www.terrorism-illuminati.com/book/world_war_one.html

D WAR I - on April 6, 1917, Congress declared war, selling it as a war to end all wars and a war to
make the world safe for democracy - The armistice ending World War I on November 11, 1918, was
negotiated on the basis of Wilsons Fourteen Points and on June 28, 1919, was included in the Treaty
of Versailles, a 20-year truce which divided up Europe [and the Middle-East], setting the stage for
World War II [and WW3] - The armistice ending World War I on November 11, 1918 [World War I ended
on the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month in 1918] {The Illuminati manipulated the day, hour
and minute attempting to show the world that they have the ability to start and stop wars to the very
minute. Its was just a cheap manipulation of men, God has the ultimate sovereignty over the affairs of
mankind.}">FINAL WARNING A HISTORY OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER - CHAPTER THREE
BRINGING THE WORLD TOGETHER WORLD WAR I - on April 6, 1917, Congress declared war, selling
it as a "war to end all wars" and a war "to make the world safe for democracy" - The armistice ending
World War I on November 11, 1918, was negotiated on the basis of Wilson's "Fourteen Points" and on
June 28, 1919, was included in the Treaty of Versailles, a 20-year truce which divided up Europe [and
the Middle-East], setting the stage for World War II [and WW3] - The armistice ending World War I on
November 11, 1918 [World War I ended on the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month in 1918]
{The Illuminati manipulated the day, hour and minute attempting to show the world that they have the
ability to start and stop wars to the very minute. It's was just a cheap manipulation of men, God has
the ultimate sovereignty over the affairs of mankind.}
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The Illuminati-controlled newspapers publicized, and played-up the sinking of the British auxiliary cruiser, the
Lusitania, which was torpedoed by a German U-Boat on May 7, 1915. The Germans said they had the right
to attack an allied ship, even though the United States, up to that time, had been neutral. The Lusitania,
which had been converted into an ammunition war ship early in the war, was armed with guns, and was
carrying six million pounds of ammunition, which were to be sold to England and France for use in the war
against Germany. It was illegal for American passengers to be on board a ship carrying munitions, and on
May 1, 1915, the German embassy in Washington, D.C., ran ads in the New York papers, in addition to
verbal announcements, warning Americans that the ship would be attacked. Three months earlier, Germany
had issued a proclamation that the waters around the British Isles were part of the war zone, In addition, it
was later revealed, that on December 14, 1914, British Intelligence broke the German war code, which meant
that the First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill, knew the location of every U-Boat in the English
Channel area. When the ship was sunk off the coast of Ireland, 1201 people were killed, including 128
Americans. The Illuminati used the incident to create a war fever, portraying the Germans as being barbaric.
... Colonel House was already in England, making firm commitments that America would enter the war; and
on April 6, 1917, Congress declared war, selling it as a "war to end all wars," and a war "to make the world
safe for democracy." [i.e.The 2001 Bush Patriot Act] -- When the war was finally over, over 63,000 American
soldiers had been killed in the [6 months of American involved] fighting. A year later, in 1919, Lenin offered
four-fifths of Soviet territory, in exchange for the formal recognition of his communist government, and
economic aid from the United States. He offered to accept the creation of allied-sponsored non-communist
states in the Baltic region, in the area of Archangel, Western Byelorussia, half of the Ukraine, Crimea, the
Caucasus, the Ural Mountains, and all of Siberia. Wilson rejected the offer for "patriotic reasons," because
the Illuminati had big plans for that country. Had he accepted the offer, Russia would have never have
become a world power. ... The armistice ending World War I on November 11, 1918, was negotiated on the
basis of Wilson's "Fourteen Points" and on June 28, 1919, was included in the Treaty of Versailles, a 20-year
truce which divided up Europe, setting the stage for World War II.
http://www.comingjudgement.250x.com/index_files/FW_files/fw3.htm

November 11, 2008: Europe Marks 90th Anniversary of WWI Armistice - Leaders of a united Europe
on Tuesday marked the 90th anniversary of the end of World War I, which tore the continent apart and
cost millions of lives {WWI is part of the Illuminati three World War plan (population reduction) to
dominate the globe (WWI (infused global) Government control-Nationalism, WWII (infused global)
Government control-business-wealth-Fascism, WW3 (infusing global)
Government-control-personal-behavior-Secular-Islam-New-Age). Note: The USA had no business and
no need to be involved in WWI except the leaders insisted on folding America into the NWO then
called the "League of Nations." WWI and WWII have come and gone and WW3 is in the process of
engaging. WW3 really started in the 1970's when Jimmy Carter helped create the fake oil shortage to
raise the price of oil and fund Islam while the CIA created, funded, equipped and started training and
empowering the Iranian Shiites, Lebanon Hezbollah, the Afghanistan Taliban. Note: After WWII the
Russian – Chinese Communists were the intended NWO WW3 trigger however it never worked out
(Biblically) and in the 1970's the NWO switched from Communism to Islam to be the main WW3
belligerent.}
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DOUAUMONT, France - Leaders of a united Europe on Tuesday marked the 90th anniversary of the end of
World War I, which tore the continent apart and cost millions of lives. French President Nicolas Sarkozy and
Britain's Prince Charles attended the solemn ceremony near one of the conflict's bloodiest battlefields. It was
held in the northeastern French town of Douaumont, near the site of the Battle of Verdun. There, an
estimated 300,000 soldiers lost their lives in 300 days of ferocious fighting between French and German
troops for control of River Meuse, a key strategic post on the eastern approach route from Germany to Paris.
The French forces prevailed in December 1916. ... France has been reflecting on how best to keep the
memory of the 1914-1918 war alive, following the death earlier this year of the last of the 8.4 million
Frenchmen who fought in the conflict. Lazare Ponticelli died in March, at age 110. ... Germany's last veteran
from the war also died earlier this year, leaving only a handful of living veterans from the conflict. Britain will
mark the anniversary with its three surviving World War I veterans — Henry Allingham, 112, Harry Patch, 110
and Bill Stone, 108. The three will take part in ceremonies in London at the Cenotaph, a war memorial near
the Houses of Parliament.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,449908,00.html

Slate.com: How the Sunnis and Shiites traded places - How two Islamic sects traded places in the
American mind - American intelligence experts warned that Shiite training camps in the Iranian
mountains were preparing thousands of militants for a holy war against the United States - The Shiite
scare was founded partly on the belief that Shiites were inherently prone to anti-Western violence But now, in the American mind, Shiites have become Sunnis, and Sunnis have become Shiites - The
Sunni-Shiite exchange has even infected Capitol Hill culture. A few years ago, liberals would call
Christian conservatives "the Shiite wing of the Republican party" These days, lefties refer to
Christian conservatives as "The American Taliban" {The NWO traded out Communism for Islam to be
their main NWO WW3 instigation it seems the NWO has also switched between the Sunnis and the
Shittes. Starting after WWI by backing the oil rich Sunnis the NWO switched in the 1970's and is now
building up the Shiites. Every aspect of the Bush doctrine in Iraq, Afghanistan, Lebanon and globally
has been to strip the Sunnis of power and wealth and to transfer it to the Iranian backed Shiites.}
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The Sunni-Shiite exchange has even infected Capitol Hill culture. A few years ago, liberals would call
Christian conservatives "the Shiite wing of the Republican party." These days, lefties refer to Christian
conservatives as "The American Taliban." -- Of course there are still extremist Shiites, and relatively
moderate Sunnis still control the biggest Islamic states. But why have Sunnis and Shiites traded places in the
American Zeitgeist? Shiites have shed their dreadful American reputation because Shiite extremists really
have moderated. The Iranian revolution is 22 years old. Iran is no longer an infant state: It is an adult. It has
lost a war with Iraq and lost its spiritual leader Khomeini. It no longer preaches global Islamic revolution.
Iranians lived with militant religion for years, saw how oppressive it was, and have partly democratized and
slightly loosened up as a consequence. -- There are other reasons why Americans increasingly sympathize
with Shiites. The United States used to support despicable Saddam Hussein in order to check Shiite Iran. But
since Iraq's 1990 Kuwait invasion, Hussein has been enemy No. 1. Iran, the enemy of our enemy, somehow
seemed kindlier, even though its anti-Americanism persisted. Much of the internal opposition to Saddam has
come from Shiites in Southern Iraq, a group Saddam has brutalized. Though the United States has
abandoned them militarily, their horrible suffering has been a reminder that Shiites are an oppressed minority
in most of the Islamic world. And the most bloody-minded Shiite group, Hezbollah, has moderated. Now that
Israel has left Lebanon and Lebanon's civil war has ended, Hezbollah has cut back on terrorism. It hasn't
attacked American targets in more than a decade. Hezbollah, like the PLO, behaves more like a political
operation now than a terrorist army: Its chief goal is winning political power in Lebanon. We have grown
disenchanted with Sunnis because Sunni extremism has surged even as Shiite militancy has waned. Part of
the Sunni radicalization can be blamed on blow-back. When the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan, the
United States, hand in hand with Saudi Arabia, decided to fund Islamic fighters in Afghanistan. The U.S.
policy was intended to repel the Communist invasion and check Iranian extremism next door. ... As there was
a generation ago, there is a surging Islamic jihad, fomented by zealous clerics and soldiers who preach the
glory of martyrdom, the corruption of most Arab governments, and the villainy of the United States and Israel.
It has taken two decades, two massive regional wars, and an Israeli retreat for the Shiite fire to cool. Who
knows how long it will take for this newer Sunni rage to burn itself out?
http://www.slate.com/id/2058707/

Satanist (who influenced Skull & Bones) Albert Pike (1809-1891) - Pike designed a plan for world
conquest and wrote of it in a letter to Mazzini dated August 15, 1871 - He said three future world wars
(WWI,WWII,WW3) would prepare the world for the New World Order (Secular-Occult NWO) Communism was to be built up and used to destroy other governments and weaken religions - After
World War Three is ended, those who aspire to undisputed world domination will provoke the
greatest social cataclysm the world has ever known - We quote his own written words taken from the
letter catalogued in the British Museum Library, London, England "We shall unleash the Nihilists and
Atheists, ... the true light through the universal manifestation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer, brought
finally out in the public view, ... which will follow the destruction of Christianity and atheism, both
conquered and exterminated at the same time"
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[Pike bitterly upset at America for his side losing the US Civil war (1861-1865), Pike was an minor, obscure
Confederate Southern Army General during the war.] Pike designed a plan for world conquest and wrote of it
in a letter to Mazzini dated August 15, 1871. He said three future world wars would prepare the world for the
New World Order. Albert Pike's plan for the Illuminati was as simple as it has proved effective. He required
that Communism, Naziism, Political Zionism, and other International movements be organized and used to
foment the three global wars and three major revolutions. The First World War was to be fought so as to
enable the Illuminati to overthrow the powers of the Tzars in Russia and turn that country into the stronghold
of Atheistic-Communism. The differences stirred up by agentur of the Illuminati between the British and
German Empires were to be used to foment this war. After the war ended, Communism was to be built up
and used to destroy other governments and weaken religions. -- World War Two, was to be fomented by
using the differences between Fascists and Political Zionists. This war was to be fought so that Naziism
would be destroyed and the power of Political Zionism increased so that the sovereign state of Israel could be
established in Palestine. During World War Two International Communism was to be built up until it equalled
in strength that of united Christendom. At this point it was to be contained and kept in check until required for
the final social cataclysm. Can any informed person deny Roosevelt and Churchill did put this policy into
effect? World War Three is to be fomented by using the differences the agentur of the Illuminati stir up
between Political Zionists and the leaders of the Moslem world. The war is to be directed in such a manner
that Islam (the Arab World including Mohammedanism) and Political Zionism (including the State of Israel)
will destroy themselves while at the same time the remaining nations, once more divided against each other
on this issue, will be forced to fight themselves into a state of complete exhaustion physically, mentally,
spiritually and economically. Can any unbiased and reasoning person deny that the intrigue now going on in
the Near, Middle, and Far East is designed to accomplish this devilish purpose? -- After World War Three is
ended, those who aspire to undisputed world domination will provoke the greatest social cataclysm the world
has ever known. We quote his own written words taken from the letter catalogued in the British Museum
Library, London, England. "We shall unleash the Nihilists and Atheists, and we shall provoke a formidable
social cataclysm which in all its horror will show clearly to the nations the effect of absolute atheism, origin of
savagery and of the most bloody turmoil. Then everywhere, the citizens, obliged to defend themselves
against the world minority of revolutionaries, will exterminate those destroyers of civilization, and the
multitude, disillusioned with Christianity, whose deistic spirits will be from that moment without compass
(direction), anxious for an ideal, but with out knowing where to render its adoration, will receive the true light
through the universal manifestation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer, brought finally out in the public view, a
manifestation which will result from the general reactionary movement which will follow the destruction of
Christianity and atheism, both conquered and exterminated at the same time" (William Guy Carr, Pawns in
the Game, p. xv-xvi). This strategy is corroborated by Dr. Dennis L. Cuddy PhD. in The Power Elite's use of
Wars and Crises. pike.htm.
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/pike.htm

Secret Societies at my University [University of Arkansas] - The Palladian Order of Skull and Bones
(Albert Pike) - Albert Pike, a very powerful and influential 33rd-Degree Scottish-Rite Freemason,
created the "Palladian Order of Skull and Bones" at the University of Arkansas on May 1, 1876 founded on the ideal that Pike could control Arkansas politics by producing class year after class
year of loyal, educated men who were bound to later join the Masonic Order - While University
President, Fulbright was faculty-tapped in the Order of Skull and Bones. He later moved on to
become a famous politician - While teaching law at the University of Arkansas, a Rhodes Scholar
named William was faculty-tapped into the Palladian Bonesmen: We later knew him as President Bill
Clinton - Have any of you heard of the Arkansas group Not the Yale (Bush) Bonesmen, which
everyone has heard of?
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I am a student at the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville. Last Fall semester, I was mistaken for a student
called "Michael", and I was approached by an older student in an unforgettable way. I was tapped very
roughly on my left shoulder, spun around, and handed a black book with a tiny skull and bones pin stabbed
into the front cover. Underneath the book was a parchment-colored scroll with a huge crimson colored wax
seal on it. I couldn't see the design. As I was spun around, the person asked me something like, "Palladian
Order of the Bones...Accept the Light?" It scared the hell out of me, naturally. Just as I was about to ask what
this was about, a tall student yelled something at us, ran up to us and grabbed the stuff from me. He and the
other guy turned and walked away. ... In 1912, the Kappa Sigma house created a Tap-Society called "Skull
and Key"; the purpose was to select the best and brightest of senior-year fraternity men and unite them into a
nepotistic network of old money and new talent. He told us that the "Keys" were an offshoot of another, much
older group called "The Palladian Order of Skull and Bones". The split - away happened because of newer
pledges rebelling against the long-standing tradition of Bonesmen having to join the Masonic Lodge upon
graduation. Skull and Key, on the other hand, only required that its men belong to a fraternity-any
Greek-letter frat. The man introduced my friends and me to several alumni in the area who had more
information. ... Shortly after its inception, the college became the University of Arkansas (1871) Not many
people outside of Arkansas have ever heard of Albert Pike, but apparently he was a lot more than just a
famous Arkansas lawyer and civil war general (the south). -- Albert Pike, a very powerful and influential
33rd-Degree Scottish-Rite Freemason, created the "Palladian Order of Skull and Bones" at the University of
Arkansas on May 1, 1876. Allegedly, the account is concealed inside the repository archive inside the
Masonic lodge in Fayetteville. From what the former freemasons told me, this senior-year secret society was
founded on the ideal that Pike could control Arkansas politics by producing class year after class year of
loyal, educated men who were bound to later join the Masonic Order. Many cities in Arkansas have
memorials, highways, and statues of Albert Pike. Even the Scottish Rite temple (A HUGE, immaculate
building) is named in his honor, complete with library and marble-tiled flooring. The wealth this organization
has is just incredible. ANYWAY....point being that this group that I unwittingly encountered is very old, very
secretive, and very disagreeable to revelation. I do not know much about this organization, the Masons. From
what I have read, they are either just a bunch of old farts with a penchant for holding secret meetings about
raising money for sick kids... or else maybe they are powerful men of means. I don't know for certain.
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread3799/pg1

The Thule Society [German Skull & Bones], [Yale] Skull and Bones, and George Bush's Christianity The ways in which the Thule Society and Skull and Bones are similar is that they [worship
Satan-Lucifer] enlist young members, put them through an initiation that involves sexual deviance,
and then forces them to swear allegiance to the organization - Skull and Bones dosen't care about
America, it merely wants to use America to further their (Satnic-Occult) New World Order agenda Since George Bush is (still) a member of Skull and Bones and if a bonesman's oath to the presidency
means nothing then dosen't his oath to God mean nothing also? Perhaps the next time Bush [or
anyone in the Bush family network] talks of "God's will" we might need to ask which God that is [of
coures Bush's god is the Skull & Bones god Lucifer (Satan)]
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Is George Bush a Christian? Does he worship the Christian God? Let's look at some information that seems
to indicate otherwise. First let's look at the beliefs of the Skull and Bones, Nazi Germany counterpart, the
Thule Society. The Thule Society helped to form the Nazi Party and existed to help its members reach high
positions in government to help further their own agenda. Sounds like Skull and Bones right? ... The ways in
which the Thule Society and Skull and Bones are similar is that they enlist young members, put them through
an initiation that involves sexual deviance, and then forces them to swear allegiance to the organization. Skull
and Bones dosen't care about America, it merely wants to use America to further the a New World Order
agenda that is also being carried out by groups like the Bilderburgs and Illuminatis. The main place that the
above evidence dosen't hold up is the sexual practices of skull and bones members. We just plain don't
know. But we do know some of what goes on at Bohemian Grove, and those occurances point to George
Bush being a sexual deviant satanist too. I will post more on Bohemian Grove later. ... the Thule Society
became a center of the counterrevolutionary subculture. An espionage network and arms caches were
organized. The Thule Club rooms became a nest of resistance to the revolution and the Munich Soviet
Republic. ... Harrer knew that the mechanic Anton Drexler, who was working for the railroads, was a
well-known anti-semite, chauvinist and proletarian. With drexler as nominal chairman, Harrer founded the
German Workers Party in January 1919. The German Workers Party was only one of many associations
founded and controlled by the Thule Society. The Thule was the "mother" to the German Socialist Party, led
by Julius Streicher, and the right-wing radical Oberland Free Corps. It published the Munich observer, which
later became the National Observer. Hitler became the most prominent personality in the party. He caused
Harrer to drop out, and he pushed Drexler, the nominal chairman, to the sidelines. He filled key positions with
his own friends from the Thule Society and the Army. During the summer of 1920, upon his suggestion, the
party was renamed the National Socialist German Worker Party (NASDAP). The new name was intended to
equally attract nationalists and proletarians. -- To go along with the new name his mass movement also
required a flag with a powerful symbol. Among many designs under consideration, Hitler picked the one
suggested by Thule member Dr. Krohn: a red cloth with a white circle in the middle containing a black
swastika. Hitler wanted to turn the German Workers Party into a mass-conscious fighting party, but Harrer
and Drexler were hesitant, due in part to their woeful financial situation. The Thule Society was not yet
supplying very much money and no one seemed to know how to build up a mass party. Hitler arranged two
public meetings in obscure beer halls, and he drafted leaflets and posters, but there was no real
breakthrough. All of this changed dramatically at the end of the 1919 when Hitler met Dietrich Eckart. Most
biographers have underestimated the influence that Eckart exerted on Hitler. He was the wealthy publisher
and editor-in-chief of an anti-semitic journal which he called In Plain German. Eckart was also a committed
occultist and a master of magic. As an initiate, Eckart belonged to the inner circle of the Thule Society as well
as other esoteric orders. There can be no doubt that Eckart - who had been alerted to Hitler by other Thulists
- trained Hitler in techniques of self confidence, self projection, persuasive oratory, body language and
discursive sophistry. With these tools, in a short period of time he was able to move the obscure workers
party from the club and beer hall atmosphere to a mass movement. The emotion charged lay speaker
became an expert orator, capable of mesmerizing a vast audience.
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/thule.htm

up - Both sides were saying their side was right Ken said - Saburo and Shiro got really hot and stood
up, they wanted to fight us - The propaganda situation in Japan was very extreme Shiro said - The
elders told you what you should do is revere the emperor like a god, and if you didnt abide by it, you
were physically harmed - It took the intercession of their father to stop the familial battle - Shut up the
elder Akune said - The war is over - But he holds nothing against the two brothers who fought for the
other side - They were in Japan, educated there its only right to be loyal to the Japanese force he
said">WWII Veterans in focus: Brothers fighting brothers - World War II didn't just divide the world it
also divided four (Japanese-American) brothers - "When we first met, the topic of the war came up Both sides were saying their side was right" Ken said - "Saburo and Shiro got really hot and stood
up, they wanted to fight us" - "The propaganda situation in Japan was very extreme" Shiro said - "The
elders told you what you should do is revere the emperor like a god, and if you didn't abide by it, you
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were physically harmed" - It took the intercession of their father to stop the familial battle - "Shut up"
the elder Akune said - "The war is over" - But he holds nothing against the two brothers who fought
for the other side - "They were in Japan, educated there it's only right to be loyal to the Japanese
force" he said
LOS ANGELES, California (CNN) World War II didn't just divide the world. It also divided four brothers. Not
long after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Harry and Ken Akune were sent to live in an internment
camp in Amache, Colorado. When the U.S. Army's Military Intelligence Service came to their camp to recruit
Japanese-speaking volunteers as interpreters, they joined so they could prove their loyalty to their country.
Across the world in Japan, their father Ichiro was raising the rest of his large family -- which had returned to
his home country after the death of his wife in a fishing village, Kagoshima, on the island of Kyushu. The
youngest brothers, Saburo and Shiro, were just teenagers when they were drafted into the Imperial Japanese
Navy. ... After the war, the Akune brothers discovered they served against each other, leading to ill feelings
on both sides. Harry and Ken, now in Japan as members of the Allied Prisoner of War Recovery Team,
joined Saburo and Shiro at a family reunion in Kagoshima. -- "When we first met, the topic of the war came
up. Both sides were saying their side was right," Ken said. "Saburo and Shiro got really hot and stood up,
they wanted to fight us." "The propaganda situation in Japan was very extreme," Shiro said. "The elders told
you what you should do is revere the emperor like a god, and if you didn't abide by it, you were physically
harmed." It took the intercession of their father to stop the familial battle. "Shut up," the elder Akune said.
"The war is over." All four brothers ended up in the United States, with Shiro -- ironically -- serving as an
American GI in Korea. Saburo died several years ago, but Shiro, Harry and Ken continue to live in Southern
California. Ken still volunteers full time with the "Go For Broke" National Education Center, which preserves
the memory of Japanese-American soldiers who served the United States in World War II. Harry says his
military service helped him identify as an American. "The benefit of going to war for the United States helped
me manage myself not as a Japanese-American, but more like an American. I feel very happy I was able to
do that," he said. But he holds nothing against the two brothers who fought for the other side.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/LIVING/wayoflife/11/11/vets.brothers.japan/index.html

Raiding Sarah's Closet - Palin Sorts Through Wardrobe to Return RNC-Bought Clothes - The former
Republican vice presidential candidate spent the weekend picking through an assortment of clothing
her family wore during the campaign that was paid for by the Republican National Committee {As the
Democrats prepare their Party for the Presidential inauguration the obsolete Bush Republican Party
stoops to new lows and becomes more pathetic by the moment as the only worthy agenda they can
scrape up at the moment is to steal the clothes out of the closet of the family that just did more for
the Republican Party than anyone else in the last 20 years. When the Republican Party is gone few
will miss it!}
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WASILLA, Alaska -- Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin spent part of the weekend going through her clothing to
determine what belongs to the Republican Party after it spent $150,000-plus on a wardrobe for the vice
presidential nominee, according to Palin's father. Palin and John McCain's campaign faced a storm of
criticism over the tens of thousands of dollars spent at such high-end stores as Saks Fifth Avenue and
Neiman Marcus to dress the nominee. Republican National Committee lawyers are still trying to determine
exactly what clothing was bought for Palin, what was returned and what has become of the rest. Palin's
father, Chuck Heath, said his daughter spent the day Saturday trying to figure out what belongs to the RNC.
"She was just frantically ... trying to sort stuff out," Heath said. "That's the problem, you know, the kids lose
underwear, and everything has to be accounted for. "Nothing goes right back to normal," he said. Heath
dismissed the clothes controversy as "ridiculous," and said his daughter told him the only clothing or
accessories she had personally purchased in the last four months was a pair of shoes. RNC lawyers have
been discussing with Palin whether what's left of the clothing and accessories purchased for her on the
campaign trail will go to charity, back to stores or be paid for by Palin, a McCain-Palin campaign official said
Friday, speaking on condition of anonymity because the campaign hadn't authorized comment. The
McCain-Palin campaign said about a third of the clothing was returned immediately because it was the wrong
size, or for other reasons. However, other purchases were apparently made after that, the campaign official
said. On Friday, Palin told reporters: "Those are the RNC's clothes. They're not my clothes. I never forced
anybody to buy anything."
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/11/10/palin-sorts-wardrobe-return-rnc-bought-clothes/comments/

The Simon Wiesenthal Center - KRISTALLNACHT SEVENTY YEARS LATER "Was There No Space in
the World for Us?" by Rabbi Marvin Hier - [November 9-10, 1938] the most notorious pogrom was
unleashed by Hitler's Germany - On this day was born the Night of Broken Glass, Kristallnacht - a
Christian who was forced to watch the march of the Jews that night wrote, they looked like Christ
figures, their heads held high, unbowed by any feelings of guilt - Pastor Julius von Jan preached to
his congregation ... "Our nation's infamy is bound to bring about divine punishment"
Seventy years ago, while Jews in America gathered at the Algonquin Hotel and Waldorf Astoria at banquets
in support of Jewish causes or in personal celebration of a Simcha, the most notorious pogrom was
unleashed by Hitler's Germany. On this day was born the Night of Broken Glass, Kristallnacht. The Nazis said
it was in reaction to the killing of a German official in Paris, but as documents showed, it was a state
organized pogrom involving the highest officials of Nazi Germany. As Reinhardt Heidrich instructed his SS
underlings – synagogues are to be burned down but only when there is no danger to the
surroundings...businesses and private apartments of the Jews may be destroyed but not looted. Jews,
especially the rich, are to be arrested - as many as can be accommodated in our prisons. Upon arrest,
concentration camps should be contacted immediately to arrange their confinement... In Baden Baden, a
Christian who was forced to watch the march of the Jews that night wrote, they looked like Christ figures,
their heads held high, unbowed by any feelings of guilt. ... While most non-Jews acquiesced, or joined the
mob, a few did not. A week after Kristallnacht, in Swabia, Pastor Julius von Jan preached to his congregation,
"Houses of worship have been burned down with impunity. Men who served our nation and have done their
duty have been thrown into concentration camps because they belong to a different race. Our nation's infamy
is bound to bring about divine punishment."
http://www.wiesenthal.com/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=fwLYKnN8LzH&b=245494&ct=6306013

November 10, 2008: Bush popularity rating (24%) is lowest in history - Bush leaving office more
unpopular than Nixon - "No other president's disapproval rating has gone higher than 70 percent Bush 76% disapproval rating {Bush has left America with no reason to support or approve of his time
in office.}
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WASHINGTON DC (CNN) -- On the day that President-elect Barack Obama is visiting the White House, a
new national poll suggests that the current occupant at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue is the most unpopular
president since approval ratings were first sought more than six decades ago. Seventy-six percent of those
questioned in a CNN/Opinion Research Corporation survey released Monday disapprove of how President
Bush is handling his job. That's an all-time high in CNN polling and in Gallup polling dating back to World War
II. "No other president's disapproval rating has gone higher than 70 percent. Bush has managed to do that
three times so far this year," says CNN polling director Keating Holland. "That means that Bush is now more
unpopular than Richard Nixon was when he resigned from office during Watergate with a 66 percent
disapproval rating." Before Bush, the record holder for presidential disapproval was Harry Truman, with a 67
percent disapproval rating in January of 1952, his last full year in office.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/11/10/bush.transition.poll/index.html

Voters distrust 'diluted' (liberal) GOP - A conservative non-profit organization has completed a study
that shows the liberal tsunami on Election Day 2008 was not because the country wanted to move
radically to the left, but because voters wanted to punish Republicans for abandoning conservative
principles - the (Republican) party is "diluted" to the point where the American people do not really
know what the GOP stands for anymore {This is the reason the Republicans lost their elections but
the Conservative initiatives like the Marriage protection amendments won.}
A conservative non-profit organization has completed a study that shows the liberal tsunami on Election Day
2008 was not because the country wanted to move radically to the left, but because voters wanted to punish
Republicans for abandoning conservative principles. The American Issues Project (AIP) has released its
report known as "Issue Autopsy '08," which came from a survey of swing-state voters in Colorado, Florida,
Ohio, and Virginia. AIP president Ed Martin says the survey indicates that despite the disastrous showing by
the GOP, the country is not really that liberal. He says the "shellacking" delivered to the Republican Party last
week reveals the party is "diluted" to the point where the American people do not really know what the GOP
stands for anymore. "The voters -- the people who talked about who they were and what the principles and
issues were for them in America -- are still sort of classically center-right people," Martin explains. "Their
principles are smaller government, controlling spending, lower taxes, government competent when it is
acting."
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Election2008/Default.aspx?id=315160

Republican Bill Frist - Good to have senators (Obama/Biden) in charge - Now is the time for a new
beginning - I call for change throughout our legislative and executive branches - I encourage
Democrats not to repeat the missteps made by Republicans by excluding thoughtful debate {If the
Republicans in office think the Democrats are going to give them the time of day, they really are living
in lala land. The Democrats consider being a Republican to be a criminal offense against society. The
Democrats will outlaw the Republican Party and imprison the Republican leadership long before they
ever consider listening to anything a Republican has to say. Note: The Republican leadership has
always considered themselves to be the second rate party, afraid to govern, afraid to lead and afraid
to make decisions of any kind only content to survive off the crumbs of the Democratic Party. Well,
now the political crumbs are going to dry up and with it the Republican Party might cease to exist.}
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Editor's Note: William Frist, the former Republican majority leader of the U.S. Senate, is a physician. He was
elected to represent Tennessee in the Senate in 1994 and served two terms before deciding not to run for
re-election in 2006. NASHVILLE, Tennessee (CNN) -- Now is the time for a new beginning. And how it is
approached may well turn on the often overlooked fact that both the president-elect and the vice
president-elect are products of the U. S. Senate. America shines at her best in times of challenge, and never
in my adult life have we seen more challenge coming from more dimensions. I encourage Republicans to
rally behind this president-elect and openly express support for the call for change throughout our legislative
and executive branches. I encourage Democrats not to repeat the missteps made by Republicans by
excluding thoughtful debate. And I encourage the American people to stay involved with the intensity
manifested by heightened participation in the democratic process.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/11/07/frist.election/index.html

{Flashback} By Debbie Schlussel: Prez Bush: No "God Bless America"? - Bush simply said, "May
God Bless ya" {It looks like President Bush is no longer even attempting to keep up the facade that
he is either religious or conservative. Bush's closest advisors in Washington have been Teddy
Kennedy and Hillary Clinton. The Bush legislation has consisted of Teddy Kennedy's No Child Left
Behind, Hillary's 2006 prescription drug plan, Bush's Illegal Alien Amnesty Plan, etc... The Media is
trying to spin the news that Bush was some unreasonable conservative unwilling and unable to work
with a single Democrat. The truth is Bush is unreasonable and unwilling to work with a single
conservative Republican.}
Is President Bush, in his last days in office, losing it . . . or at least forgetting something? Are his
speechwriters and teleprompters forgetting? ... an ABC Radio broadcast of President Bush's address to the
nation regarding the economic and financial crisis. At the conclusion of his speech--unless ABC Radio cut
him off and it didn't sound like it--President Bush simply said, "May G-d Bless ya." There was none of the
usual, "G-d Bless America." The omission--at least, to me--was glaring. Why was that omitted? Hopefully just
an oversight, but the President uses teleprompters for his addresses to the nation, so whoever wrote that
speech either deliberately didn't put it in, or forgot something important. And President Bush has addressed
the country plenty of times. He shouldn't have forgotten that. (Plus, I didn't learn anything new from the
speech. Did you?) First, they got rid of "The American Way" from Superman movies, and now "G-d Bless
America" is gone. What's next? Well, at least the President asked G-d to bless us ("ya"). Just not U.S.
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/09/prez_bush_no_g-.html

CuttingEdge.org: News Alert November 10, 2008 - "UK's Brown: Now is the time to build global
society" - The international financial crisis has given world leaders a unique opportunity to create a
truly global society, Britain's Prime Minister Gordon Brown will say in a keynote foreign policy
speech on Monday. In his annual speech at the Lord Mayor's Banquet, Brown ... will say Britain, the
United States and Europe are key to forging a [secular - New Age] new world order (NWO)"
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"LONDON (Reuters) - The international financial crisis has given world leaders a unique opportunity to create
a truly global society, Britain's Prime Minister Gordon Brown will say in a keynote foreign policy speech on
Monday. In his annual speech at the Lord Mayor's Banquet, Brown ... will say Britain, the United States and
Europe are key to forging a new world order." Based upon voluminous evidence, Cutting Edge has always
maintained that the current financial crisis was deliberately created in order to forge the government
controlled economy called for in the plans for a New World Order. There is no room for Capitalism in the New
Global Order and Russia and China proved that the Communist economy does not work, so the Illuminati
tested the Fascist Economy in Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan in the immediate aftermath of World War I,
and continued the experiment in post-World War II Japan. These experiments proved that the Fascist
Economy works so when Deng Jia-ping replaced Mao Tse-tung in 1980, the economy of China was changed
from Communist to Fascist -- and the world today stands amazed at how economically rich and powerful
China has become. Now, British Prime Minister Brown is boldly stating that a new economic order will arise
out of this financial crisis! "'The alliance between Britain and the U.S. -- and more broadly between Europe
and the U.S. -- can and must provide leadership, not in order to make the rules ourselves, but to lead the
global effort to build a stronger and more just international order' ... Uniquely in this global age, it is now in our
power to come together so that 2008 is remembered not just for the failure of a financial crash that engulfed
the world but for the resilience and optimism with which we faced the storm, endured it and prevailed' ..."
Notice that he used past tense verbs in describing the financial crisis, even saying that the world's economies
"endured it and prevailed". Indeed, we knew that this was the plan all along, and we were confident in the
statement by author Bill Cooper in "Behold A Pale Horse" in which he said the Illuminati learned after World
War II how to control the economies of the world as precisely as the Air Force can control a missile in flight! -Therefore, we now know that the current financial crisis is being tightly controlled so that the nations of the
world will endure it and "prevail", i.e., return to a condition of prosperity. But, it took a financial crisis of global
proportions to accomplish this goal. PM Brown concluded on this global note: "My message is that we must
be: internationalist not protectionist; interventionist not neutral; progressive not reactive; and forward looking
not frozen by events. We can seize the moment and in doing so build a truly global society." This last point
brings us to another quote from "Behold A Pale Horse" which shows that this global crisis originated in broad
form as far back as 1917! "... secret societies were planning as far back as 1917 to invent an artificial threat
... in order to bring humanity together in a one-world government, which they call the New World Order."
["Behold A Pale Horse", by New Age author, Bill Cooper, p. 27]
http://cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm

Marines Credited With Rescue at California Motel Fire - A half-dozen off-duty Marines who raced
through a burning motel on Sunday warning sleeping guests that it was on fire were hailed as
lifesaving heroes - Amy Amadito-Phelps said she and her husband and 14-month-old son were
sleeping in a room near the flames when they were awakened - She said the Marines saved their lives
- "We were right next to a room completely on fire and we couldn't smell smoke" said Amadito-Phelps
- "No fire alarms were going off" - "I'd call them absolute heroes" said Orange County Fire Authority
Capt. Steve Pardi
LAKE FOREST, Calif. - A half-dozen off-duty Marines who raced through a burning motel on Sunday warning
sleeping guests that it was on fire were hailed as lifesaving heroes. ... Marine Pvt. Colton Oliver said he and
two colleagues were walking along a second-floor landing about 8 a.m. when they saw flames and smoke.
They rousted their fellow Marines and all six began knocking on doors and windows of rooms, urging people
to leave. "Everybody was out by the time the firefighters got here," Oliver said. "It's what we're trained to do."
Amy Amadito-Phelps said she and her husband and 14-month-old son were sleeping in a room near the
flames when they were awakened. She said the Marines saved their lives. "We were right next to a room
completely on fire and we couldn't smell smoke," said Amadito-Phelps. "No fire alarms were going off. The
only thing we heard was Marines banging on our windows and telling us to get out." The Camp
Pendleton-based Marines, who were on leave, were also staying at the motel. "I'd call them absolute heroes,"
said Orange County Fire Authority Capt. Steve Pardi.
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http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,449165,00.html

TheEdgeAM.com: November 8th, 2008 (Guest) Guy Malone - Bible Physics & The Abilities of Fallen
Angels - In short, he feels people are dealing with fallen angels and global conspiricists, not true
aliens from other planets {Guy makes many good points in his presentation and I completely agree
that there isn't an Alien realm, because it doesn't make any sense. If Aliens were advanced enough to
get here then they should be advanced enough to help us out, to cure cancer or to offer insight or do
something-anything useful and helpful for mankind. However in every case the so called aliens are
either abusive or become abusive and teach false doctrines i.e. Mormonism and Islam were both
started by "Angel Messengers." I agree there isn't an Alien realm there is however a Spiritual realm
and part of the Spiritual Realm is fallen and in rebellion against God.} (Mp3)
Malone believes that the occult teachings and doctrines of modern (alleged) aliens, as well as intentional
disinformation, is best countered with sound, verifiable research, coupled with sound Biblical doctrine. While
affirming that UFOs are real (see his UFOs 101 lecture), and the fact that many people today are
experiencing contacts with non-human intelligences, Malone feels the "extra-terrestrial hypothesis" (aliens) is
the least provable and least likely explanation for the phenomena (and therefore an "article of faith" for it's
adherents - i.e., a religious viewpoint). His research has led him to instead favor a man-made view of
suppressed technology as the probable explanation behind most UFO reports, and the Genesis 6 paradigm,
which teaches that people are being brought into communication with deceiving angels intent on promoting
an anti-christ worldview of global government (aka "The New World Order"). In short, he feels people are
dealing with fallen angels and global conspiricists, not true aliens from other planets. Malone lives in Roswell
New Mexico with his wife, and together they continue the work of protecting the elect against the coming
grand delusion.
http://theedgeam.com/index.htm

Churchgoers Nationwide Reflect on Obama Election - Christian clergy members on Sunday asked
God to give Obama the wisdom and strength to lead the country out of what many consider a
wilderness of despair and gloom
Across the country, from a mostly white church in the Southwest to the pulpit from which the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. preached his message of equality and nonviolent change, Christian clergy members on
Sunday asked God to give Obama the wisdom and strength to lead the country out of what many consider a
wilderness of despair and gloom. And on the day King famously called "the most segregated day of the
week," they also called for the nation to come together behind the man who will be the first black president. In
his Web message last week, senior pastor Gregg Matte of Houston's 167-year-old First Baptist Church
decried a society that has turned to government as its savior. "Today," he wrote, "Hollywood is our pastor,
technology is our Bible, charisma is our value and Barack Obama is our President." But from the pulpit
Sunday, Matte asked the 1,000 or so mostly white faces staring back at him to "lift up President-elect
Obama" even if he wasn't their choice on Tuesday. "Regardless of whether you voted for him or not, he's now
our president come Jan. 20," he said. "So we're going to come behind him and pray for him and pray for
wisdom, that God will give him wisdom and be able to really speak to his heart."
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/11/09/churchgoers-nationwide-reflect-obama-election/

DebbieSchlussel.com: 70th Anniversary of Kristallnacht: Too Many of My People Have Forgotten
(Photos)
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Today is the 70th Anniversary of Kristallnacht--the "Night of Broken Glass". On that night, Nazis raided,
vandalized, burned down, or otherwise destroyed German Jewish homes, businesses, and synagogues,
while non-Jewish residents and police and fireman watched and did nothing. On November 9-10, 1938, more
than 90 Jewish people were murdered and about 30,000 Jewish men were sent to concentration camps
where they, too, would mostly face death. Anti-Semitism always dominated Europe, which is why my paternal
grandfather's family left for America at the turn of the century and my paternal grandmother left not long after.
But the night of November 9, 1938 marked the official start of the Holocaust--the official symbol that this
European anti-Semitism had escalated to a level of even more unspeakable horrors against Jews than
previously imagined.
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/11/70th_anniversar.html

Germany marks November 9, 1938 "Kristallnacht" or "Night of Broken Glass" pogrom (Jewish
persecution) that led to Holocaust - A memorial concert and other events are also being held to mark
the anniversary of the Nazi-incited riots that killed more than 91 Jews and damaged some 1,000
synagogues {The German attack on Judaism began Nationwide on September 15, 1935 with the
enactment of "The Nuremberg Race Laws" The laws excluded German Jews from Reich citizenship
and prohibited them from marrying or having sexual relations with persons of "German or related
blood." Source: ushmm.org}
BERLIN, Germany (AP) -- Chancellor Angela Merkel is calling on Germans to stand together against racism
and anti-Semitism as the nation marks the 70th anniversary of the Nazi pogrom known as "Kristallnacht" or
"Night of Broken Glass." Merkel has stressed that it is not enough to remember the events of November 9,
1938 through memorials and ceremonies but "we must always think how it was that it could come to this
singular event, the Holocaust." The chancellor is taking part in an official ceremony later Sunday along with
the head of the Central Council of German Jews Charlotte Knobloch. A memorial concert and other events
are also being held to mark the anniversary of the Nazi-incited riots that killed more than 91 Jews and
damaged some 1,000 synagogues. Hermann Simon, the director of Berlin's restored, gold-domed Neue
Synagogue, firmly believes acts of commemoration are crucial to preventing a repeat of the destruction that
gutted the city's landmark, central Jewish house of worship. Yet he acknowledges the how remains a
challenge. "It's difficult to know how to commemorate a day of tragedy," Simon said. "We have to find a way,
we need a new approach, but what is the right way?" German children begin learning in the middle-school
years about the Nazis' attempt to destroy European Jewry that effectively began with Kristallnacht and
culminated in the systematic murder of 6 million Jews by 1945.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/europe/11/09/germany.commemorate.ap/index.html

The 1935 Nuremberg Race Laws - At the annual (Nazi) party rally held in Nuremberg in 1935, the Nazis
announced new laws which institutionalized many of the racial theories prevalent in Nazi ideology After the (1936) Olympic Games in which the Nazis did not allow German Jewish athletes to
participate, the Nazis again stepped up the persecution of German Jews - In 1937 and 1938, the
government set out to impoverish Jews by requiring them to register their property and then by
"Aryanizing" Jewish businesses {At the resent 2008 Beijing China Olympics the Jewish athlete 1972
Olympic hero Mark Spitz was not allowed to attend China or participate in any way while Michael
Phelps surpassed his 1972 seven gold medal wins with eight 2008 Olympic gold medals. Note: The
current President Bush plan to takeover and consolidate large portions of the US financial market is
just a Nazi style "Aryanizing" of American businesses. Currently American business and companies
are systematically being dismantled, "Aryanized" (private hedge fund ownership) or outright
destroyed while Middle-East Arab companies [and Mosques] are getting subsidized, funded and
political preferential treatment from the NWO-Nazi Bush Administration along with the Democrats in
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office.}
At the annual party rally held in Nuremberg in 1935, the Nazis announced new laws which institutionalized
many of the racial theories prevalent in Nazi ideology. The laws excluded German Jews from Reich
citizenship and prohibited them from marrying or having sexual relations with persons of "German or related
blood." Ancillary ordinances to the laws disenfranchised Jews and deprived them of most political rights. -The Nuremberg Laws, as they became known, did not define a "Jew" as someone with particular religious
beliefs. Instead, anyone who had three or four Jewish grandparents was defined as a Jew, regardless of
whether that individual identified himself or herself as a Jew or belonged to the Jewish religious community.
Many Germans who had not practiced Judaism for years found themselves caught in the grip of Nazi terror.
Even people with Jewish grandparents who had converted to Christianity were defined as Jews. ... After the
Olympic Games in which the Nazis did not allow German Jewish athletes to participate, the Nazis again
stepped up the persecution of German Jews. In 1937 and 1938, the government set out to impoverish Jews
by requiring them to register their property and then by "Aryanizing" Jewish businesses. This meant that
Jewish workers and managers were dismissed, and the ownership of most Jewish businesses was taken
over by non-Jewish Germans who bought them at bargain prices fixed by Nazis. Jewish doctors were
forbidden to treat non-Jews, and Jewish lawyers were not permitted to practice law. -- Like everyone in
Germany, Jews were required to carry identity cards, but the government added special identifying marks to
theirs: a red "J" stamped on them and new middle names for all those Jews who did not possess
recognizably "Jewish" first names "Israel" for males, "Sara" for females. Such cards allowed the police to
identify Jews easily.
http://www.ushmm.org/outreach/nlaw.htm

DebbieSchlussel.com: Spitz Should Have Been Invited to the "Phelps Olympics"
That said, Mark Spitz has been an incredibly good sport in wishing Phelps well and in repeatedly telling
interviewers that he hopes Phelps beats his 36-year record of holding the most Olympic Gold medals from
any one Summer Games. He's also said he's held the record for too long, and that it's time to be broken. ...
But Spitz is rightfully upset that no-one in the U.S. or International Olympic Committees invited him to the
Olympics to watch Phelps break his record. Stupid move on their part. Here you have a champion
magnanimously wishing another breaks his record, and no-one cares to invite him. He's simply ignored. And,
frankly, from a marketing standpoint, it's stupid not to invite him. ... "You don't go to the Olympics just to say,
'I am going to go.' Especially because of who I am," Spitz, now 58, told a French wire service. "I am going to
sit there and watch Michael Phelps break my record anonymously? That's almost demeaning to me. It is not
almost -- it is."Exactly right. The NHL invited Gordie Howe to watch Wayne Gretzky beat his all-time
goal-scoring record. And other sports teams and leagues have done the same when other big records were
broken. It's not only the right thing to do, it's great PR--PR, which everyone blew in the case of Spitz. To
leave Spitz out is simply indecent.
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/08/poor_sports_sav.html

A Summary of Dietrich Bonhoeffer (German theologian, author, pastor, teacher and martyr) DIETRICH BONHOEFFER 1906—1945 - Kristallnacht That "night of broken glass" November 10, 1938,
is the only date marked in Dietrich Bonhoeffer's Bible {In 1938 Dietrich Bonhoeffer was on a North
America speaking tour while residing at the Union Theological Seminary in NY. On the night of
November 9, 1938 "Kristallnacht" Dietrich was in Canada on his speaking tour. On November 10, 1938
Dietrich read in his nightly Bible devotions Psalm 74, verse 8: "They said in their hearts, let us
plunder their goods! They burn all the houses of God in the land….0 God, how long is the foe to
scoff? How long will the enemy revile your name?" Bonhoeffer was so moved by the Psalm that he
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dated it in his Bible he then went into the living room of the house where he was a guest and turned
on the radio to hear the first reports of the "Kristallnacht" terror night back in his native Germany.
"Kristallnacht" occurred on November 9, 1938 and like all the news back then was reported (at least)
a day later on the radio November 10, 1938.}
Kristallnacht: That "night of broken glass" November 10, 1938, is the only date marked in Dietrich
Bonhoeffer's Bible. The day after the Nazi "Kristallnacht" destruction a concentrated attack on Jews and their
homes, synagogues, and shops he marked the date next to Psalm 74, verse 8: "They said in their hearts, let
us plunder their goods! They burn all the houses of God in the land…. 0 God, how long is the foe to scoff?
How long will the enemy revile your name?" -- Having opposed Hitler and the Nazi party so far only in
ideological terms, Bonhoeffer grew increasingly opposed to the Fuhrer and his party. He seriously
contemplated leaving Germany, knowing war was inevitable and that he would never fight in Hitler's army.
Offered a post at the Union Seminary in New York, he set out in June 1939, but by the time he arrived he had
changed his mind. He wrote to a friend: "I have come to the conclusion that I made a mistake in coming to
America…I shall have no right to take part in the restoration of Christian life in Germany after the war unless I
share the trials of this time with my people."
http://bonhoefferblog.wordpress.com/2008/10/16/a-summary-of-dietrich-bonhoeffer-on-the-uk-bible-studentswebsite/

Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1906-1945) - An oft-quoted line from one of his more widely read books, The
Cost of Discipleship (1937), foreshadowed his death. "When Christ calls a man, He bids him come
and die" - The theological and political reasons behind his shift from Christian pacifism, which he
espoused in the mid-1930s, to participation in planning the assassination of Hitler are much debated Bonhoeffer is one of the ten 20th-century martyrs from across the world who are depicted in statues
above the Great West Door of Westminster Abbey, London
Dietrich Bonhoeffer (February 4, 1906- April 9, 1945) was a German religious leader and participant in the
resistance movement against Nazism. Bonhoeffer, a Lutheran pastor and theologian, took part in the plots
being planned by members of the Abwehr (Military Intelligence Office) to assassinate Hitler. He was arrested,
imprisoned, and eventually hanged following the failure of the July 20, 1944, assassination attempt. ... During
World War II, Bonhoeffer played a key leadership role in the Confessing Church, which opposed the
anti-semitic policies of Adolf Hitler. He was among those who called for wider church resistance to Hitler's
treatment of the Jews. While the Confessing Church was not large, it represented a major focus of Christian
opposition to the Nazi government in Germany. ... Dietrich Bonhoeffer is considered a martyr for his faith; he
was absolved of any crimes by the German government in the mid-1990s. The calendars of the Episcopal
Church and the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America commemorate him on April 9, the date on which he
was hanged in 1945. An oft-quoted line from one of his more widely read books, The Cost of Discipleship
(1937), foreshadowed his death. "When Christ calls a man, he bids him come and die." His books Ethics
(1949) and Letters and Papers from Prison (1953) were published posthumously. ... Bonhoeffer is one of the
ten 20th-century martyrs from across the world who are depicted in statues above the Great West Door of
Westminster Abbey, London.
http://www.biblio.com/authors/692/Dietrich_Bonhoeffer_Biography.html

The 1935 Nuremberg Race Laws - At the annual (Nazi) party rally held in Nuremberg in 1935, the Nazis
announced new laws which institutionalized many of the racial theories prevalent in Nazi ideology - In
1937 and 1938, the (German) government set out to impoverish Jews by requiring them to register
their property and then by "Aryanizing" Jewish businesses
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At the annual party rally held in Nuremberg in 1935, the Nazis announced new laws which institutionalized
many of the racial theories prevalent in Nazi ideology. The laws excluded German Jews from Reich
citizenship and prohibited them from marrying or having sexual relations with persons of "German or related
blood." Ancillary ordinances to the laws disenfranchised Jews and deprived them of most political rights. -The Nuremberg Laws, as they became known, did not define a "Jew" as someone with particular religious
beliefs. Instead, anyone who had three or four Jewish grandparents was defined as a Jew, regardless of
whether that individual identified himself or herself as a Jew or belonged to the Jewish religious community.
Many Germans who had not practiced Judaism for years found themselves caught in the grip of Nazi terror.
Even people with Jewish grandparents who had converted to Christianity were defined as Jews. ... After the
Olympic Games in which the Nazis did not allow German Jewish athletes to participate, the Nazis again
stepped up the persecution of German Jews. In 1937 and 1938, the government set out to impoverish Jews
by requiring them to register their property and then by "Aryanizing" Jewish businesses. This meant that
Jewish workers and managers were dismissed, and the ownership of most Jewish businesses was taken
over by non-Jewish Germans who bought them at bargain prices fixed by Nazis. Jewish doctors were
forbidden to treat non-Jews, and Jewish lawyers were not permitted to practice law. -- Like everyone in
Germany, Jews were required to carry identity cards, but the government added special identifying marks to
theirs: a red "J" stamped on them and new middle names for all those Jews who did not possess
recognizably "Jewish" first names -- "Israel" for males, "Sara" for females. Such cards allowed the police to
identify Jews easily.
http://www.ushmm.org/outreach/nlaw.htm

Bible verse: Isaiah 8:9-10 Associate yourselves [NWO], O ye people, and ye shall be broken in pieces;
... {The complete Bible is available at ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
Isaiah 8:9-10 Associate yourselves [NWO], O ye people, and ye shall be broken in pieces; and give ear, all
ye of far countries: gird (arm) yourselves, andye shall be broken in pieces; gird yourselves, and ye shall be
broken in pieces. Take [occult] counsel together, and it shall come to nought; speak the word [Israel's
destruction], and it shall not stand: for God is with us (Israel). -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

r and coming to a conclusion that proves the disinformants pet theory">!!!NWO Fake Ancient Fable
Alert!!! - Does Israel = ISIS--RA--EL (Isis, Ra) Egyptian gods? No! [Note: El does = YHWH or Jehovah
in Hebrew, Israel = governed by God or "upright with YHVH"] - We've been over this before, and the
"Isis-ra-el" concept is disinformation, put out by someone who has quite an [NWO] agenda - The
Isis-Re-El connection is, frankly silly - It relies on picking names from different time periods, (two
different Nations) and kitbashing them together and coming to a conclusion that proves the
disinformant's pet theory
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We've been over this before, and the "Isis-ra-el" concept is disinformation, put out by someone who has quite
an agenda. In fact, if you look at history AND the bible, you will see that the name means "upright with YHVH"
en.wikipedia.org... The Isis-Re-El connection is, frankly silly. It relies on picking names from different time
periods and kitbashing them together and coming to a conclusion that proves the disinformant's pet theory.
It's kind of like kitbashing together "Snoop" (rapper Snoop Doggy Dog) and "John" from St. John and "Bee"
from "Aunt Bea" of "The Andy Griffith Show" and then saying that the song "Sloop John B" is actually a song
that has hidden meanings about the Civil Rights movement spying on John F Kennedy. Really. The idea is
THAT [unlikely]. ... To put it bluntly, you have learned exactly what you were supposed to have learned [from
secular society]. Do you not understand that Lucifer knew of Gods plan to send the Son of God so Satan
became [titled] the sun god. No matter what you think you know, Babylon came before any of the other
cultures, shortly after the flood. You are being deceived [thinking Christianity is a copy and mix of other false
religions], it's nothing new. ... Nimrod, Semiramis, and Tammuz are all prototypes of the false gods, or
haven't you figured that out yet. Just twists and turns. Same lie different versions. Nimrod a real person is
killed is said to become Baal and Semiramis his mother-wife becomes pregnant by the sun(Baal) and has a
son Tammuz. Zeus the Greek head god as Nimrod(Baal) impregnates a mortal and has Hercules the son of
god the savior of men. All designed to keep mankind from seeing the true Son of God who walked earth and
was the savior of mankind. Check out all the eastern religions Hinduism, Buddism, Shintoism, Confucainism
etc., etc. etc. ... The ideas that you are talking about have been largely rejected by those who research the
history of religions. The idea that the coincidences between Christianity and the pagan myths is the work of
the devil is the result of [truth and] early Christian apologists. The idea that most ancient myths are actual
Solar Myths is from Max Muller, an early researcher in comparative mythology, and, again, his ideas are
practically universally rejected today.
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread217660/pg1

s the father of us all. Judah is not the start of the Jewish nation [Abraham is] and has NEVER been
presented as being the start as Judah is a brother (a 12th) of the 12 Tribes of Israel (Jacob), you cant
be born into something that already exists and then be considered the start of it. Note: Most or all
False bible teachings come out of twisting and misrepresenting Bible words and passages. God has
a plan for mankind and the Jews-Hebrews the descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Exodus
6:3-4, Acts 3:13) are the chosen center piece of Gods plan (Genesis 12:1-3) for
mankind.}">{Flashback} ***NWO Hoax Alert*** World Net Daily Book - Bible [False] fact No. 19: Noah,
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob not Jews {[Genesis 14:12-13 And they took Lot, Abram's brother's son, who
dwelt in Sodom, and his goods, and departed. And there came one that had escaped, and told Abram
the *Hebrew; (it is later Abraham with the -ah- breath of life from God added to Abram and his wife
Sarai after receiving the breath of life from God becomes Sarah - Genesis 17:15).] The word Hebrew
means "Wanderer" Judah in Hebrew means "Praise – Praise to God" the person and tribe of Judah
was named after an already existing Hebrew-Jewish word. Abraham is the Father of the Jewish
(Judaism - "people of praise" [Wikipedia]) nation it was Abraham then his son Isaac and then Jacob
(Israel) that each received the promises of God (Covenant of circumcision Genesis 17:8-14) that are
passed down to the Nation Tribes of Israel. Noah lived before Abraham and Noah is the Father of All
Nations (all modern post flood Nations) while Abraham a descendant of Noah is the Father of the
Hebrew-Jewish Nation and Abraham in receiving the -ah- "born again" Spirit-breath of life from God,
Abraham is the Father of Faith (Romans 4:16) "...of the faith of Abraham; who is the father of us all."
Judah is not the start of the Jewish nation [Abraham is] and has NEVER been presented as being the
start as Judah is a brother (a 12th) of the 12 Tribes of Israel (Jacob), you can't be born into something
that already exists and then be considered the start of it. Note: Most or all False bible teachings come
out of twisting and misrepresenting Bible words and passages. God has a plan for mankind and the
Jews-Hebrews the descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Exodus 6:3-4, Acts 3:13) are the
chosen center piece of God's plan (Genesis 12:1-3) for mankind.}
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One of the most common misconceptions some people have about the Bible is that the Old Testament
centers only on Jews and Judaism, while the New Testament focuses on Christians and Christianity. Many
assume some of the most well-known heroes – including Noah, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (whose named
was changed to Israel) – were Jews. Though these worshippers of God were the ancestors of the Jews,
when the Holy Scriptures are read without any preconceived notions, it is impossible for themselves to have
been Jews. How can this be? The answer is simple. Those people were all born before a man named Judah,
whose name is the origin of the word "Jew." This is just one of the stunning facts brought to light in "Shocked
by the Bible: The Most Astonishing Facts You've Never Been Told," the stunning new best-seller by Joe
Kovacs, the executive news editor of WND.
http://worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=78983

Radio Liberty: Date 10-14-08 - Hour: c - 2 hrs. 8:00-9:00: Pastor Joe Schimmel: (Dr.) Kinsey and the
attack on Christianity (Mp3's)
Dr. Monteith currently spends five hours daily on talk radio, writes extensively, and lectures on geopolitics. He
has spent 30 years researching the causes for America's spiritual and moral decline.
http://www.soundwaves2000.com/radio_liberty/

New Release!!! - The Kinsey Syndrome - Working secretly in his attic, Dr. Kinsey was one of
America's original pornographers - "The number of victims of childhood sexual abuse and
molestation grows each year - This horrific crime is directly tied to the growth of pornography on the
Internet" - Among his workers was a Nazi pedophile whose relationship to Kinsey was exposed in a
German court (DVD)
This documentary shows how "The Kinsey Reports" have been used to change the laws concerning sex
crimes in America, resulting in the minimal sentences so often given to rapists and pedophiles. Further
explained is that the Kinsey data laid the foundation for sex education -- training teachers, psychologists and
even Catholic priests in human sexuality. What has been the consequence? And what was Kinsey's research
really based upon? Working secretly in his attic, Dr. Kinsey was one of America's original pornographers. His
influence inspired Hugh Hefner to launch Playboy Magazine - the "soft" approach to porn - which in time
would escalate the widespread use of pornography through magazines, cable TV and the Internet. In 2006
the California Child Molestation & Sexual Abuse Attorneys reported that: "The number of victims of childhood
sexual abuse and molestation grows each year. This horrific crime is directly tied to the growth of
pornography on the Internet." Perhaps most disturbing, Alfred Kinsey has been accused of training
pedophiles to work with stopwatches and record the responses of children being raped - all in the name of
"science." Among his workers was a Nazi pedophile whose relationship to Kinsey was exposed in a German
court. The information from these crimes was then recorded in "Table 34" of Kinsey's Sexual Behavior in the
Human Male. How can lawmakers use such a document to define the moral parameters of our society? Why
has the truth about Kinsey been suppressed for so long? And what can Americans do to make a difference?
http://webinsi5.webinsite.net/mivastore/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=blessedhope&Category_
Code=vid

Election 2008 Review: Ron Paul illuminati Hand Signal - Masonic Handshake? (videos - Photos)
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Ron Paul Masonic Handshake? Freemasons use many forms of secret handshakes or hand gestures to
show loyalty to their fellow members. At times, members use the secret handshake so that the person they
shakehands with, can then come to know that person is a fellow mason. Many of the men world leaders are
members of the freemasonry. An routley, they give the secret handshake to each other that can be seen in
many photos on web sites. Below are photos from a video of Ron Paul on the program of Bill Maher's show
5/25/07. They seem to show him using the secret handshake. Also, at the bottom of the page, one can see a
photo of Tony Blair shaking the hand of Pope Benedict XVI and once again it looks to be the secret
handshake that is used by the Freemasons. [Masonic handshake is used by Tony Blair not Pope Benedict
XVI.]
http://www.thebereanchronicles.com/nwo/nwo_leaders_ron_paul_hand_signs_mason.html

{Flashback} Eyes Wide Shut: Occult Symbolism - Figure 24 Here, Dr. Harford (Tom Cruise) displays
an Illuminati hand-neck (sacrifice) sign - Figure 24a Here, former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan makes the same hand (sacrifice) sign on the September 18, 2007 edition of THE DAILY
SHOW {The actors for the movie EWS were chosen not just as actors 'acting' out a movie but as
actual occultists 'reenacting' their secret lives.} (Photos)
"A number of dictionaries of symbols state that the hand placed on the neck signifies sacrifice. Now, sacrifice
can have at least two meanings --- one, the continuing threat of the penalties to be applied to punish those
adepts and initiates who so impertinently reveal the secrets of the Order; and two, the willingness of the
individual performing the sign to sacrifice himself for the good of the Order, or for the good of the cause or
Great Work of the Illuminati." Take a good close look at the screenshot of Dr. Harford holding the palm of his
hand to his cheek. Has the reader ever seen anything like this in another film? ... As the dream story draws to
a close, the viewer is left wondering just exactly has gone on in this film. Fantasy has been juxtaposed with
reality, and the blurring between both worlds remains uncertain. The viewer is left wondering about the
significance of the mask laying upon the pillow, as Alice lay sleeping beside it. Likewise, the viewer is left
wondering if the events truly happened, or if they were imagined. As filmmaker Richard Linklater, who hails
from Austin, Texas USA, asked in his 2001 film Waking Life: "Are we sleep-walking through our waking state,
or wake-walking through our dreams?" This appears to be a valid question to ask, especially given the
Illuminati's propensity to inject heavy doses of fantasy to keep as many people asleep as they can, sleeping
as they do, with their eyes wide shut.
http://kentroversypapers.blogspot.com/2006/03/eyes-wide-shut-occult-symbolism.html

{Flashback} The Wrong Way (Occult) Wizard [secular blog - movie review] - "Eyes Wide Shut" 1999 by
Stanley Kubrick - The acronym EWS is a big give away to the topography of the film - The missing
letter from the set of E, W and S is 'N' where it stands for North - The falling star is Lucifer - The
[False] Secret Doctrine tells us that Satan is the true name of Jehovah - architect of our Matrix
(existence) {"Eyes Wide Shut" is one of the most Satanic movies of all time next to "The Wizard of
OZ" and like OZ this move is a mirror of our modern 'secular (mind control) – occult' society. To read
this review (no need to watch the movie) is to glimpse the structure of the NWO that is even now
predominating society with its fake ancient fables, crude, nasty, vulgar exhibit of debasing
fornication, lies, deceit, meaningless deceptions and endless death. Already, what a fraud, waste of
time and loss of precious life the NWO is turning out to be.}
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EWS is itself an attempt, through incomparable artifice, to carry out a mass analysis and re-program. The
program in question initiates the Age of Horus, which reads in some plain words as an attempt to socialize
and market individualism and de-construct the western nuclear family - among other delights. Kubrick
delivers both a scathing comment on 20th century values and a psychoanalytic trigger for the New World
Values that will replace them. -- Conspiracy theorists hop around ground-zero, NYC, like jumping beans. Ask
and most can give startling details of the myriad web that links the Skull and Bones Society to the protracted
events leading up to 9/11. Many a robust young researcher has been exhausted chasing leads to back before
the second world war and yonder still. There are some sharp points to be made, no doubt, for those with a
nose for finery, but Da WWWiz wishes to show the big rainbow connexion. 9/11 = Death. We have blinked,
missed the rapture, and hopskotched the kingdom of Malkuth straight into Hell. 9(10)11. It is just that simple
and just that awesome. The overarching mystery of 9/11 is no commonplace conspiracy, but the full-scale
initiation of humanity into death culture. EWS is both a document and keystone to these events: on the
morining of Sept. 11, 2001, all the lost souls were dragged, kicking and screaming, beyond the surly bonds of
Time toward Uranus and the depths of Hades. ... This is a large claim so I will stand on it. The key is the
number of the Harford's apartment, numbered 5A. This motif is used througout the film. Kubrick is numbering
the age that he depicts as the Fifth Age, the Piscean (Christian) Age, which is grinding to a halt as you read.
The magnetic power of Kubrick's metaphor is that it clings to the external world from which it is manifested
and somehow carries it's audience across into impossible abyss of the unleashed imagination foretold as the
(New Age) Age of Aquarius. EWS is an Ark. By the method of housing reality for posterity EWS is the one
and only cinematic equal to the impossible Quintuple Axel, and likewise it defies gravity. Events not made in
any way explicit are implied to the level of absolute certainty. Earth culture has been shaped, for 2000 years,
by western values, and the World of EWS is tied on every level to the mutli-colored arc of that civilization. It's
all inside. ... The events of Sept 11, 2001 are both predicted and depicted by EWS. When Alice drops her
dress we can pinpoint the undoings of EWS as just after 9/11. Compare these images of the Thoth Priestess,
the Waite Priestess and the nude Alice Harford with the words attributed to ISIS by M.P. Hall in The Secret
Teachings of All Ages: I, Isis, am all that has been, is, or will be, and no mortal man has ever me unveiled.
Kubrick shows ISIS stripped bare. The Twin Pillars of Boaz and Joachim have tumbled down and we have
entered the land of the dead. Eyes Wide Shut is the chronicle of the secret conspiracy behind those events.
The greatest conspiracy the universe has known. And we're all in on it.
http://wrongwaywizard.blogspot.com/2008/10/bore-me-again-o-wrong-way-wizard.html

{Flashback} **Gnosticism: New Release! Hollywood's War on God [Christian DVD] - Learn how these
movies are initiating the masses into a Gnostic worldview that will culminate in a "strong delusion"
as the world joins Satan & the final Antichrist in their war against God {The Stanley Kubrick movie
"Eyes Wide Shut" is among the movies reviewed.} (DVD - $19.95)
Hollywood's War on God is a mind-blowing, eye-popping documentary that reveals how satanic forces are
using Hollywood's most memorable movies and most popular actors to propagate an ancient lie in fulfillment
of biblical prophecy. Learn how these movies are initiating the masses into a Gnostic worldview that will
culminate in a "strong delusion" as the world joins Satan & the final Antichrist in their war on God. Such titles
include Ron Howard & Tom Hanks "The Da Vinci Code"; Keanu Reeves "The Matrix" and "Constantine";
Brad Pitt's "Fight Club"; Jim Carrey's "Truman Show"; Toby McQuire's "Pleasantville"; Arnold Swarzenegger's
"Total Recall"; Johnny Depp's "From Hell"; Shawn Connery's "League of Extraordinary Gentleman"; J.K.
Rowling's "Harry Potter"; Harrison Ford's "Bladerunner"; Tom Cruise's "Vanilla Sky," "Eyes Wide Shut" and
"Minority Report" and many others.
http://webinsi5.webinsite.net/mivastore/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=blessedhope&Category_
Code=vid
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Election 2008 Final - Remarks from Senator John McCain - Americans never quit. We never surrender.
We never hide from history, we make history. Thank you, and God bless you, and God bless America.
Thank you all very much. {Election 2008 wrap-up - The Republican party is in disarray so much so
that America is rapidly transitioning into a one-party system and it won't be the Republican Party that
is the one active Party left in America. The main bright spot in the 2008 election was Sarah Palin and
also the amazing Cindy McCain. The hidden truth is that Cindy McCain made the crucial decisions
that kept that campaign viable and in the running. America thanks the McCains and the Palins for a
job well done in facing the impossible election conditions generated by the current Bush Republican
administration.}
Thank you. Thank you, my friends. Thank you for coming here on this beautiful Arizona evening. My friends,
we have -- we have come to the end of a long journey. The American people have spoken, and they have
spoken clearly. A little while ago, I had the honor of calling Senator Barack Obama to congratulate him on
being elected the next president of the country that we both love. In a contest as long and difficult as this
campaign has been, his success alone commands my respect for his ability and perseverance. But that he
managed to do so by inspiring the hopes of so many millions of Americans who had once wrongly believed
that they had little at stake or little influence in the election of an American president is something I deeply
admire and commend him for achieving. ... I am so deeply grateful to all of you for the great honor of your
support and for all you have done for me. I wish the outcome had been different, my friends. The road was a
difficult one from the outset. But your support and friendship never wavered. I cannot adequately express
how deeply indebted I am to you. I am especially grateful to my wife, Cindy, my children, my dear mother and
all my family and to the many old and dear friends who have stood by my side through the many ups and
downs of this long campaign. I have always been a fortunate man, and never more so for the love and
encouragement you have given me. You know, campaigns are often harder on a candidate's family than on
the candidate, and that's been true in this campaign. All I can offer in compensation is my love and gratitude,
and the promise of more peaceful years ahead. I am also, of course, very thankful to Governor Sarah Palin,
one of the best campaigners I have ever seen and an impressive new voice in our party for reform and the
principles that have always been our greatest strength. Her husband Todd and their five beautiful children
with their tireless dedication to our cause, and the courage and grace they showed in the rough-and-tumble
of a presidential campaign. We can all look forward with great interest to her future service to Alaska, the
Republican Party and our country. ... And I call on all Americans, as I have often in this campaign, to not
despair of our present difficulties but to believe always in the promise and greatness of America, because
nothing is inevitable here. Americans never quit. We never surrender. We never hide from history, we make
history. Thank you, and God bless you, and God bless America. Thank you all very much.
http://www.johnmccain.com/splash110408.htm

CrossTalk Podcast (Mp3's)
Crosstalk Radio Talk Show is heard each weekday on over 80 radio outlets across America and worldwide
on the Internet. Crosstalk covers the issues that affect our world, our nation, our families and the Christian
church from a perspective centered in the Word of God. Whether we discuss the economy, the political
scene, the continuing moral collapse of our nation, legislation that affects the family, or the state of
evangelicalism, our authority is found in the unchanging standard of the Holy Scriptures. Veteran co-hosts Dr.
Vic Eliason, Jim Schneider, and Ingrid Schlueter have worked as a team for over 20 years to bring solid
information to the body of Christ.
http://www.crosstalkamerica.com/shows/

Michelle Malkin: Memo to McCain blabbermouths - "Character is destiny" (book by John McCain
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2008) -- Sarah Palin worked her heart out - She energized tens of thousands to come out who would
have otherwise stayed home - She touched countless families
My syndicated column today takes on the cowardly character assassins in the McCain campaign who are
trying to kneecap Sarah Palin. More than 10,000 people signed the petition yesterday expressing thanks to
Sarah Palin for stepping up to the plate. I had to close it off due to liberal hate trolls indulging their PDS. Their
comments will be deleted. I'll print off the petition and send the whole thing off to the Alaska Governor's office.
The question now is whether John McCain — proud author of books on character and courage, honor and
duty — will just sit on the sidelines and let this debacle continue or stand up and defend the running mate he
chose. ... Sarah Palin worked her heart out. She energized tens of thousands to come out who would have
otherwise stayed home. She touched countless families. I didn't agree with everything she said on the
campaign trail. But she vigorously defended the Second Amendment and the sanctity of life more eloquently
in practice than any of the educated conservative aristocracy. And she did it all with a tirelessness and
infectious optimism that defied the shameless, bottomless attempts by elites in both parties to bring her and
her family down. Liberty needs a virtuous people to survive; self-governance requires virtuous leaders. -"The most important thing I have learned, from my parents, from teachers, from my faith, from many good
people I have been blessed to know, and from the lives of people whose stories we have included in this
book," John McCain wrote in Character is Destiny, "is to want what they had, integrity, and to feel the sting of
my conscience when I have risked it for some selfish reason." John McCain not only failed to make that
message stick with the electorate, he apparently couldn't persuade his own staff to heed his advice and
practice what he preached.
http://michellemalkin.com/2008/11/07/memo-to-mccain-blabbermouths-character-is-destiny/

RedState.com: No Palin, No base! - I've had it with the post-election Palin backbiting
I was aghast last night, listening to Carl Cameron's report about McCain's aides bashing of Palin on The
O'Reilly Factor. I was seething when more alleged details were leaked anonymously on Thursday. Until their
anonymous veils are lifted, ALL of McCain's aides will be tainted as untrustworthy and should be viewed as
disloyal. Even Hillary Clinton's aides aired their dirt with names attached. Good luck getting hired by a future
candidate when "McCain campaign staffer" is listed on your resume. FoxNews' Carl Cameron's reports
should be taken with a huge grain of salt. He was profusely anti-Fred Thompson during the primaries. I lost
count how many times he gleefuly displayed drive-by tendencies against the conservative candidates
running. Bias-light.
http://www.redstate.com/diaries/hammer2008/2008/nov/06/no-palin-no-base/

RedState.com: Erick Erickson's Diary -- Comments: fox news said in one news story more "bad"
things about Mrs. Palin than the rest of the MSM said bad about the massiah (Obama) in 9 months I'm so glad you guys finally realize just how Fair and Balanced Fox News is - You can tell Palin felt
she was holding up the campaign - Now that I think about it, I'm not sure what states McCain secured
for the ticket, besides Arizona - Tuesday night watching the numbers I'm thinking Obama takes 48
states if Palin was not on the R ticket - They didn't come close in any blue state a Moderate at the top
of the ticket was supposed to have a chance at {So apparently the Bush, Rove, Mitt Romney people
are the ones orchestrating this after election [Fox news report] credibility attack on Gov. Sarah Palin.
Of course they are going after her to further thier own agendas and political ambitions. Sarah Palin
has them running scared and for good reason because if Palin isn't on the next ticket then neither are
the voters and that is their dilemma in not wanting any conservatives representing their party.}
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Comments: I'm kind of surprised Fox (news) was the one to break the Africa/NAFTA thing, though. Are they
trying to kneecap her, for some reason? ... I'm so glad you guys finally realize just how Fair and Balanced
Fox News is ... This is an early hatchet job on top contender, pure and simple! I don't care whether these
ridiculous rumours are coming directly from Romney or not. Fox is pulling the strings. They went hard
Romney in final days of primary and now they are kneecapping all his opposition. Just wait for the dossiers to
start appearing on FNC. But will talk radio be on board? BOYCOTT IF THEY KEEP THIS UP. FNC needs to
learn that this is still a republic! They don't get to turn MSNBC on us! ... You can tell Palin felt she was holding
up the campaign. Now that I think about it, I'm not sure what states McCain secured for the ticket, besides
Arizona. McCain might have lost the entire south without the religious conservatives she brought on board.
Tuesday night watching the numbers I'm thinking Obama takes 48 states if Palin was not on the R ticket.
They didn't come close in any blue state a Moderate at the top of the ticket was supposed to have a chance
at. ... thing I got right about this stinking election is that the blame would be on Palin. Folks, she is a
Conservative, and is a rising star, so she must be destroyed. "Also," to quote Sarah, if she didn't know all the
things they say she didn't know who does that say more about, her or McCain! So, the Evangelica wing to the
Party is now being beat down. Is this really the direction, Republicans want to go?
http://www.redstate.com/diaries/erick/2008/nov/05/operation-leper/

Tensions between McCain (Bush people) and Palin camps come to light - a (Bush) Republican Party
lawyer would be dispatched to Alaska to inventory and retrieve the clothes still in her possession - [I
don't think there is a problem between McCain and Palin it is the Bush Party people that are kicking
Palin to the curb because the Bush family is scared to pieces of Sarah Palin an actual conservative
Republican] {God Bless Sarah Palin! Sarah did an incredible job and our Nation is proud of her and of
her effort! From the start the Bush Republican Party never wanted to win this 2008 election. When
Sarah Palin came on the scene and brought excitement to the Republican ticket the Bush handlers
immediately began to sabotage her at every move. Isn't it odd that the Bush handlers sent Palin to the
jungles of Charlie Gibson and Katie Couric to do her interviews instead of to Bill O'Reilly or other
friendly interviewers so she could have a civil interview and half a chance at succeeding? But then
that's what the Bush family objective is in not allowing Sarah Palin or any other true conservatives to
succeed in politics.}
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Reporting from Phoenix -- Sarah Palin left the national stage Wednesday, but the controversy over her role
on the ticket flared as aides to John McCain disclosed new details about her expensive wardrobe purchases
and revealed that a Republican Party lawyer would be dispatched to Alaska to inventory and retrieve the
clothes still in her possession. [I doubt there are that many stores in Alaska so she should shop when and
where she has the chance]. Tensions have simmered for much of the last month between aides loyal to
McCain and those loyal to Palin, but they boiled over after the Republican nominee's defeat, as both sides
spoke freely -- though anonymously -- about the wardrobe controversy and other conflicts. Two aides to
McCain and two to Palin discussed the tensions but asked that their names not be revealed, saying they
were not comfortable speaking openly about internal operations. ... Resentments had started to brew earlier.
Palin was not comfortable with the team of handlers sent by (Bush) party headquarters to manage her
appearances, and there were frequent conflicts between the staff at (Bush) headquarters and her traveling
staff. Palin felt constrained by the fact that she had little decision-making power, and questioned the
directions being given to her by the (Bush) campaign, an aide said. -- In an interview with CNN on
Wednesday, Palin denied that there were tensions with the McCain camp [the tensions were with the Bush
people]. But that is at odds with accounts from aides on both sides. The strain worsened, the aides said, after
Palin was recorded talking to a Canadian comedian who pretended to be French President Nicolas Sarkozy.
Campaign staffers said McCain's top aides were blindsided by the call, which they said was approved by
Palin foreign policy aide Steve Biegun. McCain aides said the Palin camp did not notify McCain's senior staff
or the State Department about the supposed contact. Outraged, Schmidt organized a conference call. He
demanded to know who had arranged the call, and questioned why anyone would have agreed to such an
unusual request and then failed to clear it with top staff, McCain aides said. Biegun immediately took
responsibility. In an interview Wednesday, he said some aides at McCain headquarters were in fact aware of
the call, and that it had been on the schedule for "a couple days." "I was fooled," he said. "No one's going to
beat me up more than I beat myself up for setting up the (Alaskan) governor (Palin) like that."
http://www.latimes.com/news/politics/la-na-palin6-2008nov06,0,6466248.story

**Dr. Francis Schaefer - Watershed of the Evangelical World (Mp3's)
Your online source for the very best in Christian discipleship training resources. We're digitizing thousands of
classic studies that have been presented over the last 60 years and will be making them available for online
training or downloading to your multimedia-ready computer. Vision: As many messages as possible, from
Christian speakers in disciplemaking ministry, are being archived in digital form and made freely available on
the Internet. Wherever access to the Web is available, in any country around the world, whether by wireless
connection on an airplane, or on a submerged submarine, users should be able to access thousands of the
best archived messages from Godly men and women covering hundreds of topics of interest.
http://www.discipleshiplibrary.com/search.php?a=1&e=1&m=0&p=0&n=0&s=message_title&t=NAME&ss=Sc
haeffer&st=speaker_exact&ssf=Francis

SermonIndex.net: Dr. Francis Schaefer (Mp3's - Video Downloads)
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VISION OF THIS MINISTRY: 'The mission of SermonIndex is the preservation and propagation of classical
vintage preaching and the promotion of genuine biblical revival to this generation.' The work and ministry of
sermonindex can be encapsulated in this one word: Revival. Sermonindex is not an organization, business,
or any attempt by man to build something for God. It is rather a expression of a heart burden to see the
Church revived and brought back to holiness, purity, and power with God. The main thrust of the speakers
and articles on the website are towards an 'apostolic' vision of the church of God found in Holy Scriptures.
This biblical balanced Christianity is something needed in contrast to our modern day commercial, superficial,
cultural Christianity. The desire for a spiritual awakening is in hopes that it will restore this original apostolic
church in this world as a better expression of what the Church should be. 'I was now beholding a precious
gem, what my heart had been longing for. The strong preaching that seems to have gone by the wayside has
once again been resurrected.' - Mike Balog.
http://www.sermonindex.net/modules/mydownloads/viewcat.php?cid=328

LivePrayer.com: Daily Devotional - As a follower of Christ, a servant of the most high Lord, all we
have is His message. NOTHING ELSE! Despite the illusion so many high profile men and women of
God are under, especially those who are on TV, they are not celebrities, they are not stars, and this is
not Hollywood! We are nothing more than spokespeople for the Lord and despite how clever we may
convince ourselves into thinking we are, we only have one message that matters, THE GOSPEL! All
the rest is wood, hay, and stubble! If we are doing what we do for ANY other reason than to serve the
Lord, if we have any other message but the Gospel, than we have totally failed God!
My friend, that is all any of us can ask. All you can ask of your unsaved family members, neighbors,
classmates, the people you work with, those you meet along your daily journey, is that they hear your
message. God gave each person free will. We can't force anyone to believe. We can't force anyone to give
their heart and life to Jesus. We can't force anyone to live their life according to the Bible. All we can do is
share the message of Christ's love and the Truth of God's Word and than pray for that person. People are
hearing the messages of the world loud and clear virtually every waking moment. Even Christians are hearing
the messages of the world all throughout the day. Why do you think so many Believers fall into sin, go the
way of the world despite having placed their faith in Jesus Christ? THEY ARE INFLUENCED BY THE
MESSAGES THE WORLD IS SENDING THEM CONSTANTLY THROUGHOUT THE DAY! -- That is why we
have been commanded by God to share our faith with others, to share with them the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
That is why I challenge you all the time to become more bold and not to let those opportunities we all get
each day to tell someone about Jesus pass you by. We take for granted that people will hear the message
from someone else. We take for granted that because the person is alive today they will be alive tomorrow.
THE FACT IS GOD PUT YOU IN THEIR LIFE TO SHARE WITH THEM THE MESSAGE OF CHRIST'S
LOVE AND THEY MAY NOT BE ALIVE TOMORROW SINCE TOMORROW IS PROMISED TO NONE OF
US!!!!
http://www.liveprayer.com/ddarchive3.cfm?id=3444

**40DaysForLife.com: I am in complete awe of the unprecedented level of pro-life activity that is
stirring all across America and Canada as more than 170 cities actively gear up for this fall's 40 Days
for Life campaign 2008 -- at a crucial time when abortion is back at the top of the news headlines and
in the forefront of the heated political debate (Mp3)
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We've also learned of many other organizations now joining in 40 Days for Life's call for nationwide prayer,
fasting, and action: The Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission of the SOUTHERN BAPTIST
CONVENTION has joined the call, asking all believers to unite together in the 2008 September 24 November 2 season of prayer and fasting. ... This fall is not only going to be the largest and longest
coordinated pro-life mobilization in history, it could also be one of the largest unified 40-day seasons of prayer
and fasting in North America during our lifetime. WOW! Who would have ever believed that this would go
from one simple idea to a worldwide movement - in just ONE YEAR……But, by the grace of God, it has. And
YOU can help shape history by participating!
http://40daysforlife.com/blog/?p=127

Basic Christian 2008 - Current Active Online PDF - News-Info Feed - Updated Automatically (PDF)
Generates a current PDF file of the 2008 Basic Christian info-news feed.
http://rss2pdf.com?url=http://www.BasicChristian.org/BasicChristian.rss

Basic Christian 2008 - Full Content Active Online Version - News-Info Feed (RSS)
Generates a current PDF file of the 2008 Basic Christian info-news feed.
http://rss2pdf.com?url=http://www.BasicChristian.us/BasicChristian_2008.rss

Basic Christian - Current Active Online PDF - Mp3 Downloads - Updated Automatically (PDF)
Generates a current PDF file of the Basic Christian Mp3 download feed.
http://rss2pdf.com/?url=http://www.BasicChristian.us/mp3_downloads_list.rss

Basic Christian - Current Active Online PDF - Video, Flash, DVD, Movies - Updated Automatically
(PDF)
Generates a current PDF file of the Basic Christian Video, Flash, DVD, Movie feed.
http://rss2pdf.com/?url=http://www.BasicChristian.us/dvds_movies_flash_list.rss

**Announcement** Basic Christian is going to 'broadcast' a smaller news feed version – Past Basic
Christian Info-News Feed items have been archived and are now available in both PDF and RSS
format
The Basic Christian info-news feed is now broadcasting a smaller version news feed. Originally the feed
maintained about 50 news items however the feed has ballooned to over a couple of hundred of news items.
This is an attempt to save time for those who download the current news feed and also to more evenly
distribute our internet resources. The vast majority of past news items are now available as archive files in
both PDF and the original RSS. The free downloads are currently available at ww.BasicChristian.us.
http://www.basicchristian.us/
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Basic Christian 2008 - Current Content - News-Info Feed (RSS)
The current Basic Christian news-info feed.
http://www.BasicChristian.us/BasicChristian_2008.rss

Basic Christian 2008 a (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_a.pdf

Basic Christian 2008 b (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_b.pdf

Basic Christian 2008 c (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_c.pdf

Basic Christian 2008 d (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_d.pdf

Basic Christian 2008 e (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_e.pdf

Basic Christian 2008 f (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_f.pdf

Basic Christian 2008 g (PDF)
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Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_g.pdf

Basic Christian 2008 h (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_h.pdf

Basic Christian 2007 a (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2007_a.pdf

Basic Christian 2007 b (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2007_b.pdf

Basic Christian 2007 c (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2007_c.pdf

Basic Christian 2007 d (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2007_d.pdf

Basic Christian 2007 e (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2007_e.pdf

Basic Christian 2006 a (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
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http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2006_a.pdf

Basic Christian 2006 b (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2006_b.pdf

Basic Christian 2005 a (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2005_a.pdf

Basic Christian 2005 b (PDF)
Archived version of past news-info feed.
http://basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2005_b.pdf

Updated 2008 a (RSS)
Past news-info feed.
http://www.basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_a.rss

Current 2008 b (RSS)
Past news-info feed.
http://www.basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_b.rss

Current 2008 c (RSS)
Past news-info feed.
http://www.basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_c.rss

Current 2008 d (RSS)
Past news-info feed.
http://www.basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_d.rss
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Current 2008 e (RSS)
Past news-info feed.
http://www.basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2008_e.rss

Current 2007 a (RSS)
Past news-info feed.
http://www.basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2007_a.rss

Current 2007 b (RSS)
Past news-info feed.
http://www.basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2007_b.rss

Current 2006 (RSS)
Past news-info feed.
http://www.basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2006.rss

Current 2005 a (RSS)
Past news-info feed.
http://www.basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2005_a.rss

Current 2005 b (RSS)
Past news-info feed.
http://www.basicchristian.us/BasicChristian_2005_b.rss

Free Downloads: (PDF - MP3) from BasicChristian.org
It is our Commitment to provide a Varity of FREE and useful Downloads. It is also our Commitment to provide
them in a convenient way without pop-up advertisements, redirects and other annoying interferences
between you and the information you are seeking. We also encourage everyone to have a safety offline
backup version of the Basic Christian material.
http://www.basicchristian.org/download.html
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